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F R O M  T H E  E D I TO R

CONTRIBUTION OF ARTICLES

The Akauntan Nasional welcomes original and previously unpublished contributions which are of inte-
rest to accountants, executives and scholars. Manuscripts should cover domestic or international accounting
developments. Lifestyle articles of interest to accountants are also welcomed.

Manuscripts should be submitted in English or Bahasa Malaysia and range from 2,500 to 5,000 words
(double-spaced, typed pages). They should be submitted in hardcopy and diskette (3.5 inch) form in Microsoft
Word or Lotus Wordpro. Manuscripts are subject to a review procedure and the Editor reserves the right to
make amendments which may be appropriate prior to publication.

Letters to the Editor
A key element in the world of publishing is what readers have to say.

We want to hear from you on just about anything that appears in
each issue of Akauntan Nasional. Why not drop us a line now?
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Booster Package

The Malaysian economy seems to be on a firm footing as the recently

announced economic stimulus package by the Government is a well

thought-out plan to boost the economy.

There are as many as 90 measures that make up this plan, amounting to

some RM7.3 billion that the Government is setting aside for this purpose.

While there are specific measures to mitigate the negative impact of SARS

on Malaysia’s tourism industry, this stimulus package has a much more far

reaching impact. Among others, the promotion of private investment in Ma-

laysia, developing new sources of growth and making Malaysia more com-

petitive.

No wonder then that many are impressed, including Daniel Lian, regional

economist of Morgan Stanley, who likens Malaysia’s strategy to the success

that Thailand has achieved in recent times, via a similar economic stimulus

package.

And with RM2 billion theoretically being released into the system by virtue

of the cut in EPF contributions, analysts are sanguine about the prospects of

a number of sectors including, property development and the automobile sec-

tors for example, as households would now have more disposable income.

But some fund managers argue that more can be done with the EPF money,

such as reducing the employers contributions, so as to give corporations more

money to expand.

And while previous attempts at boosting Malaysia’s small and medium-sized

enterprises (SME) sector have not worked out as well, this time round, the

initiatives are more meaningful and likely to have a more positive impact.

There are also measures to boost agriculture and rural development.

But while all of this looks good on paper, it is still left to be seen if these

measures will bring about the desired result. The key will be in execution, as

these measures must be effectively executed so that the intended recipients

will benefit.
Editor
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AKAUNTAN MALAYSIAINSTITUT

VISION AND
MISSION

MIA’s Vision

• To be a globally recognised

and respected business

partner committed to

nation-building

MIA’s Mission

• To develop, support and

monitor quality and expertise

consistent with global best

practice in the accountancy

profession for the interest

of stakeholders

Malaysian Institute of Accountants
(Established under the Accountants Act, 1967)

MIA BRANCHES

State : Johor
Location : Johor Bahru
Chairman : Soh Siong Hoon, Sam

State : Melaka
Location : Melaka
Chairman : Lee Hin Kan

State : Negeri Sembilan
Location : Seremban
Chairman : Chan Siew Tong

State : Pahang
Location : Kuantan
Chairman : Foo Tui Lee, Joseph

State : Penang
Location : Penang
Chairman : Teh Eng Hin, Steven

State : Perak
Location : Ipoh
Chairman : Soo Yuit Weng

State : Sabah
Location : Kota Kinabalu
Chairman : Alexandra Thien

State : Sarawak
Location : Kuching
Chairman : Tiang Kung Seng, David

State : Kedah & Perlis
Location : Alor Setar
Chairman : Por Lee Tee

State : Kelantan
Location : Kota Bahru
Chairman : Billy Kang

State : Terengganu
Location : Kuala Terengganu
Chairman : Su Lim

NOTICE TO MEMBERS

ANNOUNCEMENT

Please be informed that the Securities Com-
mission has sent us an official correspon-

dence dated 30 April 2003. The correspon-
dence is as follows :

“PAYMENT OF FEES AND
CHARGES UNDER THE SECURITIES
COMMISSION (FEES AND CHARGES)

REGULATIONS 1993.”

In reference to the above, the Securities Com-
mission (SC) wish to advise that the fees and
charges payable for corporate proposals, which
are determined in accordance with the Regula-
tions, are required, with effect from 1 May 2003,
to be paid upfront when the applications are
submitted to the SC for the relevant proposals.

The above requirement is applicable for all
proposals for the issue of securities pursuant
to the Policies and Guidelines on Issue/Offer
of Securities and for applications pursuant to
the Malaysian Code on Take-Overs and Merg-
ers (Malaysian Code). For convertible securi-
ties (which fall under the definition of deben-
tures), fees and charges are to be paid based
on the nominal value of ordinary shares to be
issued assuming full conversion of the convert-
ible securities based on indicative conversion
price. With regard to applications pursuant to
the Malaysian Code, the fees and charges are
to be paid based on the enlarged capital of the
acquiree company, where applicable.

The relevant invoice for the fees and
charges will be raised by the SC after the deci-
sion on the corporate proposal has been com-
municated. If a refund is necessary, the Com-
mission will make the necessary refund. Simi-
larly, should there be any underprovision of the
fees and charges paid upfront, the amount
underprovided is to be paid to the Commission
on receipt of the invoice. The SC wishes to ad-
vise that the processing of the application will
only commence upon receipt of payment of the
fees and charges for the corporate proposal.

Please be guided accordingly.

TO ALL PRACTISING
CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

� Professional Indemnity Insurance

Please be reminded that every member in pub-
lic practice shall obtain a policy of professional
indemnity insurance with a minimum coverage
of RM 100,000  within three  months from com-
mencement of public practice. Proof of such
coverage shall be required for the purpose of the

renewal of the practising certificate issued to mem-
bers in public practice pursuant to Rule 9 of the
Institute’s (Membership and Council) Rules 2001.

This is provided under By-Law B-10.3 of the
Institute’s By-Laws (On Professional Conduct
and Ethics).

Therefore, please ensure that you enclose a
copy of the latest cover note of the policy that
you have purchased at the time of renewing your
practising certificate, which is due on 1 July 2003.

� Collection of Certificate
Members whose practising certificates have

been approved at the Council meeting on 27 May
2003 are advised that their certificate is ready for
collection. Those who have yet to collect their
practising certificate, which was approved at the
previous meetings of the Council, are also re-
quested to do so. Should you have applied for a
practising certificate and do not know the status
of the application, kindly contact Cik Rashidah
Abdul Aziz from the Membership-Registration &
Supervision Department of the Institute.

BRIEFING FOR
PRACTITIONERS

We are pleased to inform practising mem-
bers on the fourth briefing to be held at

the MIA office on 11 July 2003 (Friday). De-
tails are as follows :

Venue : Main Boardroom, Dewan Akauntan
2 , Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3
Brickfields, Kuala Lumpur

Time : 5.00 p.m. to 8.00 p.m. (or earlier)

Interested members are required to regis-
ter with Shuhairah at 03-2279 9200 Ext. 323
(e-mail :  shuhairah@mia.org.my) from the Prac-
tice Matters Department.

For this briefing, we are pleased to share with
our practitioners the following topic :

a Professional Indemnity
Insurance (PII)

We have invited Intan Insuran Broker Sdn.
Bhd. to come and share with our practitioners
on the various factors which should be consid-
ered when buying Professional Indemnity Insur-
ance. Since 1998, our Institute has made it man-
datory for all practitioners (both audit and non-
audit) to have a minimum coverage of at least
RM100,000 per partner per practice.

In future, the Institute may require the re-
newal of practising certificate to be subjected
to our members in public practice submitting
to the Institute their copy of the Certificate of
Insurance for the Professional Indemnity insur-
ance coverage.

2
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NOTICE TO PRACTITIONERS

T he accountancy profession is facing
two major ‘shake-ups’. The first
concerns the globalisation of busi-

nesses that have made it necessary for prac-
titioners to look beyond the shores of Ma-
laysia for business. The second concerns
accounting software that has become so so-
phisticated, the role of the accountant, if not
carefully checked, could eventually become

most accountants are experiencing now.
One thing’s for certain — things are not
going to be rosy for a long time to come.

In this regard, the Institute in its efforts
to assist members in public practice is pro-
posing that the merger and acquisition of
professional practices be considered in
response to this challenging environment.

To this end, a strategic working group has
already been set up to assist members in the
area. A recent survey by MIA indicated that
most members view this matter as urgent.

The implementation of AFTA/WTO in
the next two years is a powerful reminder
that competition will definitely escalate in
the marketplace. Members who are igno-
rant or who refuse to acknowledge these
challenges will eventually find their prac-
tices unable to withstand this onslaught.

A quick browse through Akauntan
Nasional will reveal that more than 30 new
firms were set up in the short period between
October to December 2002 alone. On top of
this, the Government has begun to liberalise
the accountancy profession as an example
to other professions. Hence, members who
take the initiative to consider forms of merg-
ers among themselves will at least be able to
withstand the tough times ahead.

Furthermore, there’s talk that small com-
panies may be exempted from audits alto-
gether thereby making it even tougher for
small practices to survive. With this going
on at the local level, can we even begin to
think of competing at the international level?

With this in mind, MIA would like to in-
vite practitioners who have either merged
with others or acquired the practices of
others to share your experience with the
Institute and its members in public prac-
tice. You would be doing the accountancy
profession a great service.

Those interested can write to :

Raymond Liew
c/o Raymond Liew & Associates

305, Block E, Phileo Damansara 1
9, Jalan 16/11, Off Jalan Damansara

46350 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan

or alternatively, e-mail him at :
raymondliew@raymond-liew.com

MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

OF PROFESSIONAL

ACCOUNTING PRACTICES

AN

sidelined. That’s because today’s software
has the capacity to assist bosses of most
Small & Medium Industries (SMI) to gather
and generate financial figures without hav-
ing to engage the services of an accountant.

Taking this into consideration, coupled
with Malaysia’s rather slow economy due
to present events beyond our control, one
can imagine the feelings of uncertainty
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M E M B E R S ’  U P D AT E

The main features of the policies are as
follows :

The Institute’s staf f shall respond to
members’ queries on the Institute’s official
pronouncements.

The Institute’s staff shall not respond to
queries on the application and interpretation
of materials not published by MIA (e.g. KLSE
Listing Requirements and Securities Indus-
try Act, 1983), except for the Accounting
Standards issued by MASB, the interpreta-
tion of the Companies Act, 1965 and also the
Income Tax Act, 1967. However, responses
to the Companies Act, 1965 and the Income
Tax Act, 1967 shall be restricted mainly to
areas of common knowledge or of current
relevance. No enquiries on accounting, au-
diting and other professional requirements
applicable in jurisdictions other than Malay-
sia shall be entertained.

The Institute’s staff shall entertain que-
ries only from MIA members (with limited
exceptions for regulatory bodies and the
news media). Guidance for others is provided
as to the alternative sources of information
for queries.

Queries shall be in writing.

Responses to queries shall also be in writ-
ing and shall be appropriately disclaimed in
a number of respects, as highlighted under
para. 18 of this document.

Queries and responses in the form of “fre-
quently asked questions” are posted on the
Institute’s website subject to the same con-
ditions under which an original response is
provided.

The policies, which will also be published on
the Institute’s website, may be modified from
time to time as determined by the Council.

POLICIES ON ANSWERING

TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES
The Institute constantly receives many enquiries on practice, legal
and technical matters and on the application of various professional
pronouncements and laws. In dealing with such queries in an
orderly manner, the Council has endorsed the following policies on
handling technical queries on 28 March 2003.

Staff Policies on
Handling Technical

Queries

Introduction
The Council is empowered, in re-

lation to the practice of accountancy, to
issue, specify, adopt or endorse any of
the following :

a) statement of professional ethics in
the form of By-Laws; and/or

b) standards of accounting (especially
those that were issued by MASB)
and auditing practices.

The above are required to be
obser ved, maintained or otherwise
applied by MIA members as provided
under the Accountants Act, 1967.

Statements of professional ethics
in the form of By-Laws and standards
on accounting and auditing practices
(collectively, herein, referred to as “Pro-
fessional Pronouncements”) together
with relevant interpretative and other
guidance approved by the Council of
MIA as current and published in the
Institute’s Members’ Handbook in the
form of the CD-Rom.

From time to time, the Institute
receives queries in relation to the ap-
plication and interpretation of its Pro-
fessional Pronouncements and also re-
ceives queries in relation to such other
matters as the application of laws (for
example, in relation to the Company
or Income Tax Act), or the account-
ing or other professional require-
ments applying in jurisdictions other
than Malaysia.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

The Institute’s policies in relation
to dealing with members’ technical que-
ries such that they may be dealt with in
an orderly manner are outlined below.
The policies may be modified from time
to time as determined by the Council.

Addressing Technical Queries
with the Institute

The Institute will receive queries on
the application and interpretation of the
Institute’s Professional Pronouncements.

The Institute’s staff will respond
to such queries subject to the conditions
outlined below :

� The query should come from a mem-
ber of the Institute (with limited ex-
ceptions for regulatory bodies and the
media) — guidance for others as to
alternative sources of information for
queries is provided in para. 15 below.

� The query should be in writing and
addressed to the relevant Institute’s
Manager via mail, e-mail or fax.

� The quer y should include the
member’s name, address, contact
telephone number during normal of-
fice hours and membership number.

� The query should include a written
statement of all relevant facts and as-
sumptions, and refer to available au-
thoritative support and supporting ra-
tionale. Sufficient information on the
circumstance to which the query per-
tains must be provided, but the query
should be generic in nature and not
related to a specific enterprise or
transaction (either actual or contem-
plated). The query should preferably
provide a suggested conclusion con-
sistent with the authoritative support
and other references cited.

� Members should include details as to
whether or not others have been con-
sulted in respect of the query and, if
so, the facts provided to that person,
and the details of their response. The
query to the Institute should, however,
be kept generic and not refer to a spe-
cific enterprise and/or fact situation.

If, in the Institute’s view, the above
conditions have not been met, the mem-
ber may be asked to resubmit the

3

4

5

6

7
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query, as appropriately raised, or the query
may not be responded to, at the Institute’s
discretion. In the latter case, the member
will be informed of the decision.

The Institute’s staff will generally re-
spond to queries on the application and in-
terpretation of material not published by the
Institute, including matters of laws and regu-
lation (for example, company law, taxation
law, Stock Exchange Listing Rules, etc.), but
these responses shall be restricted mainly
to areas of common knowledge or of cur-
rent relevance. No enquiries on accounting,
auditing and other professional require-
ments applying in jurisdictions other than
Malaysia shall be entertained.

As a matter of policy, the Institute’s
staff should not respond to the following
requests :

� Provide advice on enterprise-specific
and/or detailed fact-specific questions.

� Suggest the appropriate audit opinion to
be given.

� Act as an arbitrator regarding any issue
or dispute.

� Assist in research for student assignments.

The Institute’s staff will provide only
written responses to queries on the follow-
ing basis :

� Views expressed are intended to assist
members solely on an ad hoc basis in re-
solving members’ enquiries.

� Staff response is based on the facts and
assumptions provided and may not ap-
ply if there is a change or discrepancy in
those facts or assumptions.

� Reliance on the staff response is entirely
at the enquirer’s own risk.

� Advice given is provided gratuitously
and without liability.

� Reference to the query and response, if
any, may not be made — and shall not
be permissible as evidence — in case of
any complaint furnished to the Institute.

Because of the Institute’s limited re-
sources to deal with member’s queries, it
is generally not possible for the Institute’s
staff to attend to all queries necessarily in
a timely manner. Staff will strive to answer
85 per cent of queries, which contain all
the information specified in this policy,
within 10 working days of receipt.

Limitations
 Institute’s Professional Pronouncements

Note should be taken that the staff re-
sponse is provided on the generic basis and
should not be considered necessarily relevant
to a specific enterprise or transaction. A query
provides typically only a selected summary
of the scenario about which advice is being
sought and it is inevitable that the staff will be
less well-informed, and consequently less able
to provide appropriate advice, than the advi-
sor who has become familiar with all the rel-
evant facts regarding the matter in question.

The Institute’s staff are able to assist
members by providing information that
guides them to the most appropriate source
of information (such as relevant Profes-
sional Pronouncements). To enable mean-
ingful discussions, members are expected
to consult and understand the relevant Pro-
fessional Pronouncements themselves first
before further questions are raised.

As a last port of call for members’ que-
ries on Professional Pronouncements, the
Institute encourages both members and
non-members to use other sources of in-
formation available, which may include :
� For financial statement preparers � your

external auditor.
� For professional accountants � colleagues,

fellow members, Institute’s website includ-
ing the discussion forum on the Internet.

� For students � library, lecturers, textbooks
and Institute’s website where you will find
electronic copies of the Institute’s stan-
dards and details of other professional lit-
erature published by the Institute.

� For enterprise-specific queries � the en-
terprise concerned.

Legal interpretations and Professional Pro-
nouncements applying in other jurisdictions

The Institute’s staff are generally not
in the position to respond to most enqui-
ries on the application and interpretation
of the laws or professional pronounce-
ments not issued or specified by the Insti-
tute. In the case of queries relating to le-
gal matters, members are advised to seek
independent legal advice.

Enterprise-specific queries

It is the Institute’s policy not to com-
ment on the specific facts pertaining to a
company or its financial statements. Enter-

prise-specific queries should be raised with
the enterprise concerned.

On occasions, queries in respect of a
specific enterprise may be, or become, part
of a matter of complaint to the Institute
about the conduct of the member. Queries
connected with an actual complaint should
be directed to the Registrar of the Institute.

Disclaimer
As a matter of policy, the Institute dis-

claims responsibility for any comment or
statement by any of its staff. The views ex-
pressed are based solely on the limited in-
formation given to MIA and are intended to
assist members solely on an ad hoc basis in
resolving members’ enquiries. The views
expressed are not the official opinion of
MIA, its Council or any of its Committees.
Advice given is provided gratuitously and
without liability. Neither the MIA, its Coun-
cil or any of its Committees nor its staff shall
be responsible or liable for any claims,
losses, damages, costs or expenses arising
in any way out of or in connection with any
persons relying upon the advice given.

Institute’s Official Response
Where members consider that there

are deficiencies in certain Professional Pro-
nouncements that give rise to the ambigu-
ities or difficulties in the application of Pro-
fessional Pronouncements, suggestions
are most welcome.

Any such suggestions should be di-
rected to the Registrar of the Institute,
which will then be referred to the relevant
Committees for consideration, and the rel-
evant Professional Pronouncements will be
amended, where appropriate.

Owing to the limited resources, the
Institute does not give individual responses
to such suggestions.

Publication of Queries and Responses
To further assist members, the Insti-

tute may, where appropriate, publish, or
post on its website, frequently asked tech-
nical questions and answers.

These will be published in generic
terms without disclosing the identity of the
enquirer.

Note :  The above policies can be viewed at the
Institute’s website under the Institute
Legislation link, www.mia.org.my

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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Clarifying the Receiver
and Manager’s Power to
Sell Charged
Properties
by Way of
Private treaty

L E G A L  &  A C C O U N T I N G
I N S O LV E N C Y

By Nor Azimah Abdul Aziz

Melatrans Sdn Bhd vs.
Carah Enterprise Sdn Bhd and
Perdana Merchant Bankers Berhad
On 24 May 1997 the Supreme Court delivered its decision in the
case of Kimlin Housing Development Sdn Bhd v. Bank Bumiputra
(M) Berhad [1997] 2MLJ 805 (Kimlin). The far reaching implica-
tions of the decision on Kimlin has affected the Insolvency Practi-
tioners, wherein a Receiver and Manager (R&M) has no power to
sell charged properties by way of private treaty. Subsequent to the
above decision, for risk management purposes the R&M who is
appointed under the Debenture will apply for the court’s direction
under Section 183(3) of the Companies Act, 1965 to dispose charged
properties by private sale.

The uncertainty as regards to the question of law on “Whether the
R&M has a valid power of attorney under the Debenture to sell the
property charged under the National Land Code (NLC) by private
treaty?” has finally been put to rest, with the recent decision of the
Federal Court, in the case of Melatrans Sdn Bhd Vs. Carah Enterprise
Sdn Bhd and Perdana Merchant Bankers Berhad [2003] 2 MLJ 193.

The Facts of the Case
On 30 June 1992 Carah Enterprise Sdn

Bhd (Carah) being the registered propri-
etor of a piece of land had executed a de-
benture in favour of Perdana Merchant
Bankers Berhad (Perdana). Carah had also
created and registered a first legal charge
over the said property for Perdana pursu-
ant to the provisions of the NLC. The above
debenture stipulates for the appointment
of a Receiver and Manager (R&M) and
empowers the R&M as the lawful attorney
for Carah.

Subsequently on 9 Februar y 1994,
Perdana appointed an R&M over all the
assets and undertakings of Carah.

On 2 July 1996 the R&M entered into a
private treaty to sell the proper ty to
Melatrans Sdn Bhd (Melatrans). However
Melantrans subsequently attempted to dis-
continue the purchase on the basis of the
decision in Kimlin Housing Development
(Appointed Receiver and Manager)(in Liq-
uidation) v. Bank Bumiputra (M) Bhd. Ors.
which appeared to suggest that R&M have
no power to sell charged property under
the NLC by way of private treaty.

Carah then succeeded in obtaining a
declaration from the High Court that the
R&M had the power to sell, being agents
of Carah as stipulated under the said de-
benture. Melatrans appealed to the Court
of Appeal. When the appeal was dismissed,
Melatrans then obtained leave to appeal to
the Federal Court on the question of law
as set out below :

“Notwithstanding a valid Power of At-
torney contained in a debenture, can the
R&M appointed under the said deben-
ture proceed to sell the property charged
under the NLC by private treaty?”

The Federal Court’s Decision
On 13 March 2003 the Federal Court

dismissed the appeal and gave a positive
response to the above question of law. The
Court ruled that, an R&M appointed un-
der a debenture with valid power of attor-
ney is entitled to sell the proper ty as
charged by the chargor (Carah) by way of
private treaty notwithstanding that the
property in question was charged under
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the NLC do not apply to a private treaty by
the chargor to sell the property. The R&M
in the present case, was acting under the
power of attorney as agents of the chargor.
Further to the above, the court rejected the
appellant’s allegation that the power of at-
torney created under the debenture was a
means to contract out of the provisions of
the NLC.

Never theless, the Federal Cour t in
Carah upheld the precedent as laid down
in the Kimlin case that Part XVI of the NLC

deals with the rights and remedies of
parties under a statutory charge over land
and that Section 256(2) of the NLC pro-
vides a prescribed method of sale to be
undertaken by a chargee, not a chargor.
The other principles under the Kimlin case
are inter-alia as follows :
a. The rights and powers of a chargee

arise from the relevant provisions of the
NLC and are enforceable only by pro-
ceedings in Court to obtain a judicial
sale;

b. A chargor under the NLC cannot con-
fer on the chargee a power of sale by
way of a debenture or power of attor-
ney or otherwise and all proceedings

by a chargee must be brought by way
of a judicial sale;

c. The provisions of the NLC which set
out the rights and remedies of the par-
ties under a statutory charge are ex-
haustive and exclusive and any attempt
at contracting out of such rights - un-
less expressly provided for in the NLC,
are void as being contrary to public
policy; and

d. Therefore the R&M were not entitled
to sell charged lands by virtue of pow-

ers conferred on them by
the debenture without tak-
ing proceedings under the
NLC to obtain a judicial
sale.

Yet Another
Question

Unanswered?
The Federal Court in

Carah clarifies that a R&M
who has a valid power of
attorney is empowered to
dispose of charged proper-
ties under the NLC by pri-
vate treaty. However, the
Federal Court did not at-
tempt to answer another
pressing issue among in-
solvency practitioners, i.e.
“whether the powers of a
R&M appointed under a
Debenture with a valid
power of attorney will really

cease to be exercisable in respect of matters
other than land upon the commencement of
liquidation of the chargor?”

Thus, it appears that Carah’s precedence
does not fully answer the uncertainties cre-
ated by the Kimlin decision. Perhaps there
could be another case that could reach the
Federal Court on this issue that could pro-
vide guidance to Insolvency Practitioners
and lay the matter finally to rest.

Note :  This case review was deliberated at the
meeting of the Insolvency Practice Committee
(IPC) of the Institute held on 16 May 2003 and
the members of the IPC agreed to the publica-
tion of this case review, for members’ informa-
tion.

AN

the NLC.
The Federal Court agreed with the sub-

mission of the chargor’s solicitor, that the
principles as laid down in Kimlin are not
applicable to the existing case as the deci-
sion in Kimlin was based on a completely
different set of facts which are as follows :

in Kimlin, the chargor/company was
wound up and consequently, the R&M
ceased to be agents of the chargor/
company but instead became agents of
the chargee;

the chargor/company (the first respon-
dent) in the instant case was not wound
up and consequently, unlike Kimlin, the
R&M remained as agent of the chargor

the debenture in Kimlin contained no
express provision appointing the R&M
as attorneys of the chargor/company;
and

in the instant case, the debenture em-
powers the R&M to act as the lawful
attorney and agent of the first respon-
dent and to exercise the powers ac-
corded under the debenture.

The Federal Court also held that the pro-
cedures of judicial sale as provided under
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C O V E R

Many were surprised by
the headline numbers
indicating that the gov-
ernment has set aside

some RM7.3 billion to boost the sagging
economy. This is about two per cent of the
country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
and more than what Hong Kong or
Singapore has spent to boost their sagging
economies.

 Outside, China, Hong Kong and
Singapore are the countries worst affected
by the outbreak of SARS. Hong Kong an-
nounced a package that involves some one
per cent of the GDP while Singapore’s re-
lief bundle was 0.1 per cent of GDP.

 Putting the numbers behind, the eco-
nomic package can broadly be broken
into four areas which are :

promoting private investments;

improving Malaysia’s competitiveness;

developing new sources of growth; and

enhancing the delivery system such as
expediting land alienation.

Apart from the four broad areas, there
were measures to mitigate the impact of
SARS in the services sector, especially the
tourism industry.

Hotels in the city that normally enjoy an
occupancy rate of 70 per cent, saw it drop
to less than 10 per cent. Other ancillary
services in the tourism industry such as
taxi drivers and operators of duty free
shops in airports are also suffering from a
drastic decline in business.

The immediate relief given to the tour-
ism sector includes breaks in income tax,
rebates on electricity bills and reduction
in road-tax for taxi drivers. The measures
that will take effect from 1 June to 31 De-
cember are aimed at alleviating the hard-
ship of the industry players.

 While the short-term measures espe-
cially for the tourism industry caught the
attention of the mass media, what evoked
the interest of some regional economists
was the steps taken to put Malaysia on a
path to sustainable economic growth by stir-
ring domestic investment and consumption.

Foreign direct investments (FDIs) have
contributed to the growth of the Malaysian
economy since the 1970s. However it has
become imperative that domestic invest-

E C O N O M I C  S T I M U L U S  P AC K AG E

is NINETY
Enough?

By Megan S.

The 90 measures announced by the
government underlines the commitment
to embark on a dual prong approach to
tackle the short-term weaknesses and long-
term impediments of the Malaysian economy.

1

2

3

4
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ment and consumption takes over the reins
from FDIs as a significant engine of
growth. This follows the general decline
in international capital flows and China
being the most favoured destination for
multi-national companies (MNCs).

 Most economists, including some whose
coverage include countries in the region,
expressed optimism with the measures spelt
out in the package which they feel is a way
to boost domestic investment. This is a wel-
come change because many had shunned
the country and its economic measures since
the Draconian but now justified measure to
impose capital controls in September 1998.

“The package is designed to help steer
Malaysia into a dual track economy”,
says Daniel Lian, regional economist of Mor-
gan Stanley. Lian explains that the dual track
strategy is essentially a combination of mea-
sures to boost the domestic economy
coupled with a domestic consumption boom.

A strong proponent on the belief that the
old economic formula of mass manufacturing
and pump priming will no longer work in the
fast changing international landscape, Lian
looks to Thailand as a shining example of
implementing economic strategies to de-
crease the dependence on the external sector.

 Under Prime Minister Thaksin
Shinawatra, Thailand two years ago started
a programme to develop the rural economy
and small industries and spent less on
pump priming the economy.

The Budget deficit has been trending
down since the fiscal year 2002 while the
economy is growing. In 2002, Thailand’s fis-
cal deficit was initially projected at more
than three per cent of GDP. But it turned
out to be about 2.5 per cent of GDP and eco-
nomic growth is about five per cent. In the
current year the fiscal deficit is expected to
be less than two per cent of GDP and eco-
nomic growth is projected at between four
to five per cent. Thailand is expected to have
a balanced budget by the year 2007.

“The measures adopted by the govern-
ment vividly demonstrate Malaysia’s
willingness to pursue a dual track strategy,”
says Lian.

 He describes the measures to stimulate
the small and medium enterprises (SMEs),
the agriculture and rural development and
home ownership campaigns for properties

Measures Effects

� Two per cent EPF rate cut for one � Boost to consumption spending

year beginning 1 June

� Cut in interest rates

� Half-month bonus for civil servants

� 50 basis points cut in Bank Negara � Will reduce base lending rate to

intervention rate 6 per cent.

� Fixed deposit rates will also trend

down

� One-year waiver on property � Boost for housing demand,

gains tax especially those costing below

� waiver on stamp duty for properties RM 180,000

below RM 180,000

� ceiling on foreigners purchase of

properties reduced to RM 150,000

from RM200,000.

� lower interest rates

� interest free loans on first 10 per

cent for houses below RM 100,000

� RM I billion micro loan based � Better access of financing for SMEs

on cashflow. No collateral. � New sources of growth for economy

� other funds totalling more than

RM2 billion for rural economy such

as fisheries and entrepreneurs

� relaxation on 30% Bumi requirement � The relaxation in Bumi and foreign

on listed companies that are equity conditions is positive for

undergoing debt restructuring. listed companies. Foreigners can

� listed companies need only now hold more than 50 per cent.

fulfil 30 per cent Bumi equity.

� FIC approval only for assets above � Foreigners can now easily buy

RM 10 mil from present RM5 mil. properties below RM10 mil.

� Pioneer status extended to 15 years

� Investment tax allowance extended

to 10 years from five years.

� 5 per cent discount on electricity � Lower overhead expenses for hotel

bills for hotel operators. operators, taxi drivers and others in

� 50 per cent reduction in road tax the service industry.

for taxis

� hotels and restaurants exempted

from service tax for six months

� 50 per cent reduction in rentals for

operators of duty free shops at airport

� loans of hotel workers to be

restructured and rescheduled.
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One hallmark feature of the
recent economic package is
to spur a domestic consump-

tion boon by having cuts to the usual
contributions to the Employees Provi-
dent Fund (EPF). EPF contributions by
workers will be cut to nine per cent from
the current mandatory 11 per cent for
one year beginning 1 June 2003.

Coupled with this is a half-month bo-
nus for government servants as well as
a reduction of Bank Negara’s interven-
tion rates by 50 basis points, and ana-
lysts are quite convinced that domestic
consumption will get the shot in the arm
it needs.

The two percentage point cut in EPF
contributions, the theory goes, will put
money into the pockets of consumers.
What should happen next, as our Prime
Minister told a press conference recently
when announcing the package, is that
people should take this opportunity to
spend more.

According to a research house, the
two percentage points reduction to EPF
contributions should release a whopping
RM2 billion of disposable income per
year for domestic spending.

As such it is no surprise that Terence
Wong of GK Goh Malaysia reckons that

big ticket items like cars and houses will
get a lift and so will smaller consumer
goods and perishables. “Our analysis sug-
gest that a typical household would find car
prices to be five per cent cheaper in terms
of monthly repayment on their hire pur-
chase financing. As such we estimate that
this higher affordability will boost car sales
by around four per cent if the entire sav-
ings are spent on cars,” he notes in a re-
cent report.

But some fund managers, while welcom-
ing the reduction of EPF contributions,
reckon that more can be done with EPF to
boost consumer spending. Their rationale
is that since these are not the best times
for equity investments, EPF should be
given less money to manage. And while at
it, why not also reduce the employer’s con-
tribution to the EPF?

Tan Teng Boo, managing director of
Capital Dynamics, notes in his icapital.biz
website that since the EPF isn’t doing very

well in its investments, there should be a
“drastic” cut in EPF contributions. “Be-
sides the poor performance of the EPF in
managing our savings, there are other ben-
efits to this,” he writes. First is the fact that
the rate of increase of the country’s nomi-
nal GDP is slower than the increase in the
size of the EPF. “The EPF is simply get-
ting too big for the good of the Malaysian
economy,” Tan opines.

Secondly, he favours a cut in EPF from
the employers contribution as well. “It is
difficult for companies in the current eco-
nomic environment to achieve sales in-
creases or be more profitable,” he writes.
Tan notes that in 2001, the EPF received
more than RM18 billion in contributions.
In 2002, this rose to more than RM20 bil-
lion and more than half of these amounts
came from employers. “In slashing the
employer contribution by say five per cent,
companies would be able to cut their costs
by more than RM4 billion!”

C O V E R

costing less than RM100,000 as three ‘grass-
root’ areas that could boost domestic demand.

Developing the SMEs, the agriculture
sector and rural economy are not really new
strategies. In the 2002 Budget, Malaysia had
already signalled the growing importance
of the domestic economy. The Budget un-
veiled by Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad was viewed as a landmark speech
as it gave special emphasis to increase
domestic investments, identify and enter
niche areas in agriculture and manufactur-
ing, strengthening public sector finances by
reducing the budget deficits and improving
the civil service delivery system.

Some criticised that the Budget, although
correct in addressing issues concerning
domestic investments, was not accompa-
nied by a spurt in domestic consumption.
Put in a nutshell, some economists were of
the view that a domestic consumption boom

“… a typical household would find car prices to be five per
cent cheaper in terms of monthly repayment on their hire
purchase financing. As such we estimate that this higher
affordability will boost car sales by around four per cent

if the entire savings are spent on cars,”

would spur domestic investment.
The initiatives to boost domestic con-

sumption is seen as being put in place by
reducing the contribution to the Employ-
ees Provident Fund by two per cent and
reducing the intervention rate by 50 basis
points. Both measures increase disposable
income and liquidity in the system.

 It also mitigates the cyclical downturn
of the economy caused by the war in Iraq
and effect from SARS.

It is said that the two per cent reduction
in contribution to the EPF will add some
RM2 billion to the system while the lower
interest rate in an environment that is al-

ready seeing low lending rates will help the
home ownership campaign.

A research house estimates that should
25 per cent of extra disposal income be con-
sumed or invested, it should add about 0.5
per cent growth to the economy. In addition
the lower borrowing cost arising from the
50 basis point cut and half month bonus
should add another 0.5 per cent to the GDP.

 Hence it is easy to fathom why the gov-
ernment was confident of the economy not
dipping below four per cent if the measures
are implemented as soon as possible.

Soon Seng Wun of GK Goh Research says
that the government’s move to set aside
RM5.6 billion for funding to small traders
and businesses, and SMEs via Bank Negara
and development banks such as Bank
Pertanian and Bank Pembangunan and
Industri was a good move.

 ‘The bulk of government spending it
appears has been set aside for small trad-
ers and SMEs, which is an important step
for a sustained growth in domestic de-

“Put in a nutshell, some econo-
mists were of the view that a
domestic consumption boom

would spur domestic investment”.

Cautious Optimism
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“These domestic demand
initiatives tend to generate
good multiplier effects for

domestic income and jobs,”

The Grass Root Approach
Another interesting aspect of the eco-

nomic package is the focus on what is be-
coming termed as the grass-root areas.
These are the measures aimed at boosting
Malaysia’s small and medium enterprises
(SMEs), giving a shot in the arm to agricul-
ture and rural development and coupling all
of that with home ownership campaigns.

According to Daniel Lian the regional
economist of Mor-
gan Stanley, it is
these measures that
are aimed at boost-
ing domestic de-
mand, of which he is
more impressed
about. “These do-
mestic demand initiatives tend to generate
good multiplier effects for domestic in-
come and jobs,” he notes.

Here’s what the package includes :

� up to RM2 billion has been made avail-
able to SMEs through specialised gov-
ernment financial institutions.

� RM1.5 billion in financial support for
agricultural and rural development

� As for housing, low and medium cost hous-
ing has become the key focal point, with
measures such as special low interest

loans, reduction of foreigners ownership
ceiling and a reduction of stamp duty and
property gains tax among others.

Parallels are being drawn with Thailand,
to gauge how effective these grass root ini-
tiatives will be. That’s because these sectors
are exactly the kind of grass root domestic
demand activities promoted by Thai Prime
Minister Thaksin Shinawatra in Thailand for
the past two and a half years. The measures

have resulted in an
improved fiscal pic-
ture. Thakshin’s
new strategy deliv-
ered stronger
growth and en-
hanced revenue col-
lection, according

to a Morgan Stanley report on Thailand
dated 26 February 2003.

In fact Thailand’s success has led Mor-
gan Stanley to opine that fiscal pump-prim-
ing could bring a much needed domestic
demand-led growth to countries that are still
reeling from the 1997-1998 financial crisis.

But one stark difference between Malay-
sia and Thailand should be pointed out.
Thailand has a much larger state banking
sector that has proactively participated in
lending to the so-called second track eco-
nomic activity. Also, Thailand’s larger and

lesser developed agriculture sector pro-
vides fertile ground for sustained “sec-
ond track” development, notes Lian.

Malaysia on the other hand, does not
have a significant state banking sector
and its agriculture sector is smaller. The
Thai SME sector is also larger, more di-
verse and more export oriented than
their Malaysian counterparts. As such,
they were in a better position to reap the
benefits from the said measures.

Still, the recent measures are an improve-
ment that what was contained in the 2003
Malaysian Budget. Then, the grass root
stimulative package was too small to have
a big impact. “The recent measures contain
the right ingredients to enable Malaysia to
start shedding its excessive dependence on
external based demand on mass manufac-
turing funded by multinational-sourced for-
eign direct investment,” states a recent
Morgan Stanley report on Malaysia.

The effectiveness of these measures
will also depend on execution, as pointed
out by Morgan Stanley’s Lian. Since the
bulk of these grass root measures con-
sist of funds and loan schemes that must
be tapped, the challenge boils down to
execution. The key will be how
effectively these funds and loans are
disbursed to the intended recipients.

mand,’ he says.
 Another broad policy change announced

are measures to make the rules governing
the Foreign Investment Committee (FIC)
more friendly to investors. The government
has relaxed the 30 per cent Bumiputera
equity requirement for companies that are
being restructured or debt-ridden.

 Also existing companies that are unable
to fulfil the requirement are given more
time. Another feature is that listed compa-
nies need only fulfil the 30 per cent
Bumiputera equity requirement. For in-
stance telecommunications companies can
now have ownership of more than 50 per
cent.

 ‘The measures of the FIC will see long
term benefits to the economy,’ says Soon.

 It is not only the FIC, but other mea-
sures announced will also see longer-term
benefits to the economy. Since 1998, Ma-
laysia has not received warm response for
its economic measures. But this one is
making a difference.

“… the lower interest rate in an
environment that is already seeing

low lending rates will help the home
ownership campaign”.

AN

AN
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Towards Stimulating
the NATION’s
GROWTH

By Raymond Liew

Once again, a celebratory
mood greeted the eco-
nomic stimulus package
announced on Wednesday,

21 May 2003 due to the absence of new
taxes! Contrary to widespread speculation

The economic stimulus package is designed to keep the
momentum of the Malaysian economic growth intact in the
light of the US-Iraq war and the highly contagious Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)!

C O V E R
E C O N O M I C  S T I M U L U S  P A C K A G E

the government did not reduce the corpo-
rate tax rate of 28 per cent under the new
economic stimulus package — much to the
displeasure of the corporate sector. Like-
wise, the anticipation of a new tariff struc-
ture for the automotive industry to prepare

it for competition from AFTA (Asian Free
Trade Area) in 2005 also did not materialise.
However, the automotive industry believes
the government is waiting to address this
issue in totality during the upcoming Bud-
get, scheduled for October 2003.

Nevertheless, on the surface, the eco-
nomic stimulus package may not seem to
be interesting, with the directly quantifi-
able impact on banks’ earnings. However,
one of the important measures was on the
liberalisation of foreign holdings. Now for-
eign companies are allowed to hold more
than the maximum prescribed limits in
strategic sectors such as banks, utilities
and telecommunications. If indeed, there
is greater foreign demand for more Malay-
sian equities and that such liberalisation
extends to listed companies, the long-term
effect would be to increase the country’s
benchmark weightings within the MSCI
indices. From the micro level, it would ap-
pear that the losers will be the banks and
the winners are likely to be the property
companies and consumer stocks.

The intervention rate cut of 50 points is
very welcome although one must bear in
mind that such an interest cut is somewhat
broad-based. Monetary policy is known to
have a higher multiplier effect over any
economy and it has been over a year since
Bank Negara effected the last rate cut. This
measure directly benefits private invest-
ment and consumer spending. With a wid-
ening gap between deposit and lending
rates, the proposed rate cut will no doubt
boost lending. Of course there is no guar-
antee but with spending and lending be-
ing connected with non-tangibles such as
faith, confidence and perception of the eco-
nomic environment, the chances are there
that this will happen. Let us face it, with
more money in our pockets, the likelihood
of spending is always greater hence the
tendency to borrow is even higher. The re-
duction in EPF contributions by two per
cent and the giving of a half-month bonus
to government ser vants will generate
higher consumption, which is the main
engine of the economy. Since consumers
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account for a large part of the economy,
an important doctrine is to keep their
spending going.

The relaxation of the Foreign Investment
Committee (FIC) conditions on acquisition
of local assets will undoubtedly encourage
the inflow of foreign funds into the coun-
try. Nonetheless, we must take into ac-
count that times have changed drastically.
Back in the 1970s, foreign investors were
pouring into the country and the govern-
ment then could afford to be selective but
today, new and more attractive investment
incentives from our neighbouring coun-
tries are beckoning these investors. Hence,
the FIC should now look beyond their
somewhat restrictive rules and regulations
and make attempts to assist existing and
potential foreign investors by being more

proactive. Nevertheless, the above relax-
ation of these requirements is a good start-
ing point bearing in mind the onset of the
Asian financial crisis, and as competition
for foreign direct investment (FDI) is no-
tably austere.

Amidst a global slowdown, the economic
stimulus package will have a stabilising ef-
fect and it will answer the call of industries
hardest hit by SARS and the US-Iraq war.
As a whole, the package benefits all Ma-
laysians across the board. Among some of
the salient highlights, the package has a
far-reaching impact on both the property
and tourism industry. The reduction in in-
terest rates, waivers on stamp duty and ex-
emption of real proper ty gains taxes
coupled with the relaxation of rules for for-
eign investors to purchase properties
above RM150,000 would no doubt have a
positive impact on this sector. The tourism
industry which has suffered severely from
SARS will enjoy the incentives offered by
the package and its impact reduced albeit
a small consolation as long as the epidemic
remains.

As for the ringgit peg, Bank Negara gov-

“From the micro level, it would
appear that the losers will be

the banks and the winners are
likely to be the property com-
panies and consumer stocks”.

ernor, Tan Sri Dr. Zeti Akhtar Aziz has in-
dicated that Malaysia will not review the
ringgit peg against the US dollar despite
the latter’s sharp depreciation against the
euro and yen over the past two years. Given
the volatility in foreign exchange markets,
the ringgit peg will continue to be main-
tained as this policy ensures that the
ringgit exchange rate remains stable and
this will help companies overcome any
undue fluctuations in dealing with overseas
trade. According to Zeti, “Inflation may be
low but the economy is not moving towards
deflation, as consumer demand has re-
mained strong in the past two years. There-
fore, we don’t view our circumstances as
being deflationary” adding that the low in-
terest rate policy was to further boost con-
sumption and investment activities.

How will the Economic Stimulus
Package be Funded?

With four main strategies and ninety mea-
sures aimed at generating economic activ-
ity by mobilising domestic sources of
growth, boosting consumption and encour-
aging investments with the view to main-
tain the country’s economic growth forecast
for Year 2003 at 4.5 per cent, the cost is esti-
mated at RM8.1 billion. According to our
Prime Minister, it will comprise an alloca-
tion of RM7.3 billion of which RM1.7 billion
will come from government budgets, RM2
billion from Bank Negara, while financial
institutions will provide RM3.6 billion.

Concluding Remarks…
In its entirety, the economic stimulus

package has been given a thumbs-up by
many! Its theme is somewhat different as
it has a micro-driven compassionate twist,
which is where the government “gives”
and the consumers “spend”. This time
round, not only government servants will
benefit from the additional half-month bo-
nus, the rakyat also benefits e.g. from the
reduction in EPF of two per cent and other
direct incentives stated in the 90 measures.
Based on past experience, the additional
bonus for government servants is gener-

ally spent, one reason for that being job se-
curity. The move to induce consumer
spending which will generate additional
trading activity for all sectors of the
economy, which will in turn increase the
profit potential, is spot on!

Taxi drivers complaining of slow business,
can now smile as the road tax for six-months
is halved. Doctors and medical personnel at
government hospitals will get a specific al-
lowance of RM400 and RM200 respectively,
backdated from 1 April 2003. Property de-
velopment specifically housing too will en-
joy from the package and so will the tourism
industry. Almost everyone benefits!

The continuing positive efforts by the
government to revive the economy is
lauded and while expressing confidence in
the package, caution must be exercised
that effective and efficient implementation
plans be put in place to enable the pack-
age to achieve its objectives. It is now up
to the respective players especially the
lenders to ensure that the money is dis-
bursed quickly to attain the maximum im-
pact and for the recipients of such benefits
to apply for such assistance without undue
delay. Time is of the essence to make the
package effective so that economic activ-
ity will resume at the quickest.

In concluding his announcement of the
economic stimulus package speech, the
Prime Minister called on all Malaysians to
help improve the beauty and cleanliness
of the country by adopting better waste dis-
posal methods and to assist the economy
by spending the extra money put in their
pockets by the government. On this note,
let us all dig deep into our pockets and do
our share for the Malaysian economy! But
wait! Make sure you play your part in the
revival process by buying more local goods
and services in order to protect our foreign
reserves! Go local and Malaysia boleh!

Note :  Raymond Liew is a Chartered Accoun-
tant and a Tax Practitioner.  He can be contacted
at :  305 Block E, Phileo Damansara 1, No. 9
Jalan 16/11, Of f Jalan Damansara, 46350
Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan. Tel :   603-
7665 1738  Fax :   603-7665 1739  e-mail :
raymondliew@raymond-liew.com
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“In its entirety, the economic stimulus package has been given a
thumbs-up by many! … it has a micro-driven compassionate twist,
which is where the government ‘gives’ and the consumers ‘spend’.”
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ThE Cost of

SARS
As I was driving past a bar-

bershop in Keramat re-
cently, I noticed the barber,
clad in his kopiah and the
 now too-familiar face-

mask, attending to his customer. Despite
media reports that the Severe Acute Res-
piratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak is
now more or less contained, the barber and
many other KLites are not taking their
chances by relaxing their precautionary
measures just yet.

For the barber, it may be business as
usual. However, SARS has not only taken
a huge human toll, it has posed a serious
challenge to many health authorities in
Asia and beyond. While the scale may not
be as huge as the Asian financial crisis of
1997/8, SARS has certainly inflicted a real
economic damage — estimates ranging be-
tween US$15-42 billion — to this region.
Paradoxically, it coincided roughly with the
end of the recent Iraq war.

It is fair to say that the psychological im-
pact of SARS on consumers could linger a
while longer. As such, all eyes are now fixed
on whether economic performance will be
better in the third quarter. This is impor-
tant since almost all “relatively mild” down-
ward revision of forecast are made on the
assumption that SARS will be largely con-
tained within a few months. Otherwise ana-
lysts reckon that the impact will be much
bigger. Says an analyst,“ It depends on how
fast it is dealt away with. If the third quarter
impact of SARS does not improve, the fourth
quarter may not be enough to pull back the
earlier decline (for the whole year).”

In a worst-case scenario, a bank-based
research house reckons that the country’s
GDP will be 1.4 per cent for the whole year.

This is assuming that some 10 per cent will
be taken away from the wholesale, retail,
hotel and related ser vices
component of the GDP while
other components are held con-
stant. However if SARS is
effectively contained by the end
of June, the research house
forecasts a GDP of 4.1 per cent
for 2003. It adds that if SARS
takes a slightly longer time to
be handled, say until Septem-
ber, then the 2003 GDP is
expected to dip to 2.75 per cent.

Another local research house
predicts the 2003 GDP will
plummet to just 1.8 per cent if
there is no growth in the two
most affected sub-sectors and
a contraction of three per cent
by the manufacturing sector.
The research house says the es-
timates take into account the
knock-on effects on the rest of
the economy.

What stands out is the SARS
effect on the transport and travel
services industry, the hotel,
restaurants, wholesale, retail and
entertainment industries. They constituted
22.3 per cent of GDP in 2002. For instance,
Malaysian hotels reported occupancy rates
in Kuala Lumpur dropping to as low as 30
per cent, from an average of about 55 per cent
in the fourth quarter of 2002.

A second bank-based research house ex-
pects inbound tourist arrivals to dip to 11.5
million this year from 13.3 million last year.
This translates into a potential loss of
RM3.4 billion in income. It adds :  “Our
GDP forecast has since been downgraded

SARS. It is believed that the stimulus pack-
age will be between RM2 to RM5 billion.

Analysts say the package should strike
a balance of providing the necessary invest-
ment in selected sectors affected by the
economic slowdown and the ef fects of
SARS, yet preventing a significant deterio-
ration in Malaysia’s fiscal position. Regard-
ing measures to address the industries di-
rectly affected by SARS, against the back-
drop of travel fears, domestic tourism is
expected to be a critical area. Tourism and
transport-related industries could be ex-
pected to receive rebates on tariffs on elec-
tricity and telecommunications as well as

C O V E R
S A R S

By Tareq Ismaun

by 1 percentage point from 4.5 to 3.5 per
cent, 0.8 percentage point of which may be
attributed to the SARS impact on tourism
and related industries in Malaysia.” Tour-
ism revenue made up 7.5 per cent of
Malaysia’s GDP last year. It is the second
largest foreign exchange earner after the
manufacturing sector.

At press time, the government has not
announced the revised official growth fore-
cast from the 4.5 per cent announced ear-
lier. It has also delayed the much earlier
planned economic stimulus package, to take
into account the effects of the Iraq war and
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assistance in the form of soft loans.
On the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange, the

main counters affected have been Genting,
Resorts, MAS and MAHB. Says an analyst,
“The fortunes of the affected counters will
depend on the progress of SARS and could
fall further but the oversold situation is un-
likely to last till the end of the year. Investors
are cautioned to take a longer term view on
Genting and Resorts though both are rated
as BUY based on cheap valuations but could
see some temporary downside in the near
term. In the short-term, there is some trad-
ing opportunities.”

According to a bank-based brokerage,
from 8 April until 25 April , its SARS stock

index, which tracks stocks taking a hit from
the SARS scare underperformed in the
KLCI, falling – 8.6 per cent versus KLCI
decline of   – 2.0 per cent. A week later, the
SARS affected counters rebounded from the
bottom on April 24 to post gains of between
four to nine per cent. As a result, the SARS
stock index gained 6.1 per cent during the
period compared to the relatively flat KLCI.

It is noteworthy that for the month of
April, the KLCI also underperformed re-
gional markets that were directly affected
by SARS. The KLCI shed 0.8 per cent whilst AN

Estimate of Impact of SARS on Asian Economies

Economies ADB forecast 2003                  Duration of SARS
2nd Qtr 2003 3rd Qtr 2003

East Asia 5.60 5.30 4.70

PRC 7.30 7.30  7.00

Hong Kong, China 2.00 0.80 (1.40)

Republic of Korea 4.00 3.80 3.50

Taipei, China 3.70 2.80 1.80

Southeast Asia 4.00 3.40 2.50

Indonesia 3.40 3.20 2.30

Malaysia 4.30 3.80 2.90

Philippines 4.00 3.70 3.20

Singapore 2.30 1.90 0.70

Thailand 5.00 4.30 3.40

Source :  Asian Development Bank

markets in Singapore and Hong Kong
gained one per cent despite having a more
serious SARS situation than Malaysia.

Analysts say investors are expected to
remain cautious until the SARS scare shows
real signs of abating. Says one, “The effect of
SARS is a regional issue and even though
Malaysia’s incidence is minimal, the economic
impact could extend beyond the tourism and
travel sectors if the epidemic is not contained
globally.” If SARS is not contained, the disease
could eventually cut into manufacturing
export orders too, from mainly retail and

tourism industries thus far.
In this context, the negative

impact on China due to SARS could
have severe repercussions for its
Asian trading partners. Says an
analyst, “After September 11, Asian
countries could still take comfort
from external weaknesses in US
and Europe because of significant
regional trading within Asia. With
SARS however, that advantage is
slowly being eaten away.”

The Asian Development Bank
(ADB) estimates that GDP growth
in 2003 for East Asian economies
could fall to 4.7 per cent from 5.6 per
cent if SARS continues into the third
quarter of 2003, while South East
Asian economies could fall to 2.5 per
cent from 4.0 per cent. In particu-
lar, Malaysia could see its GDP
growth cut to 2.9 per cent from a 4.3
per cent growth estimated by ADB

before the SARS outbreak. (see Table).
On a positive note, with rising optimism

that the spread of SARS has reduced in
Singapore and Hong Kong as well as the
expected buying support arising from
slightly better sentiment following the im-
minent announcement of the government’s
stimulus package, analysts concur that lo-
cal investors can hope for some upside for
the market. They recommend middle to
larger cap stocks that would be able to with-
stand the vagaries of a tougher economic
environment.

SARS : NUMBER OF CURRENT
PROBABLE CASES AS OF 3 JUNE 2003

Data Source :  World Health Organisation
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Slicing up the
Cake

F I N A N C E  &  M A N A G E M E N T
S E G M E N TA L  R E P O RT I N G

By Paul Thompson & Hung Woan-Ting

Introduction
For the next few months annual reports

— of companies for the year ended 31 De-
cember 2002 — will be clogging the mail-
boxes of many shareholders. What the re-
cipient will notice is that annual reports are
increasingly taking on the proportions of
the Encyclopedia Britannica. Take MAS’s
2001/2002 annual report. It weighed in at
112 pages and this year’s edition — due
sometime in July or August — is likely to
be even thicker. The main culprit is the in-
troduction of sweeping new accounting
rules, which have greatly expanded the
quantity of information that companies
should disclose. What are the new disclo-
sures and will they be of any real value to
investors?

Perhaps the most significant new disclo-
sures relate to segment reporting. This
article investigates what we mean by seg-
ment reporting, outlines the new disclo-
sures and considers why such reporting
is considered useful. The article will then

review the segment disclosures made by
two of Southeast Asia’s largest airlines,
Singapore International Airlines Ltd (SIA)
and Malaysia Airline System Bhd (MAS),
in their latest published annual reports (for
year-end 31 March 2002). We will see that
owing to the fact that Singapore adopted
these new disclosures some two years
ahead of Malaysia, only SIA’s latest annual
report serves up the full diet of new dis-
closures. As such SIA’s disclosures indi-
cate what we can expect to see when MAS
issues its annual report for 2002/2003 (for
year-end 31 March 2003).

What is Segmental Reporting?
Segments are, to use the esoteric ac-

counting jargon, ‘organisational units for
which information is reported to the board
of directors’. In the same way one can slice
a cake in a variety of ways — into squares,
triangles etc — so one can slice up a
company’s aggregate financial figures. The
slices — better known as segments — can

take the form of either business units (that
is, segmentation is along the lines of the
products and services it produces) or geo-
graphical areas (that is, segmentation is
based on the areas in which it operates).
Most large public-listed companies oper-
ate more than one line of business and in
more than one geographical area. As such
they comprise many segments. Segment
reporting, in essence, entails the analysis
by segments of certain key financial sta-
tistics such as sales, profit and net assets.

Why is Segmental Reporting
Important?

Segment reporting enables one to judge
the nature of a company’s different activi-
ties as well as help evaluate the relative
contribution that each segment makes to
the company’s overall financial results.
Users are likely to want to identify areas of
strengths and weaknesses, to pin point seg-
ments performing above or below par in
terms of growth rates, sales and profitabil-
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SEGMENTAL
DISCLOSURES OF MAS

T A B L E  1ity. Ultimately, segment reporting is
aimed at helping investors assess the
risks and rewards attached to the indi-
vidual business segments in order that
they can make informed investment de-
cisions. Such reporting also helps them
form a more accurate assessment of the
performance of the company’s manage-
ment team.

Given the reluctance — sometimes
flat refusal — of many companies to
comply with the old rules (the oft quoted
reason being that the information could
result in competitive disadvantage —
that is, ‘our rivals will get to know infor-
mation which they may exploit to our
disadvantage’) — then it seems reason-
able to conclude that this segment in-
formation must be worth having.

New Disclosure Rules
The new disclosure rules are con-

tained within MASB Standard 22 Seg-
ment Reporting, a standard that con-
forms with International Accounting
Standard (IAS) 14 Segment Reporting (re-
vised) in all material respects. MASB 22
became operative for financial statements
covering periods on or after 1 January 2002
and early adoption was encouraged. While
segmental reporting per se is nothing new
— MASB 22 replaces MASB Approved Ac-
counting Standard IAS 14 Reporting Finan-
cial Information by Segment (the ‘original
IAS 14’) which has been with us for some
years — the quantity of the new disclo-
sures go way beyond those required by the
‘old rules’. The old rules did little more
than recommend that companies provide
figures for assets, revenue and results
(profits) for both geographical and busi-
ness segments. The new disclosure rules
substantially increase the depth and
breadth of information.

What exactly are the new disclosure
rules? Well for each segment — business
and geographical — information relating
to revenues, assets, capital expenditures
and the basis of inter-segment pricing
should be disclosed. Moreover, for each
‘primary’ segment (the company has the
freedom to elect whether this is to be by
geographical area or business line) further
disclosure relating to results, liabilities, de-
preciation and amortisation and other non-

cash expenses are also necessary. The ba-
sis for segmentation by business line can
be products, services, types of customer,
legal entity (for example, subsidiaries) etc
whereas geographical segments can be
based upon source of sale or destination.

Illustration — MAS and SIA
To get a feel of what companies disclosed

under the ‘old rules’ and what they will have
to disclose under the ‘new rules’ one need
look no further than the segmental disclo-
sures in the latest annual reports of MAS
and SIA respectively. The annual reports of
both companies are available in pdf format
on their websites, www.mas.com.my and
www.singaporeair.com. MAS’s segmental
disclosures run to a page (see note 24 on
page 90) while those of SIA run to three
pages (see note 4 on pages 71-74). These
disclosures are reproduced in Tables 1 and
2 respectively.

The recent introduction of MASB 22
means that the segment disclosures re-
quired of Malaysian companies are now
virtually identical to those required of
Singaporean companies. Like Malaysia,
Singapore also recently adopted the re-
quirements of International Accounting
Standard (IAS) 14 Segment Reporting (re-

vised). In fact Singapore got there first.
Statement of Accounting Standard
(SAS) 23 Segment reporting became
operative for accounting periods end-
ing on or after1 January 2000, in so
doing adopting the new rules a full two
years ahead of Malaysia. As such, while
Singaporean companies have had to
comply with the new rules for at least
a year now, Malaysian companies are
just coming to grips with them.

Let’s take a closer look at the seg-
ment disclosures of MAS and SIA. Both
MAS and SIA have the same financial
year — to 31 March — and choose busi-
ness activity as the primary basis for
segmentation. Unfortunately, at least
as far as inter-company comparisons
are concerned, both companies use dif-
ferent business categories. MAS sepa-
rates its activities into Airline Opera-
tions, Cargo Services, Engineering
Services, Catering Services and Oth-
ers while SIA reports opt for Airline Op-
erations (including cargo), Airport Ter-

minal Services (primarily catering ser-
vices), Engineering Services and Others.
SIA’s segmentation conforms with its
group structure; the parent has two listed
subsidiaries, one dedicated to catering and
the other to engineering.

Both companies disclose their turnover,
profit (loss) before tax and total asset em-
ployed by business segment. In addition
both analyse sales revenue by area of origi-
nal sale. While SIA, however, discloses
everything required of it by IAS 14 (re-
vised) (the ‘new rules’), thus explaining
why it consumes three pages of its annual
report, MAS’s disclosures accord with the
old rules and so a lot of data is ‘missing’, in
particular that relating to geographical seg-
ments. In its accounting policy note MAS
states “operating profit resulting from rev-
enue generated in each geographic area ac-
cording to origin of sale is not disclosed
… as it is neither practical nor meaningful
to allocate operating costs on that basis”.
It goes on to say that “since the Group’s
aircraft fleet is employed flexibly across its
worldwide network, there is no suitable
basis of allocating such assets and related
liabilities to geographical segments”.

The main (only) reason for SIA disclos-
ing more than MAS is that the new rules
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SEGMENTAL
DISCLOSURES OF SIA

T A B L E  2
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(SAS 23) took effect in Singapore a full two
years ahead of Malaysia (MASB 22). Con-
sequently, when the two airlines prepared
their annual reports for 2001/2002 (year-
end 31 March 2002) while SIA had to adopt
the new rules, MAS did not. MAS simply
had to comply with the ‘old rules’. It de-
cided not to go for early adoption of MASB
22. What this means is that SIA’s disclo-
sures serve as an indication of what we can
expect, and hope, to see disclosed by MAS
in its annual report for 2002/2003 (year-
end 31 March 2003).

Conclusion
The new disclosures offer a rich source

of information which should deepen inves-
tors’ understanding of the financial results
of companies, especially diversified con-
glomerates. For instance, one can spot the
star performing segments as well as per-
form a more meaningful comparison of
companies operating in the same industry.
Segmental disclosures, therefore, play a
key part in enhancing the usefulness of fi-
nancial statements and improving transpar-
ency. It is, therefore, vital that companies
comply with IAS 14.

The fact that companies have tradition-
ally been reluctant to report segmental in-
formation, only goes to prove that such in-
formation deserves our undivided attention.

And using competitive disadvantage ar-
guments as justification for non-compliance
with the new rules are sure to have a hol-

low ring to them. After all, if all companies
comply in full then each company will be
equally disadvantaged and so no better or
worse off than their competitors. But there
is one clear beneficiary of the new rules
— the diligent value investor who aims to
spot bargains by conducting a thorough
fundamental analysis of a company’s per-
formance rather than just ‘reading the tea
leaves’.

Note :  Paul Thompson is Assistant Professor of
Accounting and Finance and Director of MBA
Programmes, Nottingham University Business
School Malaysia Campus and Hung Woan-Ting
is Assistant Professor of Accounting, Nottingham
University Business School Malaysia Campus.
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F I N A N C E  &  M A N A G E M E N T
O U T S O U R C I N G

Outsource the

TREASURY
FUNCTION

By Peter Nolan

Alack of debt funding or poor
funding relationships can stifle
business growth. Disastrous
  and potentially fatal losses

can result from unauthorised foreign ex-
change dealing, poor risk controls or in-
vestments in non-investment-grade secu-
rities. But, despite the consequences of
such failures, many firms have been found
wanting in these areas over the years.

Corporate and financial services
organisations have the strongest incentive to
maintain market confidence in their opera-
tional and risk controls. CFOs shiver at the
thought that a breakdown of these controls
could visit a catastrophe on them. There are
two options available in managing risk. The
first is to ensure strong controls internally
by allocating a significant amount of re-
sources. Alternatively, through outsourcing,
the risks can be transferred to a controlled
operational treasury environment elsewhere.

CFOs might express the priorities for
core treasury activities as follows :

� Provide adequate funding facilities on ad-
vantageous terms;

� Ensure strong control over cash;

� Source low-cost debt;

� Make appropriate investments;

� Provide effective control of currency risks;

� Secure strong bank/funding relationships.

All of these are major priorities, regard-
less of the size of the organisation. Depend-
ing on the scope of the treasury function,
priorities might also be stated for other ac-
tivities. CFOs may first react to the idea of
outsourcing their treasury activities by
worrying that they will lose control of the
function, but this concern does not survive
proper scrutiny. With outsourcing, strate-
gic financial decisions remain in-house and
there is no need to lose control of cash.
This can remain in the organisation’s ac-
counts and be invested as specified.

There are considerable resources —
physical, technological and professional —
required to provide strong treasury controls.
These assets can be either purchased or
leased. Purchasing results in all the associ-
ated costs of ownership — i.e., the manage-
ment, maintenance and replacement of sys-
tems, staff and infrastructure. Outsourcing
is the equivalent of the leasing option, which

There are two key questions that Chief Financial Officers (CFOs)
should consider when deciding whether or not to outsource the
treasury function :  what is the cost/benefit relationship and what
are the risks? Peter Nolan weighs up the options.
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should free the client’s own resources for use
on more valuable activities. Here the client
pays a fee for the service and the provider
bears the costs of ownership. It can be ar-
gued that, through outsourcing fees, the
organisation pays the costs of maintenance
indirectly, but the provider does bear the risk
of ensuring that this is done properly.

A benefit of outsourcing that may remain
hidden is the breadth of knowledge it can
add. This arises from the range of cli-
ents serviced by the provider, of-
fering a platform for learning
from the finance experiences
of others.

The prospect of a return
on investment is close to the
heart of any CFO. The re-
turn from the investment in
professional treasury re-
sources can be improved by
giving the people involved
sufficient time and resources
to pursue treasury objectives.
Reducing the burden and time
taken to perform routine and ad-
ministrative tasks increases the
number of resources available for stra-
tegic, value-adding initiatives. In other
words, it increases the potential return.
Outsourcing can be used to achieve this
resource reallocation. The risk, of course,
is that increasing resources in this way does
not affect the result — extra costs may not
translate into greater benefits.

The size of your organisation will influence
your reasons for considering outsourcing.
Smaller organisations are less likely to need
dedicated treasury expertise and will ben-
efit from accessing such a service on an ad
hoc basis. Larger organisations with in-house
treasury resources can gain access to a wider
range of experience. The practical impact of
this can be enormous. The service provider
may be able to identify extra funding sources
of financial institutions with an appetite for
business in your sector.

Second, smaller organisations find it
harder to maintain an adequate control
structure to safeguard their cash. Larger
organisations can generally justify such a
large allocation of resources, but they may
still consider it expensive to maintain the
control structure — limiting their flexibil-

ity to redirect resources according to busi-
ness needs.

Size also makes a difference in relation to
technology. Smaller organisations gain ac-
cess to the necessary systems, the purchase
and maintenance cost of which they could
not individually justify. For larger
organisations there is a cost saving.
Outsourcing allows them to benefit by effec-
tively sharing the cost with other users with-
out compromising functionality or security.

The most basic risk associated with
outsourcing treasury is an operational one
— i.e., the possibility that the service will fail.
This may result from an organisational or fi-
nancial lapse by the provider, which

“The CFO’s choices lie in setting the priorities and in deciding
how the resources are to be used … Outsourcing the treasury
function gives them the chance to focus more on the financial

priorities and to reduce the burden of daily routines. The potential
benefits are improved financial results and a reduction in risk”.
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emphasises the need for due diligence in
choosing one. You need to satisfy yourself
that a provider has the right capabilities and
resources to perform the service. The sta-
tus of the provider also needs to be moni-
tored and reviewed in order to ensure that
standards are being maintained. Choosing
an experienced service provider with a
proven track record should mitigate the risk.

A direct financial loss as a result of fraud
or a misappropriation of funds can occur
whether the treasury function is in-house
or outsourced, of course, but outsourcing
can reduce this risk in two ways. First, the
scale of the combined treasury services re-
quired by a number of clients facilitates the
upkeep of a robust control environment
with segregated deal execution, confirma-

tion and payment activities. Second,
the ultimate risk lies with the pro-

fessional indemnity insurance
policy of the service provider.

Indirect or hidden financial
losses can also arise with
outsourcing. For example, an
objective of those banks that
provide outsourcing services
is to complete downstream fi-
nancial transactions with the

client. There is a risk, since the
bank is acting as outsourced

manager and as counter-party,
that these transactions will not be

executed at the best available mar-
ket rate. Any resulting loss will be hid-

den — i.e. it will now appear on a profit
and loss account and may not even be no-
ticed. There is also a possibility that the pro-
vider will discontinue its services.

The job of maintaining daily routines can
be a barrier to the pursuit of value-adding
priorities. Undoubtedly, these routines are
essential and need to be properly con-
trolled. The CFO’s choices lie in setting the
priorities and in deciding how the re-
sources are to be used.

Outsourcing the treasury function gives
them the chance to focus more on the finan-
cial priorities and to reduce the burden of daily
routines. The potential benefits are improved
financial results and a reduction in risk.

Note :  Peter Nolan is Director of Client Services
at FTI, Dublin. This article is contributed by
CIMA and it first appeared in Financial Man-
agement, a monthly magazine of CIMA.
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B U S I N E S S  &  A C C O U N T I N G

Introduction
Ever since the creation of various types

of media, businesses were quick to realise
that they can be effectively used as a plat-
form to promote their products to custom-
ers and prospective customers. Media is
thus envisaged by businesses as an impor-
tant medium for advertising. On the other
hand, unlike businesses, professionals
such as doctors and certified public ac-
countants are restricted in their attempts
to disseminate information about the ser-
vices they offer to the public. This is due
to the code of ethics, which bind the two
professional groups above. In the account-
ing profession, the code of ethics is estab-
lished to protect public interests and with-
hold the reputation of the profession (Yau
and Wong, 1990). Reputation is an element
so important in the accounting profession
that advertising is perceived to be unpro-
fessional (Lowe, 1987) and inconsistent
with the dignity of the profession. Recent
developments however, have witnessed
changes in the business environment that
enforces the restriction on advertising by
the professionals to be relaxed. The ac-
counting profession have made some
amendments to the Accountants Act 1967
with regards to advertising. Doctors also
are permitted to advertise provided that it
is done in good taste without over-
publicising the doctor’s ability (MMA,

2002). The amendment made to the Ac-
countants Act 1967, clause 15, permits ad-
vertising by certain members of the Insti-
tute in accordance with by-laws made by
the Council under that section. In relation
to the amendment, the By-Laws on Profes-
sional Conduct and Ethics were revised in
January 2002. The revised By-Laws permit
members to advertise if it is done in good
taste and a professionally dignified man-
ner and avoids belittling or claiming supe-

riority over the work of other members or
member firms. The scenario in the ac-
counting profession now is expected to
change with this new ruling as it allows the
members to advertise their services; some-
thing which they had been prohibited to
do since the Accountants Act and the By-
Laws on Professional Conduct and Ethics
were in place. In what manner has the ac-
counting profession changed? We at-
tempted to find this out by carrying out a
survey on the perception of accountants
and businessmen towards advertising.

Methodology
Respondents and Sample

The survey was carried out by sending
questionnaires to 1,220 chartered accoun-
tants (CAs) who are members of MIA; and
712 businessmen who are chief financial of-
ficers (CFOs) of companies listed on the
Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLSE).
The response rate obtained from the sample
for the businessmen and the CAs were 13
per cent and 15 per cent respectively.

Methodology
Since there were two types of respon-

dents whose opinions we needed to seek,
the questionnaires were thus prepared in
two different sets — one for the CAs and
the other for the businessmen. The ques-
tionnaires were divided into four parts —
A, B, C and D. Part A contained questions
on the particulars of the respondents. Part
B attempted to find out the perceptions of
CAs and businessmen towards advertising
of accounting services. The opinions of both
groups were then recorded using five scaled

A DV E R T I S I N G

ADVERTISING OF
ACCOUNTING
SERVICES in the
eyes of accountants
& businessmen

“ The revised By-Laws permit members to advertise if it is
done in good taste and a professionally dignified manner

and avoids belittling or claiming superiority over the work
of other members or member firms”.

By Saadiah Hj. Munir & Ewina Alfan
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positions ranging from “strongly disagree”
to “neither” to “strongly agree”. Part C sug-
gested the types of accounting services that
may be appropriate to be advertised. The
respondents were asked to indicate their
preferences. Part D listed down several al-
ternative advertising medium which may be
appropriate for advertising purposes. Again,
the respondents were asked to indicate their
preferences in the questionnaires. In evalu-
ating the respondents’ preferences in Part
C and D, five scaled positions were used
ranging from “strongly inappropriate” to
“neither” to “strongly appropriate”.

Analysis of Data
From the response gathered, three

tables were constructed. Statements relat-

ing to advertising are presented in Table
1. The responses from the CAs and busi-
nessmen relating to the statements are in-
dicated by percentages in the “disagree”,
“neutral’” and “agree” columns. In addition,
the mean column, which shows the mean
response for each statement, is also indi-
cated in Table 1.

Table 2 on the other hand, shows the per-
centages of CAs’ and businessmen’s views
on areas which they find appropriate to be
advertised. The views from the CAs’ and
businessmen are recorded in the “inappro-
priate”, “neither” and “appropriate” col-
umns. Table 2 also gives the means views
of each area.

Table 3 provides the views of both
groups on the choice of advertising me-

dium. Similarly, the opinions from the two
types of respondents are shown as percent-
ages in “inappropriate”, “neither” and “ap-
propriate” columns. The means prefer-
ences of each media are also included in
Table 3.

Advertising of Accounting Services
— How Do Accountants and

Businessmen Perceive It?
The views of the businessmen and CAs

regarding advertising is summarised in
Table 1. Generally, the two groups seem
to be overwhelmingly supportive towards
the advertising of accounting services. The
CAs and businessmen appear to share the
same opinion on most issues relating to ad-
vertising. The views of the accountants and
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Views of Chartered Accountants/Businessmen on Advertising

                 Accountants/Businessmen
Statements Disagree(%) Neutral(%) Agree(%) Mean  Significant

at 0.05

Advertising as an ef fective communication tool
Advertising in general is a valuable way to
communicate to consumers 7.0 3.3 6.5 12.9 86.5 83.9 4.1 4.09 no

Advertising will make the public more aware of the
availability of the types of services CAs provide 5.4 5.4 7.5 17.2 87.1 77.5 4.1 3.89 no

Advertising can be tastefully used by the
accounting profession. 12.4 9.7 27.4 37.6 60.2 52.7 3.6 3.48 no

Advertising by CAs will be misleading due to the
technical nature of services provided. 33.2 30.5 30.5 41.3 36.3 28.2 3.1 3 no

Small firms will be more likely to use advertising
than big accounting firms. 50.5 39.8 24.7 35.5 24.8 24.7 2.6 2.86 no

Effect of advertising on accounting firms
Advertising will make the public more aware of the
diversity and variety among CA firms. 12.3 9.8 11.8 19.6 75.8 70.6 3.7 3.73 no

Advertising will make the public more aware of the
qualifications of specific CA firms. 14.4 14.2 17.1 13.0 68.4 72.8 3.7 3.62 no

Advertising will lead to more specialisation in the
public accounting profession. 21.6 19.3 34.4 35.5 44.1 45.2 3.3 3.28 no

Advertising will provide CA firms with desirable
new clients. 20.4 13.1 26.3 27.2 53.2 59.8 3.4 3.478 no

Advertising will reduce market concentration
within the accounting profession. 30.2 26.1 45.9 51.1 23.7 22.8 2.9 2.957 no

Advertising will ease the entrance of new
accounting firms into the existing market. 23.0 19.4 30.5 33.3 46.6 47.4 3.3 3.29 no

Effect of advertising on accounting services
Advertising by accountants will result in lower
prices for users of accounting services. 47.9 38.8 24.2 29.0 28.0 32.3 2.8 2.88 no

Advertising will improve the quality of accounting
services. 46.8 39.8 33.3 41.9 19.9 18.3 2.6 2.76 no

The quality of accounting services will decline
as a result of advertising by the profession. 52.5 50.5 22.7 38.7 24.8 10.8 2.7 2.57 no

Effect of advertising on clients
Advertising will result in clients changing
accounting firms more often. 33.3 33.3 27.4 43.0 39.3 23.7 3.1 2.89 no

Advertising will impair the ability of the CAs
to remain independent of their clients. 40.5 43.1 23.8 33.3 35.7 23.6 3.0 2.817 no

Competition
Advertising will improve competition among CAs. 20.5 7.6 20.5 17.2 58.9 75.3 3.5 3.81 yes
Advertising will result in clients choosing the
lowest priced CA firms. 28.5 39.8 23.7 33.3 47.8 26.9 3.3 2.85 yes
Image
Advertising by CA firms is inconsistent with
professionalism. 36.0 40.9 26.3 38.7 37.6 20.4 3.1 2.80 yes
The advertising of fees will adversely affect
the image of the CAs. 16.1 22.6 12.4 32.3 71.5 45.2 3.9 3.312 yes
Usefulness of advertising
It is very difficult to advertise competence and
quality of services in the accounting profession. 15.0 18.3 15.1 21.5 69.9 60.2 3.8 3.48 yes
Advertising will be of less use to small
practitioners than to big firms. 34.4 43.0 15.1 22.6 50.5 34.4 3.3 2.989 yes
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Views of Chartered Accountants/Businessmen
on Advertising Specific Areas of Practice

Area                               Accountants/Businessmen

inappropriate Neither Appropriate mean

Consulting** 3.8 1.1 11.5 10.9 84.6 88.1 4.099 4.065

Tax Services*** 13.2 10.9 19.8 23.9 67 65.3 3.676 3.641

Corporate Finance**** 5.5 3.3 13.2 14.1 81.3 82.7 4.016 3.989

Assurance* 29.6 23.9 25.3 32.6 45 43.5 3.143 3.207

* Includes statutory audit and management assurance services
** Includes e-business, outsourcing, human resource and risk management
*** Includes indirect tax, international corporate tax and transfer pricing services
**** Includes mergers and acquisitions, valuation and public offering

T A B L E  2

businessmen on the following issues are
further discussed.
� Advertising as an effective commu-

nication tool
Both CAs and the businessmen were of

the opinion that advertising serves as a
valuable tool to communicate with clients.
They strongly feel that advertising will in-
crease public awareness of the availability
and types of services the CAs provide.
They also agree that advertising can be
tastefully used by the profession. However,
they are somewhat undecided in response
to the issue of whether advertising by the
CAs will be misleading. The reason is due
to the technical nature of services pro-
vided. The two groups also believe that

However, the two groups are undecided on
whether with more number of players, con-
centration within the profession will be
reduced.
� Effect of advertising on accounting

services
In relation to the effect of advertising on

accounting services, both groups are of the
opinion that advertising will neither im-
prove nor impair the quality of accounting
services. However, they do believe that
advertising may result in higher prices for
users of accounting services.
� Effect of advertising on clients

The results of the study show that both
the businessmen and CAs are undecided
on whether advertising will result in clients

� Usefulness of advertising
The two groups agree that it would be

difficult to advertise competence and qual-
ity of services in the accounting firms.
From the survey, it appears that more CAs
compared to businessmen believe that ad-
vertising will be more useful to the big
firms than the small ones.

Areas of Practice to Advertise
Table 2 shows that both the business-

men and CAs in the study give similar rank-
ing for the areas of practice to be adver-
tised. Both groups agree that consulting
work is the most appropriate area to be
advertised. It is followed by corporate fi-
nance, tax services and lastly assurance

with the relaxation of advertising rules, big
accounting firms will seize the opportunity
to advertise rather than small firms.
� Effect of advertising on accounting

firms
The CAs and businessmen are of the

view that advertising of accounting ser-
vices will result in positive effects on ac-
counting firms as a whole. They agree that
advertising will increase public awareness
of the diversity and variety among account-
ing firms. They also share the same view
that with the new ruling, the public will be
made more aware of the qualifications of
specific accounting firms. Thus, both the
CAs and businessmen agree that account-
ing firms will get desirable new clients.
Both groups also agree that advertising
will lead to more specialisation in the ac-
counting firms. At the same time, they also
feel that advertising will ease the entrance
of new accounting firms into the market.

changing accounting firms more often. On
the other hand, they do agree that adver-
tising will not impair the ability of the CAs
to remain independent of their clients.
� Competition

Both the businessmen and the CAs
agree that advertising will increase com-
petition in varying degrees. However, more
CAs compared to businessmen believe that
advertising will result in clients choosing
the lowest priced CAs.
� Image

Most CAs in the study seem to agree that
adver tising is inconsistent with the
profession’s professionalism in contrast to
businessmen who generally believe that
adver tising will be harmless to the
profession’s image. Apart from this, more
CAs compared to businessmen are of the
opinion that inclusion of fees in the infor-
mation disseminated to clients will ad-
versely affect the image of the profession.

services. By choosing the assurance ser-
vices as the least appropriate area of prac-
tice to advertise, the findings suggested
that the advertising of assurance services
should be done cautiously in order to avoid
doubt on the quality of the services.

Advertising Media Preferences
Table 3 indicates that the CAs choose

professional magazines as the best media
to advertise whereas businessmen resort
to business newspapers as the most pre-
ferred media. The reason behind these
preferences is expected since businessmen
are usually more attracted to read busi-
ness-related media like The Edge and The
Business Times whilst the CAs are likely to
read their respective professional journals
such as Akauntan Nasional and Malaysian
Accountant. Both groups also agree that ad-
vertising of accounting services is appro-
priately done through other business-re-
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lated newspaper or magazines. The results
of the study reveal that these two groups
are generally not in favour of advertising
through electronic media such as televi-
sion, billboard or radio compared to direct
mail advertising.

Discussions from the Analysis
There are several implications of the

findings to the accountancy profession in
Malaysia that can be inferred from the
study. In general, the businessmen and the
accountants seem to share a positive atti-
tude towards advertising of accounting ser-
vices. This positive attitude is expected to

tise. From the study, it appears that the
respondents were of the opinion that con-
sulting work is the most appropriate area
to be advertised followed by corporate fi-
nance, tax services and assurance services.

Conclusion
The long-time prohibition of advertising

by members in the accounting profession
has been lifted with the amendment of the
Accountants Act 1967. However, the re-
vised By-Laws only allow for advertise-
ments if it is carried out in good taste and
in a dignified manner. The new ruling is
expected to result in a change in the Ma-

Views of Chartered Accountants/Businessmen
on Choice of Advertising Medium

Advertising Medium                               Accountants/Businessmen

inappropriate Neither Appropriate mean

Business section of newspaper* 9.6 7.6 5.9 7.6 84.4 84.7 3.989 3.967

Classified section of newspaper 29.9 36.4 21.7 25 48.4 38.7 3.147 2.955

Sports section of newspaper 86.6 85.5 8.6 6.7 4.9 7.8 1.677 1.833

Business newspaper** 4.3 4.4 5.9 5.4 89.8 90.2 4.054 4.054

Business periodicals*** 3.8 8.7 5.9 7.6 90.2 83.7 4.081 3.913

Professional magazines**** 5.9 7.6 9.2 9.8 84.8 82.6 4.059 3.967

Popular magazines***** 47.9 49.5 33.9 30.3 18.3 20.2 2.511 2.528

Direct mail 55.6 46.2 14.6 20.9 29.7 33 2.535 2.637

Radio 71.5 67.8 18.8 16.7 9.7 15.6 1.995 2.167

Television 61.8 61.1 22 18.9 16.1 20 2.22 2.3

Billboards 64 61.1 19.4 22.2 16.7 16.7 2.183 2.3

* Includes The Star, The New Straits Times, Berita Harian and Utusan Malaysia
** Includes The Edge and The Business Times
*** Includes Malaysian Business and The Investors
**** Includes Akauntan Nasional and Malaysian Accountant
***** Includes Dewan Masyarakat, Massa and Detik
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cause a change in the Malaysian accoun-
tancy profession. More accounting firms
are expected to promote and advertise
their accounting services following the
new ruling. The study also reveals the
types of advertising media which are pre-
ferred by the accountants and business-
men. Thus, the feedback obtained from
these two groups in the study could be-
come a useful tool for accounting firms to
choose effective ways to promote their ser-
vices to the public. Apart from this, the in-
formation gathered from the respon-
dents regarding critical areas to advertise
could also be helpful to the accounting
firms in focusing on which areas to adver-

laysian accountancy profession. Hence,
this study is conducted to obtain the per-
ceptions of CAs and businessmen with re-
gard to advertising in Malaysia. The results
from the study indicate that businessmen
and accountants in Malaysia share the
same attitude with regard to advertising
and promoting accounting services. The
findings also show that the respondents
believe that the most effective media to
advertise are business newspapers, busi-
ness periodicals and professional maga-
zines. Another important finding gathered
from the study is that both businessmen
and CAs are of the opinion that consulting
services is the most critical area for the

accounting firms to advertise. However, this
study focused on the perceptions of adver-
tising by the CAs and businessmen. It will
be enlightening to find out whether adver-
tising is in fact good or harmful to the ac-
countancy profession. Thus, future re-
search could be undertaken to examine the
impact of advertising on the competition
among accounting firms since every mem-
ber is now allowed to advertise their ser-
vices. In this way, it will enable us to know
the right “dosage” of advertising that should
be prescribed to the accountancy members
to ensure that the profession as a whole ben-
efits from this new ruling.
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Standardisation &
Regulation of

ISLAMIC BANKS —
Empirical Evidence from the UK

 By Dr. Yusuf Karbhari, Dr. Kamal Naser & Zulkarnain Muhamad Sori

Introduction
In the previous two issues we highlighted

the major problems facing Islamic banks in
the West. In this issue we report the find-
ings of an empirical investigation that was
undertaken to illicit views of senior execu-
tives of Islamic financial institutions into the
major obstacles that face the UK Islamic
banking industry. The article proceeds as
follows. Section two summarises the study’s
methodology; the empirical evidence is re-
ported in section three, highlighting issues
that relate to the early and current experi-
ence of Islamic banking in the UK, the lack
of support for Islamic banking as well as fu-
ture developments and opportunities for
Islamic banking in the UK. Our intention is
to provide a discussion of other key issues
in the next issue.

Although interest-free banking remained
only an idea during the early part of the 20th

century, its wide scale practice and devel-
opment during the last three decades have

shown progress. The initial application of
interest-free banking began in the Islamic
world, and their achievements have at-
tracted the interest of many organisations
in the west. Consequently, the idea of Is-

lamic banking was accepted in non-Muslim
countries to cater for the untapped market
of this part of the world.

This article is based on the experience
in the UK. After all, London is one of the

main centres of Islamic banking. In addi-
tion, the UK has around two million Mus-
lims living permanently on its soil; it is a
place where wealthy Middle Eastern indi-
viduals prefer to invest their money. In ad-
dition, British cities have over time hosted
thousands of Arab as well as Muslim stu-
dents. Hence, one expects to see an Islamic
bank that responds to the demand of these
Arabs and Muslims residing in the UK.
During the 1980s and up to the early 1990s,
Al-Baraka Bank was the only bank adopt-
ing Islamic Shariah principles and was
regulated under the Financial Services leg-
islation. Due to a number of challenges,
however, in 1993 the bank gave up its bank-
ing license and moved to investment bank-
ing. Since the bank’s closure, no major at-
tempt has been made to date to investigate
the general difficulties confronting the Is-
lamic banking system in the West. Thus,
this study seeks to evaluate the intensity
and the nature of the threats and obstacles

“London is one of the main
centres of Islamic banking …

the UK has around two million
Muslims living permanently on

its soil; it is a place where
wealthy Middle Eastern

individuals prefer to invest
their money”.
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that lie between Islamic banking and its ul-
timate success in the UK. The outcome of
such a study is expected to assist the au-
thorities in the West, as well as Muslim
investors who may be contemplating en-
tering the western market by establishing
Islamic banks, in formulating their deci-
sions.

Data Collection
To provide empirical evidence

on the challenges and problems
facing the Islamic banking system
in the UK, it is important to ob-
tain information from those who
are directly involved in the field.
Our search revealed that 11 insti-
tutions were involved with Islamic
banking services in the UK at the
time this research was under-
taken (July 2000). Consequently, these in-
stitutions were contacted via e-mail re-
questing the possibility of interview and
followed by a formal letter backed up with
telephone requests. Four of the 11
organisations with six respondents agreed
to participate in the study1 . The respon-
dents include chief executives, deputy ex-
ecutives and senior management who have
had an average of 19 years of experience

in the field. All of the participants were
based in London and work either for Is-
lamic banking units within Islamic finan-
cial institutions, or for Islamic units within
conventional banks. A summary of the re-
spondents who participated in the inter-
view survey is given in Table 1.

The interviews were undertaken with the
expectation that the experience of the respon-
dents in the field would provide valuable in-
sights into the main problems and obstacles
facing Islamic banking in the UK. This would
assist in predicting future opportunities.

The choice of the interview, rather than
a structured questionnaire, as an instru-
ment for this study was based on a number
of factors. First, we were restricted to a small

sample since it was difficult to obtain a large
sample that has direct experience with the
issue of Islamic banking in the UK. Second,
even when the sample was found, very few
agreed to take part in the survey. Third,
Table 1 indicates that those who agreed to
take part in the survey hold high rank and
were regarded as elite within their
organisations. Marshall and Rossman
(1989, p.4) consider elite’s to be the influ-
ential, prominent and well-informed people
in an organisation. It was therefore inappro-
priate just to send them a questionnaire.

Results and Analysis
Early Experience of
Islamic Banking in the UK

As mentioned earlier, London is viewed
as the financial capital of Europe and might
therefore be expected to attract different
types of financial disciplines. Islamic bank-
ing is no exception. Hence, several Islamic
financial institutions have resided in the
UK. For instance, during the 1980s and
early 1990s, Al-Baraka managed to main-
tain its status as the only Islamic bank to
operate under the UK Financial Services
Act. London also attracted the attention of
many Islamic banking units as well as Is-
lamic finance and trade institutions, regu-
lated by the Financial Services Act (FAS)
and Department of Trade and Industry

(DTI). For example, currently
Dallah Al-Baraka (Ltd.) UK is
supervised by the UK DTI.

At the start, Al-Baraka was
set up in the UK as a small fi-
nance institution. During 1982,
however, it took over a local in-
stitution called Hargrave Secu-
rities, a registered deposit-tak-
ing institution in the UK. It was
this take-over that gave Al-
Baraka the opportunity to func-
tion as a fully-fledged bank un-

der UK banking regulations. In 1983, the
Bank of England, the supervisory body,
found no problem with Al-Baraka and is-
sued it with a banking license. Once the
bank was formally established, its name
was changed to International Bank Ltd,
which functioned as a bank for eight years

T A B L E  1

Summary of respondents who
took part in the interview

Organisation Individual Respondent’s Occupation

A A1 Chief Executive

A2 Deputy Chief Executive
A3 Manager

B B1 Managing Director
C C1 Manager

D D1 Chief Executive

1 For the purpose of anonymity, names of indi-
viduals and their respective organisations
have not been revealed.

Continued on page 36
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before problems began to emerge. It was
the collapse of the Bank of Credit and Com-
merce International (BCCI) in 1991 that
triggered problems between the Interna-
tional Bank and the Bank of England. Ac-
cording to the Managing Director of
Organisation B, after the collapse of BCCI,
“Al-Baraka and any bank from the Middle
East became questionable in the UK”. The
British authorities scrutinised the system
and found that Al-Baraka did not have a
banking license in Saudi Arabia, which
posed a question on how it could operate in
the UK without support from its home coun-
try. Apparently, Al-Baraka was unable to
answer this question. In order to save the
bank, however, Al-Baraka offered possible
solutions such as bringing in the Islamic De-
velopment Bank (IDB) as a partner, which
to Al-Baraka’s dismay was rejected. Conse-
quently, in 1993 Al-Baraka surrendered its
license, and now operates under the super-
vision of the DTI and engages in trade fi-
nance, investments and structured finance.
Respondent A2 found the outcome inevi-
table since, in his opinion, Al-Baraka was
not involved in banking. He added :

“They were not really doing much banking.
They were merely doing a lot of financing and
deposit taking, but it was not banking, it was
something else. Now they have a different kind
of operation and they are perhaps more suc-
cessful than when they were a bank. I think
Al-Baraka has come
to understand that
from what they want
to do here, a banking
license is the wrong
instrument, why have
that? Go for some finance house. It is like say-
ing, I want to go fishing so I apply for a li-
cense to dig the street”.

In fact, respondent A1 made clear that the
bank could not operate in the UK market
unless it provided a “defined predetermined
return called interest”. As a consequence, it
can be said that Islamic banks cannot exist
under the UK definition of banking and can-
not be regulated by the UK Banking Act.
However, a number of Islamic financial in-
stitutions do, however, operate under the
UK Financial Services Act (FSA) or other
regulations. These institutions are of two
types. The first are purely Islamic institu-
tions such as Dallah Al-Baraka and the sec-

ond specialised Islamic units/windows pro-
vided by conventional banks offered by
Citibank, HSBC, ANZ, ABC, etc. In this re-
spect, respondent C1 revealed that “the larg-
est Islamic wholesale market is found in Lon-
don”. Most of their transactions emanate in
Muslim countries, predominantly from the
Arabian Gulf as indicated by all respon-
dents.

The responses generated by our survey
indicate that banks must provide a prede-
termined return (interest) under the UK
banking regulations. Islamic banks cannot
comply with such regulation. Instead, they
can apply for other licenses under which
regulations would be more suited to their
nature, so that potential problems with the
regulatory authorities can be minimised or
alleviated.

Current Experience of
Islamic Banking in the UK

Our respondents were asked to com-
ment on the current
experience of Is-
lamic banking in
the UK. This is be-
cause up to 1993
the Al-Baraka expe-

rience was considered unique since it op-
erated a pure Islamic bank under the UK
Financial Services Act. Other established
conventional banks, however, have also
moved out of the Islamic banking market.
A senior individual in organisation B said
that “Dresdner is gone, Goldman Sachs is
gone and I think there is one other that is
gone too”.

It is important to note, on the other hand,
that many new players such as the Arab
Banking Corporation (ABC) and HSBC
have recently entered the field. The sheer
movement of players in and out of the mar-
ket indicates that the market faces numer-
ous opportunities and threats.

Difficulties in establishing
Islamic banks in the UK

The vast majority of our respondents
who took part in the interview survey sug-
gested that there would be regulatory
hurdles to overcome while trying to set up
an Islamic bank in the UK. Respondent D1
believed that this is “because the Islamic
bank would have to comply with regulations
set up for conventional banks”. Two of the
respondents, however, confirmed that it is
easier to set up a financial institution in the
UK than anywhere else. A senior individual
in organisation A, remarked :

“One thing that London has got is a his-
tory of being capable of embarking on most
types of financial disciplines. The chief of
FSA, said to me nine or ten months ago that
the reason why we do not have an Islamic
bank in this country is that nobody has put
a proposal for one. There is no technical rea-
son why there should not be an Islamic bank
in this country as long as it fits in with the
rules. So, I sense that in a way they want to
tease out what the real problems are by hav-
ing a real example. I sense that the regula-
tors do have the desire to do something”.

This view was also shared by a senior
executive of organisation B1 who stated :

“Authorities in the UK have never under-
stood Islamic banking. So far as the UK law
was concerned, we were never dealing with
Islamic banking. As far as the UK law was
concerned, we were doing banking”.

On the other hand, when the issue of op-
erating an Islamic bank in the UK was ad-
dressed, all respondents acknowledged
some form of operational difficulties related
to tight regulation. The Managing Director
of organisation B1 also highlighted these
difficulties. He revealed that :

“There were attempts by some local banks
to get into the field in various forms and they
have all retreated because they have discov-
ered that it is a very difficult market. United

“… the largest Islamic
wholesale market is
found in London”.

“One thing that London has got is a history of being capable
of embarking on most types of financial disciplines … the

reason why we do not have an Islamic bank in this country is
that nobody has put a proposal for one. There is no technical

reason why there should not be an Islamic bank in this country
as long as it fits in with the rules”.

Continued from page 31
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Bank of Kuwait tried to do some housing but
the local laws do not support it in terms of
stamp duties. If there were people who wanted
to keep their money on Profit and Loss Shar-
ing (PLS) basis, local laws do not allow this
because they say that as far as the law is con-
cerned, if you have taken money from deposi-
tors you have to return it back to the principal.
Suppose that you were very keen to take Is-
lamic investment and your money is going to
go out to finance a shop in the neighbourhood.

If the shop sustained losses, I cannot pass the
loss to you because the law does not allow it”.

Another problem that faces a bank oper-
ating in the UK market is that a percentage
of the bank’s funds must be deposited with
the Central Bank in the form of treasury
bonds earning interest. This requirement
violates Islamic Shariah principles. This se-
nior manager of organisation C1 also re-
ferred to the tax issue as another problem
that an Islamic bank would face when func-
tioning in the UK market. The chief execu-
tive of organisation A1, however, suggested

the following solution to this problem.
“I talked to the Shariah advisors to one

particular large Islamic bank :  I said there
is a tax issue and profit is the economic
equivalent of interest but not interest. They
took a very sensible view, which was, if it is
not interest, why do we care what they call it?
Let them call it interest, it is not interest”.

However, this respondent agreed that,
whilst this was not an ideal solution but be-
lieved that it was the best solution at this
present moment.

When respondents were asked about the

issue of liquidity requirements and capital
adequacy ratio, respondent A1 argued that
the UK banking authorities do not place Is-
lamic banks at a disadvantageous position
in comparison to conventional banks by re-
questing higher capital adequacy ratios. He
added, “the issue at hand is that the authori-
ties would be sceptical to start with, but they
would do this with any new bank”.

Overall, it would seem that problems have
arisen because the UK banking authorities

were not aware of what Is-
lamic banking involved.
The Islamic bank, how-
ever, does not have to be
regulated under the Bank-
ing Act to carry out its ac-
tivities. Also, it is obvious
that the Islamic bank op-
erating in the UK will be
at a disadvantage com-
pared to conventional
ones when regulatory is-
sues are concerned.
These circumstances,
however, come about not
because the UK authori-
ties do not want Islamic
banking to prosper but
because Islamic banking
is trying to fit into a long
established system which
has not been developed to
accommodate it.

Support for Islamic
Banking in the UK

When attention is turned
specifically to the support
for Islamic banking in the
UK, the respondents re-
vealed that the UK govern-

ment does not provide any form of support or
encouragement, as indicated by the Manag-
ing Director of organisation B1, who was
rather scathing and commented that :

“The Central Bank or the FSA periodically
give their speeches, ‘yes, we are very support-
ive of Islamic banking and we would love to
have it but we do not understand it and we
need some more research. I have been hear-
ing this for more than ten years and I think
I’ll hear it for another 20 years”.

Respondents C1 and D1 also made clear
that they do not believe that the UK gov-

“… the biggest single change
to the current Islamic banking

status quo is going to be
through technology, since

statistics show that half of the
Muslims in this country are

under the age of 21”.
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ernment provided encouragement for Is-
lamic banking and they did not wish to
elaborate further. A completely different
and positive view, however, was signalled
by respondent A1, who strongly believes
that the government did provide support.
His response to the question whether the
government provides any support was :

“I think they do. They provide speakers at
conferences; they do engage in debates, they
are trying to understand more. People here
are very conservative, they don’t like change
and they don’t like new things. It takes them
a while to understand what is going on”.

Respondent A1 supported his argument
with the following statement :

“Ijara, Murabaha and some Musharaka
contracts have been recently approved as be-
ing banking instruments by the Federal Re-
serve. Therefore, changes are taking place”.

Although what respondent B1 said might
be correct, it can be looked at in a more
optimistic perspective as viewed by respon-
dent A1. Respondent B1 himself had sug-
gested that “the first thing that needs to be
done is to propagate” and, according to re-
spondent A1, his organisation is engaged
in debates and conferences, which could
be a form of propagating. The chief execu-
tive of organisation A also provided sup-
port to the government but he argued that
the authorities have the responsibility to :

“Educate people in financial matters, to
encourage providers of financial services to
be more inclusive of different people with dif-
ferent needs. So, are they doing anything?
Well, yes, in a general socially inclusive sense”.

There is no doubt that changes are tak-
ing place in the UK market but at a slow
pace. The senior individual in organisation
B believes that the achievement of the au-
thorities over the last 20 years was very
limited. In order to accelerate the process,
pressure should come from the customers
who demand such financial services.

Developments and Opportunities
for Islamic Banking in the UK

The answers to questions about devel-
opments and opportunities for the Islamic
banks in the UK market ranged from com-
pletely negative to extremely positive. The
managing director of organisation B was
the one with the most negative answer. He
stated that “It is only a myth. The concept of

Islamic banking here does not and will not
exist”. Other respondents were optimistic
about the future of Islamic banking in the
UK. In relation to the long-term future, re-
spondent D1 commented :

“I will expect to see it very much in the
retail side. Although regulations for retail
banking are dif ficult, we will work on that”.

Interestingly, two respondents strongly
believed that the future of Islamic banking
would be in electronic banking. One of
these, respondent A1 had remarked :

“I think the biggest single change to the
current Islamic banking status quo is going
to be through technology, since statistics show
that half of the Muslims in this country are
under the age of 21”.

The financial consumers of tomorrow are
expected to be well equipped to deal with
electronic banking. Expressing similar views
to those of respondent A1, respondent A2
suggested that technology might also over-
come the problems of costly distribution to
Muslims concentrated in different areas.
Respondent A3 indicated that there will be
many improvements in the products offered
and more options available to investors in the
future. About the expected growth in the fu-
ture, respondent A3 commented:

“Sometimes there is a little bit of a slow
growth and then it becomes a little bit loga-
rithmic and then suddenly the whole thing
explodes. Within the space of five or ten years
it could really be something quite significant”.

Taking into account the regulatory hurdles
and the inertia factor of the Muslim commu-
nity, it would be reasonable to suggest that
the possibilities for Islamic banking in the
retail commercial banking sector appear to
be limited. Technology, however, seems to
offer immense opportunities. Islamic bank-
ers need to be aware of this and develop the
necessary competencies to take advantage
of such opportunities.

In the previous discussion, it was gener-
ally felt that Islamic banking had not been
given the opportunity to prosper sufficiently
because of a number of obstacles. Respon-
dent A1 highlighted this when he said :

“These obstacles are not capable of easy tech-
nical explanations because you are with some
possible cultural and possibly historical obstacles,
which don’t have their basis in logic. They prob-
ably have their basis in misunderstanding”.

With time, the above-mentioned problems

are expected to be solved and the options
that technology brings about would provide
increased opportunities for Islamic banking.

Conclusion and Recommendation
This article provides empirical evidence on

the problems facing Islamic banking in the
west with particular reference to the UK. To
serve this purpose, a number of high profile
specialists in Islamic banking were inter-
viewed in London and were asked to identify
the major challenges facing Islamic banking
in the UK. The result of our interviews re-
vealed that Islamic banking faces numerous
problems, which explains the reason as to why
there is an absence of any major Islamic bank
in the UK. The absence of Islamic banks is
not only due to strict regulation, which does
not accommodate Islamic banking, but also
due to Islamic banking’s failure to adapt to
regulation. The UK banking regulations have
been set to accommodate conventional banks
long before the creation of Islamic banks.
Hence, hasty changes in the UK banking regu-
lations to accommodate Islamic banking
might have detrimental effects on the func-
tioning of other economic units. This is, there-
fore, an issue that needs more time and re-
search. Islamic banking representatives and
UK officials, however, need to sit together and
openly discuss the matter to work out practi-
cal solutions. A possible solution within cur-
rent circumstances, as highlighted in our re-
sults, is to function effectively under different
yet comprehensive regulations.

Note :  Dr. Yusuf Karbhari is the Director at the
Asian Accounting Finance Business Research
Unit from Cardiff Business School, Cardiff Uni-
versity, Cardif f, UK. E-mail karbhari@
cardiff.ac.uk. Dr. Kamal Naser is the Senior Lec-
turer from the same university & Zulkarnain
Muhamad Sori is a member of the Asian Ac-
counting Finance Business Research Unit,
Cardiff Business School, Cardif f University,
Cardiff, UK. E-mail: zms@putra.upm.edu.my
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How to find a
solution that will
grow with your business

Choosing the right business
solution requires that you
take a broad view of  business
growth. Even if you can iden-

tify an IT solution that will fulfill the cur-
rent needs of your organization, how can
you be sure it will match the pace of your
company’s growth?

Remember that growth isn’t necessarily
limited to the size of your organisation :
the expectation of the people who use the
solution also increases over time. If you
were to take a business system of five years
ago and present it to your users today,
you’d probably have a revolt on your hands,
simply because the sophistication of cur-
rent software solutions has increased ex-
pectations. You can count on a similar in-
crease in expectations in the future.

However, one interesting point is made
by Gary Barnett, research director at
Ovum, the largest European headquar-
tered group of analysts on telecoms, soft-
ware and IT services.

Barnett says that you shouldn’t just fo-
cus on the business solution. “You might
think you want a business solution that will
grow, but you also need a business that will
grow. It’s important to think about all your
business systems rather than focusing
solely on aspects such as your accounting
pack or your Web presence.”

Where Do You Start?
Before you begin investigating specific

solutions, you should decide on a general
approach. Should you be looking at a num-

A C C O U N T I N G  I T

“You might think you want

a business solution that will

grow, but you also need a

business that will grow. It’s

important to think about

all your business systems

rather than focusing solely

on aspects such as your

accounting pack or your

Web presence.”

Choosing a business solution can be daunting. Get it right and
efficiency will rise: get it wrong and your business will suffer. Kay
Ewbank, IT consultant and technology writer, gets the experts’
take on how to do it

ber of best-of-breed solutions or one inte-
grated system? There are many good argu-
ments for an integrated solution. While it can
be tempting to choose the best-of-breed in
each particular area, it’s important to remem-
ber the complexities involved. Working
against the best-of-breed option is the fact
that by definition, a ‘best-of-breed’ solution
is made up of separate products, which you
will either have to integrate yourself or pay
someone else to integrate for you. Once the
solutions are in place, you are still left with
individual reporting and monitoring solu-
tions so that the cost of ongoing administra-
tion can continue to be an additional drain.

Rob Hailstone of research specialists
IDC, who among other things produce re-
ports on the future of IT, pointed out that,
as well as addressing inter-operability :
“The industry needs to look at simplifying
implementation, reducing the number of
dif ferent skill sets needed, providing a
common management and interface. All of
these represent significant costs and sug-
gest that the integrated suite will remain
the de facto starting point for some time.”

Which Partner?
Once you’ve decided on your general ap-

proach, you need to begin narrowing down
solution possibilities. When you’re trying to
identify the right business solution, it’s vi-
tal that you find the right partner. The first
and most important points to consider when
choosing a partner, is that partner’s experi-
ence, stability, reputation, and coverage in
your region. The last thing you want is a

partner who goes out of business and leaves
you with no back-up. Similarly, a partner
who has no experience in your regional
market might offer great advice — but ad-
vice that isn’t applicable in your region. An
established reputation means you can be
sure of the partner’s credentials, and its
track record with customers.

Putting all the above together should
mean you can identify a partner who really
knows about your industry sector, which is
a huge advantage; while your business re-
quirements may be unique, the partner will
almost certainly have done similar things
for other people. They’ll know the hidden
pitfalls in particular solutions, and will be
able to highlight plus points that you
wouldn’t otherwise have noticed.

No Unpleasant Surprises
Predicting ROI is another area where the

help of a good partner can be invaluable.
First, the partner should be able to predict
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There are some areas where you can ex-
pect things to change. The dot-com revo-
lution did happen and is continuing to hap-
pen, but it isn’t about new business para-
digms, it’s about new ways of conducting
a business relationship. Most business pro-
cesses are the same as they were when in-
vented 4,000 years ago by the Chinese. The
only thing that has changed is the way the
relationship is conducted.

Ovum’s view is that the one thing you
can’t control in business is change, and that
the best you can hope for is to manage it
in some way, with different management
strategies for the areas that will change and
for those that won’t.

Rob Hailstone of IDC says that the most
an organization can expect is to be able to
replace components when no longer serv-
ing a business requirement, without replac-
ing the whole solution. Overall, according
to Gary Barnett, the idea is not to try to be
future-proof, but future-ready.

So in conclusion, when choosing a solu-
tion, look for one that :

Microsoft Business Solutions, one of the
seven core businesses of Microsoft, offers a
wide range of integrated, end-to-end business
applications and services designed to help
small, midmarket and corporate businesses
become more connected with customers,
employees, partners and suppliers. Microsoft
Business Solutions’ applications optimise stra-
tegic business processes across financial man-
agement, analytics, human resources man-
agement, project management, customer re-
lationship management, field service manage-
ment, supply chain management, e-com-
merce, manufacturing and retail manage-
ment. The applications are designed to pro-
vide insight to help customers achieve busi-
ness success. For more information about
Microsoft Business Solutions, please visit
www.microsoft.com/BusinessSolutions, e-
mail :  mbsasia@microsoft.com or call Patrina
Chew at +65 6433-5467, for further enquiries.

Top-Ten Signs That You’ve
Outgrown Your Solution

1 The level of user complaints has
risen significantly.

2 You have a list of known actions that
you’d like to handle but can’t.

3 Users make requests for permission
to add additional non-authorised
software to the system.

4 You can’t fulfill requests for informa-
tion from partners or customers in
their preferred format and timescale.

5 You’re still not making full use of the
Internet.

6 You have gaps between front-end
and back-end systems that are
plugged by unsatisfactory custom-
ized solutions.

7 Users justifiably blame the software
as the reason for inability to complete
tasks.

8 You have multiple, non-integrated
information stores.

9 You find yourself contemplating hir-
ing contractors to write add-ons.

10 Support costs have risen or it has
become difficult to source support.

the overall cost of the software. Then they
need to accurately and honestly predict the
business value that the solution will bring
to the business. Some of this is very simple,
but it’s easy to forget some aspects or to
underestimate other costs, resulting in an
ROI figure that will come back to haunt
you. For example, do you really have the
expertise to work out the realistic costs as-
sociated with developing or customizing
the software, then administering it?

If you have an existing system that you
want to replace, you will know instinctively
how the system can be improved, and what
the likely cost benefit of those improve-
ments will be. If you can pass on this con-
cise information to the right partner, they’ll
be in a much better position to predict the
likely cost of the system, maybe even give
you a precise cost quotation.

As Gary Barnett puts it, “We sometimes
see relatively small companies developing
their own in-house solutions, and they could
nearly always get something much more
suitable, more quickly, and more cheaply
by going to an experienced partner.”

Your Built-in Competitive
Advantage

Finally, a partner should be able to help
you pinpoint what it is that differentiates
your business. For example, many compa-
nies focus too much on areas such as their
accountancy system. What differentiates
your business, however, isn’t likely to be
how you sort your stock items; it will be
how you relate to your customers and part-
ners. Gary Barnett points out that you need
to differentiate between business software
and a true business solution. The first
merely offers a ‘utility’ function — like elec-
tricity you need it to carry out your opera-
tions, but it isn’t something that your cus-
tomers will notice about you.

Future-Proof?
All the experts we spoke to in this ar-

ticle agreed that you can find your way to
a future-safe solution, but a completely fu-
ture-proof solution is out of reach. There
will be some aspects of your IT infrastruc-
ture that deal with the fundamentals of
your business and these won’t change, but
other elements will be subject to ongoing
change, particularly in the realms of your
interactions with customers, suppliers, and
competition.
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• Fits your business needs now, but offers
room to grow in both size and sophisti-
cation.

• Comes from a partner with a trusted
heritage, who will be around for the long
haul and can assure you of ongoing high-
quality service.

• Provides a fully integrated system that
gives you complete inter-operability of
systems within the organization and be-
tween partners, customers and suppliers.

• Meets your specific business challenges.

“It is such good value that we want to en-
courage as many franchises as possible to
use it. All the core functionality is already
there and local franchises can make their
own customizations very quickly and easily.”

Questions are Everywhere.
Insight is not

Making important decisions is your job.
Delivering the insight to help you make
smarter decisions is ours. From financial
management to customer relationship man-
agement and more, Microsoft® Business
Solutions has the experience and resources
to help you succeed in an ever-changing busi-
ness world. For your complimentary copy of
a white paper “Optimizing Your Business
Relationships :  How to get the most out
of your vendors, customers and employ-
ees”, visit www.mmsasia.com/insight, before
30 June 2003. To find out more about
Microsoft® Business Solutions, please visit
www.microsoft.com/BusinessSolutions/sea
or email mbsasia@microsoft.com.
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TA X  M AT T E R S
B U D G E T  2 0 0 4

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF PROPOSALS

FOR NATIONAL BUDGET YEAR 2004
1 Tax Rate for Small and Medium

Scale Companies

The Institute proposes that the charge-
able income of up to RM250,000 (currently
RM100,000) for small and medium scale
companies be subject to a concessionary
corporate tax rate of 20 per cent to further
support and nurture the development of
such companies

2 Withholding Tax — Reimburse-

ment of Out-of Pocket Expenses

The Institute proposes that to further re-
duce the costs of doing business in Malay-
sia, reimbursements of out-of-pocket ex-
penses to non-resident consultants (such as
airfare, accommodation expenses, meal
expenses, etc.) be excluded from deduction
of withholding tax provided that such ex-
penses can be substantiated by documen-
tary evidence such as receipts, invoices, etc.

3 Child Relief

In line with the caring society concept,
the Institute proposes an increase in the
child relief from RM800 to RM1,600.

4 Personal Relief For

Education and Medical

Benefits Insurance Premium

The Institute proposes that the present
maximum aggregate relief of RM3,000 for
education and medical benefits insurance
premiums be given as follows :
Category Maximum Aggregate

Relief RM

Education Insurance Premium 3,000

Medical Insurance Premium 3,000

This will encourage taxpayers to invest
for adequate coverage for education and
medical expenses.

5 Personal Relief for Purchases of

Books, Journals, Magazines, Etc.

The Institute proposes that personal re-
lief for purchases of books, journals, maga-
zines, etc be increased from the present
RM500 to RM1,000 for each individual resi-
dent. This may help to further promote and
encourage the creation of a literate and
knowledgeable society, as the nation forges
ahead to embrace a K-economy.

6 Deduction for Gifts of New Per-

sonal Computers to Employees

In view of rapid technological advances,
the Institute proposes that the deduction
for gifts of new personal computers to em-
ployees be further extended until the year
of assessment of 2005.

7 Rebate on Overpayment of

Tax Liability

The Institute proposes that under the
self assessment system, a “rebate” of 10 per
cent be given to a company on the amount
of taxes overpaid but not refunded to the
company within one month from the filing
of the relevant tax return by the company.

8 Deduction for Entertainment

Expenses

The Institute proposes that entertain-
ment expenses of between RM5,000 to
RM10,000 incurred in the production of
income be allowed for tax purposes.

9 Exemption on Statutory Income

for the Provision of Qualifying

Professional Services Rendered

in Labuan to Labuan Offshore

Companies

The Institute proposes that the exemp-
tion under Income Tax (Exemption)
(No.12) Order 2000 should also be given
to accounting and other professional firms
as was previously provided for in the In-
come Tax (Exemption) (No.13) Order
1991 and Income Tax (Exemption) (No.2)
Order 1997.

10 Course Relief for Individuals

The Institute proposes that a relief of
RM10,000 per annum be allowed for a resi-
dent individual undertaking any courses of
study to acquire technical, vocational, in-
dustrial, scientific or technological skills
and qualifications (including finance and
accounting related courses/postgraduate
courses) approved by the Ministry of Edu-
cation. This may also help to sustain the
growth of the private institutions of higher
learning, as well as help our nation to have
a greater pool of workers with enhanced
knowledge and skills.

11 Rebate for Purchase of Com-

puters and Original Software

In view of rapid technological advances,
Malaysians should be encouraged to keep
abreast of the latest innovation in the com-
puter world. The Institute proposes that
this can be achieved through granting the
rebates once every three years (instead of
once every five years currently).

In addition, the Institute proposes that
the rebate of RM400 be extended to in-
clude purchase of original software once
every three years.

12 Individual Deduction for Child-

care Facilities and Kindergarten

to Reduce Labour Shortage

The Institute proposes that a total deduc-
tion of up to RM2,000 be allowed to working
parents for the use of approved (by the Min-
istry of Education) child-care facilities or kin-
dergartens for their children. This will en-
courage qualified or skilled individuals to
engage professional people to attend to their
children, and enable the “home-parents” (es-
pecially women) to return to the workforce,
thus reducing our reliance on foreign labour.

13 Deduction of Interest Payment

for Individual

The Institute proposes that mortgage in-
terest paid by a family on a loan to purchase
their main residence in Malaysia be eligible
for income tax relief of up to a maximum of
RM10,000 per annum. This incentive will also
address the problem of a soft property mar-
ket in the present economic environment by
creating strong internal demand among in-
terested house buyers all over the country.

14 Personal Relief for Life Insurance

Premiums and Contributions to

Approved Scheme

The Institute proposes that the present
maximum aggregate relief of RM5,000 for
life insurance premiums and contributions
to approved schemes be given as follows :
Category Maximum Aggregate

Relief RM

Life Insurance Premium 5,000

Contribution to Approved Scheme 5,000

Besides benefiting the individual taxpay-
ers, the creation of separate categories for
the above mentioned personal relief would
further sustain and encourage the growth
of the life insurance industry. AN
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Read Your Way
to the Top By Rajen Devadason

Physicists love the word ‘entropy’. It refers to the tendency
every natural system has to move from a state of order to that
of maximum chaos. Entropy explains why astronomers
believe the universe appears to be heading toward a final
‘heat death’, countless billions of years from now. Entropy can
also be used to rationalise why your clients’ accounts some-
times refuse to balance; and why your teenager’s bedroom
might look like a concussion grenade just went off in it.

Not surprisingly, entropy also works in our financial

lives. This regular feature represents Akauntan Nasional’s
(AN) serious bid to educate all Malaysians of the need for
wise adherence to sensible financial planning principles
and strategies. Each accountant is a centre of influence —
in your of fice, to your colleagues and clients; and in your
home, to your family. Money Tree is thus designed to help
you learn and then teach — in steps — all that is impor-
tant in crafting a life of financial abundance, bounty and
contentment.

We learn by observation
and experience. But, un-
less we develop, nuture
and retain a useful men-

tal framework, we won’t get very far in life.
You see, this framework or worldview is

that indefinable something that separates
the men from the boys, that allows life’s
winners to rise above the crowd. The way
I see it, a viable mental framework is an
almost magical key that helps us
make sense of the flood of sen-
sory input we receive each day.

Let’s be honest :  Most of what
we learn will never be applied.
Yet, if it isn’t applied, it will atro-
phy. As one bodybuilder warned
another, “If you don’t use it, you’ll
lose it!” Or, as Australian million-
aire options trader Kim Reilly
puts it, “It isn’t knowledge that
is power, but applied knowledge!”

Toward that end, I’m a big believer in
sound principles that get us off our rear
ends and help us apply what we already
know so that we make our lives better.

Such principles exist for all areas of life
— physical, mental, spiritual, emotional,
social, vocational and financial. That’s why
the opening paragraph of my company RD
WealthCreation Sdn Bhd’s mission state-
ment states :

We help each cherished client gain finan-

cial freedom through a methodical, well-paced
reengineering process founded upon eternal
financial planning principles. The strategies
chosen to implement these principles are based
on a client’s specific risk tolerance profile and
his most closely held life goals.

The strategies referred to in the second
sentence of that paragraph vary with the
specific circumstances, temperament and
age of the client, the state of the economy,

and the mood of investment markets. But
the principles mentioned in the first para-
graph are unchanging; they are as
longstanding, and long lasting, as Everest.

That ‘eternal’, non-ephemeral attribute of
sound principles grants them lifelong value
to those who bother to apply them correctly.

There is, however, just one glaring down-
side :  A principle can seldom be applied di-
rectly. That’s because application requires
an appropriate, flexible strategy to graft
flesh, muscle and sinew onto it. Knowing

which strategy to pick from among many
comes from experience and reading. Since,
as Thomas Carlyle wrote, “Experience takes
dreadfully high school-wages, but he
teaches like no other,” it is far less painful
to gain at least some wisdom from books!

But regardless of the educational source,
it is crucial to know how to apply sound
principles in changing times.

In case all that wasn’t too completely
clear, let me put it this way :  Strat-
egies vary with circumstance. Prin-
ciples don’t!

In Stephen Covey’s book Prin-
ciple-Centred Leadership, he ex-
plains that principles operate in
obedience to natural laws. He
writes, “Principles are not invented
by us or by society; they are the
laws of the universe that pertain to
human relationships and human

organisations. They are part of the human
condition, consciousness, and conscience.”

When used correctly, these principles
provide direction to our lives, much as a
compass pointing to the Earth’s magnetic
North Pole helps travellers find their way
to a desired place. What I describe as
sound principles are what Covey calls ‘true
north’ principles. I’d like you to hold that
thought as I pay you a compliment.

Thousands upon thousands of Malaysian
accountants receive Akauntan Nasional

M O N E Y  T R E E
F I N A N C I A L  P L A N N I N G

“Principles are not invented by us or by
society; they are the laws of the
universe that pertain to human

relationships and human organisations.
They are part of the human condition,

consciousness, and conscience.”
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each month. Not all will unwrap the magazine. And of those
who do, not all will bother to read what’s inside. You’ve done
both. Congratulations!

Sadly, the behaviour of many of your peers who do not
emulate your proactive conduct mirrors a larger condi-
tion prevalent among the adult population of our coun-
try :  We aren’t, yet, a population of readers.

The average Malaysian reads just two books a
year. Because that is an average, it means pre-
cisely half of Malaysians read less than two
books a year.

At the other end of the spectrum, I know
kids who consume two books a day; the
only downside is they invariably wear
glasses! The existence of such over-
achieving readers naturally skews the
Malaysian average higher than it
would be otherwise. Translation :
Without such kids, our national av-
erage would be even lower than
two books per person per year!

Because of that, I am collabo-
rating with two associates,
Steven Poh, CEO of the I-2
Media group of companies,
and Dave Tan, executive di-
rector of I-2 Media Direct Sdn
Bhd, to develop an audio
programme entitled Liberty! 9
Small Steps to Big Success. Each
‘small step’ is a ‘true north’ fi-
nancial principle. It should go
on general release in the third
quarter of this year.

Hopefully, it will help those who don’t
like to read to still access an avenue to grasp
vital principles for long-term financial success
that are relevant in our unique Malaysian environment.

The very first of the nine principles we discuss in Liberty! 9
Small Steps to Big Success is  :  “The best way to learn something
for life is to teach it.” That is why I constantly strive to educate
others. In doing so, I learn so much more. You wouldn’t be still
reading this column, if you weren’t exactly the same.

That is why at the end of this piece, I will leave you with a list of
books that I consider invaluable reading material for anyone in-
terested in improving his financial lot in life. I hope you will read
some, if not all, of them (and not necessarily just mine).

Harkening back to that first principle — The best way to learn
something for life is to teach it — I hope you will make a zillion pho-
tocopies of that list and give them out to your friends and family.

You see, optimist that I am, I believe the Malaysian book-reading
average must surely creep upward in time. I would hope that hap-
pens because a deep-seated learning culture germinates and takes
root in our land. But, at the very least, our well-entrenched desire
to improve our own lot in life should hasten the process.

James Russell Lowell asked, “Have you
ever rightly considered what the mere abil-
ity to read means? That it is the key which
admits us to the whole world of thought

and fancy and imagination? To the company
of saint and sage, of the wisest and the witti-

est at their wisest and wittiest moment? That it
enables us to see with the keenest eyes,

hear with the finest ears, and listen to
the sweetest voices of all time?” Lowell
concluded, “More than that, it annihi-

lates time and space for us.”
When it comes to imbibing the

best financial planning and
investing principles in
the world, nothing
beats reading — widely,

deeply and consistently.
To a large extent, that is

how I have learnt what I know today about
the financial planning process.

Of course, reading by itself is not
quite enough. Francis Bacon
said, “Reading maketh a full

man; conference a ready man;
and writing an exact man.”

I’ve had the privilege and oppor-
tunity to write or co-write five books

in the last six years, four of which have
been on financial planning or investing.

In the last 15 years, I’ve read all or portions
of upward of 500 books on the subject.

I still don’t know as much as I would like
to. So, I plan to keep on reading and learn-
ing. My eventual goal :  To be a full man,
a ready man and an exact man, in the
Baconian sense.

To me, being a financial planner is a call-
ing, not a job. I believe the financial planning process is useful to
everyone. As Peter Drucker once put it, “Plans are worthless,
but planning is invaluable.” He wasn’t talking specifically about
financial planning, but it still applies.

As you may know, the Certified Financial Planner Board of Stan-
dards advocates a six-step process that is a blueprint for a suc-
cessful engagement :

Step 1 Establish the client-planner relationship

Step 2 Gather relevant financial data

Step 3 Analyse the data

Step 4 Develop the plan

Step 5 Implement the plan

Step 6 Monitor the plan

Those half-a-dozen steps describe a well-thought out sequence of
events that is useful to everybody. Well … almost everybody! Those
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Note :  The writer, a certified financial planner and professional trainer, is co-author of
best sellers Financial Freedom — Your Guide to Lifetime Financial Planning and
Financial Freedom 2 — Through Malaysian Equities and Unit Trusts, (publisher: Pub-
lic Mutual). His latest book is entitled Liberty! From Debt-Slave to Money Master, (pub-
lisher: i2Media). Rajen is CEO of RD WealthCreation Sdn. Bhd. He welcomes ques-
tions and comments on any aspect of personal finance in Malaysia. So, please feel free
to ‘snail mail’ c/o Akauntan Nasional or e-mail rajendevadason@yahoo.co.uk and cc
devadason@maxis.net.my. You can also visit him at www.i2media.com.my/
wealthcreation.
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RAJEN DEVADASON’S GRADED
READING LIST FOR D-I-Y LEARNERS

OF FINANCIAL PLANNING

The Magic Safe, Ellen Tan

Richest Man in Babylon, George S. Clason

Liberty! From Debt-Slave to Money Master,
Rajen Devadason

Learn to Earn, Peter Lynch and John Rothchild

The Wealthy Barber, David Chilton

Millionaires Are From a Different Planet! Azizi
Ali with KP Bose Dasan

Financial Freedom — Your Guide to Lifetime
Financial Planning, Edmond Cheah, Wong
Boon Choy, Alex Sito and Rajen Devadason

Rich Dad, Poor Dad — What the Rich Teach
Their Kids About Money That the Poor and
Middle Class Do Not! Robert T. Kiyosaki with
Sharon L. Lechter

Wise Moves to Retirement, Nathan Balakrishnan
and Geoff Stecyk

The Millionaire in Me, Azizi Ali

One Up On Wall Street, Peter Lynch and John
Rothchild

Buffett — The Making of an American Capitalist,
Roger Lowenstein

The Millionaire Next Door, Thomas J. Stanley
and William D. Danko

Your A-Z Guide to the Stock Market, Rajen
Devadason

Economics Explained, Robert Heilbroner and
Lester Thurow

The Cashflow Quadrant — Rich Dad’s Guide to
Financial Freedom, Robert T. Kiyosaki with
Sharon L. Lechter

The Millionaire Mind, Thomas J. Stanley

Financial Freedom 2 — Through Malaysian
Equities and Unit Trusts, Edmond Cheah, Wong
Boon Choy and Rajen Devadason

The Return of Depression Economics, Paul Krugman

Beating the Street, Peter Lynch and John Rothchild

Manias, Panics, and Crashes — A History of
Financial Crises, Charles P. Kindleberger

Common Sense on Mutual Funds, John C. Bogle

Common Stocks and Uncommon Profits — and
Other Writings by Philip A. Fisher, Philip A. Fisher

The Intelligent Investor, Benjamin Graham

Soros on Soros — Staying Ahead of the Curve,
George Soros, Byron Wien and Krisztina Koenen

Security Analysis, Benjamin Graham and David
Dodd
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who want to explore the area of D-I-Y financial planning can skip Step 1.
But while the process is useful to all, I categorically do not believe be-

coming a professional financial planner is for everyone, even if he or she
wields a mean calculator.

So, to assist financial professionals in making that assessment for themselves,
I designed a professional seminar for insurance agents and unit trust consult-
ants who are contemplating the pros and cons of embarking upon a career in
financial planning. It is entitled, The Perils and Potential in Financial Planning.

I remember giving it last year at the agency office of my friend Raymond
Chan, a chartered accountant and a fellow CFP (certified financial planner),
who is solidly committed to the reading and learning process. Raymond goes
to great lengths to make a wide selection of reading material, as well as audio
material, available to his consultants, and is constantly urging and encourag-
ing them to read, attend courses and invest in their own self-development. It
is no accident, to my mind, that in 2002 Raymond was the top-performing
group agency manager of Malaysia’s largest private unit trust company, where
he has become associated with the concept of ‘continuous training’.

I’ve heard him speak, and as much as I hate to admit this, he is a much
more polished presenter than I. Previously, Raymond was financial controller
of the Malaysian operations of a Swedish multinational company. Today, he
makes two or three times more than he used to as an FC. By most yardsticks
that count, Raymond is one of life’s winners. His key? Focused, intelligent
reading and learning, and working hard and smart have paid off — big time!

So, for those who are dissatisfied with where they are today, and who
crave to move on to a much higher level of performance and experience, I
urge you to read. And not just randomly, but with clear intent and purpose.

In case, you are interested in some level of guidance on what books to read,
I’ve put together a list of 26 titles — ranked not alphabetically, but by complexity
and depth. The simpler titles are at the top and the tougher ones at the bottom.

This means that if you consider yourself a novice, you should really be-
gin with some of the first titles suggested and work your way down the
list. If, on the other hand, you reckon you have a rock solid foundation in
both financial planning and investing, and you’re short on time and long
on comprehension, you might want to begin in the middle or near the end
of the list. As you read these books, and any others you find useful, do try
and read for both enjoyment and edification.

Some inveterate readers focus so much on the enjoyment side of things
that they only ever read fluffy material like romance and fantasy novels. There
is, of course, a time for recreational reading when overtaxed brains get to
recharge. But still, if the only things we ever read are lightweight books and
articles, we’ll develop a lightweight brain as surely as sunset follows sunrise!
Far more than ‘we are what we eat’, I believe ‘we are what we read’.

So, if you want to begin the process of developing a heavyweight brain
that churns out ideas and plans that in turn put money in your pocket,
food on the table and significance in your life, then read with intent.

You can do so by remembering some excellent habits you developed in
school — read with pen, marker and notebook by your side.
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T R AV E L  A N D  L E I S U R E

When I had the chance to visit Switzerland for the second time,
I had to make sure that one particular region took priority in my
itinerary. That area is the Bernese Oberland, right in the heart of
Switzerland, where I always feel the Swiss Alpine beauty is at its
best. Here is where the majestic trio of the Jungfrau, Eiger and
Monch mountains soar into the sky in their white splendour.

View from the Top

S W I T Z E R L A N D

Akauntan Nasional June 2003

By Anis Ramli
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T
he Jungfrau, in particular,
was the main reason why I
wanted to visit the Oberland
again and to take that spec-
tacular train ride to the “top

of Europe”. At 4,158m, the Jungfrau reigns
as Europe’s highest mountain.

Getting into the Bernese
Oberland is easy. Due to its
central location, it is well
connected by rail from all
the major cities in Switzer-
land. The favourite starting
point for excursions into the
Oberland is its picturesque
capital, Interlaken, straddled
between Lake Thun on the
west and Lake Brienze on
the east. Travellers can
make Interlaken the depar-
ture point to the Jungfrau or
opt to stay at village resorts
nearer to the mountains.

I chose to stay in
Grindelwald, known as the
glacier village. Somehow,
Grindelwald gives me the
best of both worlds — the
feeling of spaciousness from
its vast green alpine mead-
ows as well as the lofty maj-
esty of the Alps.

Besides, it’s easy to get into
the Jungfrau region from
Grindelwald. A one-hour train
journey brings travellers to
the half-way stop, Kleine
Scheidegg, which at 2,061m is also the place
where travellers get a fantastic view of the
Eiger’s notorious North Face precipice
whose treacherous slope has caused many
mountaineers to lose their lives.

From Kleine Scheidegg, the best part of
the journey begins as travellers switch to the
Jungfrau Railway cogwheel train. Built be-
tween 1896 and 1912, the Jungfrau Railway
was a Swiss engineering marvel at that time.

As the train ascends the slope, it unravels
a panorama of the Grindelwald meadows
dotted with chalets at the foot of the Alps.
The scenery gets more rugged as the train
burrows in and out of the mountain tunnels.

At the Eigerwand and Eismeer interme-
diate stations, travellers are treated to some
spectacular sightseeing through large ob-

servation windows, hewn from solid alpine
rock. At Eismeer Station, the landscape is
one of ice and rock. Looking out of the win-
dow, it’s almost as if the traveller is stand-
ing right in front of the awesome mountains.

Finally, the cogwheel train pulls into the
Jungfraujoch, Europe’s highest railway sta-

tion at 3,454m above sea level. And the trav-
ellers who alight have arrived, as the sign-
board at the station proclaims, at the “top
of Europe”! Inside the Jungfraujoch, two
high-speed lifts whisk visitors in a matter
of 25 seconds to the Sphinx Observation
Terrace located on top of the station.

From the terrace, travellers are ushered
into the cold, windswept snow and ice land-
scapes of majestic Alpine peaks and the
Aletsch Glacier, Europe’s longest at 22km.
The Observation Terrace provides a 360°
view of this Alpine panorama and if the
weather is fine, travellers can take a walk
on the glacier plateau.

Also not to be missed is the indoor Ice
Palace located some 20m below the Aletsch
Glacier. The Palace comprises a vaulted

ceiling, imposing pillars and superb ice
sculptures of wildlife and people, includ-
ing one of my favourite sleuths, Sherlock
Holmes!

The completion of the Ice Gateway link
last year capped a 12-year expansion and up-
grading programme on the Jungfraujoch.

The Ice Gateway links the
Ice Palace and the glacier
plateau, the two most fre-
quented attractions after the
Sphinx Obser vation Ter-
race. Hewn out of snow and
ice, the Jungfraujoch com-
plex also of fers facilities
such as restaurants, souve-
nir shops and even confer-
ence facilities.

Other than the Jungfrau,
there are a lot of side trips
around Interlaken and
Grindelwald. Recommended
are a lake cruise on Lake
Thun or Brienze, and an
aerial gondola ride up First
ski-hiking tracks at 2168m
from Grindelwald. Take in
the splendid view of the
Bernese Alps and meadows
from the terrace of the cosy
summit restaurant at the
First.

The First is a favourite
starting point for numerous
scenic hiking trails, which
range from easy to strenu-
ous, depending on the level

of fitness of the individual. Instead of tak-
ing the gondola back, travellers can walk
down — which I did — to the Grindelwald
village resort. The trail that I took was fairly
easy, more like a pleasant stroll through
Alpine meadows.

And for shopping — every Malaysian’s
favourite pastime — the place to look out
for is Kirchhofer at Grindelwald or
Interlaken. Besides jeweller y, leather
goods and fine gifts, Kirchhofer practically
of fers the most extensive selection of
branded watches.

Homemade chocolate is another of
Kirchhofer’s speciality. At the Chocolateria
showroom in Grindelwald, visitors can
watch how chocolates are made. And then
you eat ‘em!

The Jungfrau … Europe’s highest mountain

A ski lodge at the edge of Eiger
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South Korea
business,
diplomacy
and face

           By Sergey Frank

B U S I N E S S  W AT C H

Because of its political, geo-
graphical and historical
development, Korea still
has been influenced by the
Western world to a smaller

extent than, for example, Singapore or Hong
Kong. This has happened despite political
events such as the Korean War in the 1950s
and the involvement of the US. Since its
separation into North and South Korea,
both countries have developed differently.
South Korea was, and is, focused on a free
market system. The difference remains con-
siderable. But South Korea has emerged as
a major player in the industrial world in the
last few decades and is now one of the Asian
centres of economic power.

In general, business relationships in Ko-
rea are established via the “right connec-
tions”. Third parties such as local agents
who help to establish the relationship, but

are also vital to maintain it during a busi-
ness transaction, play an important role.
Even companies with an excellent interna-
tional reputation may use them as “match-
makers”. Third party introductions are very
helpful as a way of meeting serious decision-
makers. If you are introduced, particularly
if you are recommended by a personal
friend who has a highly reputable image in
the local market, then this may enhance the
development of a new personal relationship.
Such a local agent may not only be used as
a door-opener but will also be likely to have
valuable know-how regarding domestic cus-
toms, connections and networking. More-
over, he may be used for the transfer of “in-

The role of the consultant as a
chartered accountant, or any
other professional, is not
identical all over the world.
Despite this fact and despite all
efforts to move closer to a
single global set of accounting
standards, the necessary
communication with the
international client is still and
will always remain subject to a
different set of rules.

S O U T H  KO R E A

formal information” and can also act as a
mediator if the need arises.

The right and powerful relationships are
crucial for your business. It is absolutely rec-
ommended not to use cold calls for your first
business contact because they would most
likely lead to a failure. Instead, try to be in-
troduced by a high official such as an am-
bassador or the president of the chamber of
commerce, or at least try to get to know
someone who also knows someone in a high
position in the company which interests you.
Once a meeting has been successfully
organised, one should start focusing on cul-
tural greetings and have a bilingual business
card prepared, with the English version on
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Korean taxation issues

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

The tax burden as a percentage
of GDP in Korea is approxi-
mately 20 per cent, much lower

that other OECD countries. Additionally,
social security contributions are generally
lower than other OECD countries. The
major sources of tax revenue are corpo-
ration tax, income tax and VAT, but there
is a host of other taxes such as education
tax, telephone tax, securities transaction
tax, registration taxes for real estate and
inheritance tax.

Corporations deriving income from Ko-
rean sources are subject to corporation tax
depending on the extent of the activities in
Korea and the nature of the income. A for-
eign corporation, which has a place of busi-
ness in Korea, would be subject to tax on
all domestic source income and has an ob-
ligation to file tax returns similar to those
of a domestic corporation. Other foreign
corporations that derive income such as real
estate income or capital gains are taxed at
the appropriate rate on this income. The ef-
fective rate of corporation tax is currently
17.6 per cent for income up to W100m and
30.8 per cent for income above this.

There are proposals to mitigate the tax
burden on small and medium-sized busi-
ness enterprises. These would reduce the
tax charge by 50 per cent for five years
and local taxes, such as acquisition tax,
registration tax and property tax for a pe-
riod of two years. Manufacturing compa-
nies with less than 300 full-time employ-
ees are charged a lower rate of tax.

Taxable income is determined under the
normal generally accepted accounting prin-
ciples. There are specific rules in relation
to tax depreciation on tangible and intan-
gible assets. Generally, acquired goodwill
can be amortised over a period of five years.

In addition to the concept of tax residence,
Korea has introduced several anti-avoidance
provisions to maintain its tax base covering
areas such as transfer pricing for transac-
tions with related parties, thin capitalisation
to restrict the quantum of debt finance and
the controlled foreign company regime for
sheltering income in low tax jurisdictions.

Residents of Korea are subject to income
tax on their worldwide income. Non-resi-
dents are subject to taxation in Korea in
respect of domestic source income. In this
connection, a person is considered to be
resident in Korea if he or she maintains a
domicile or residence in Korea for more
than one year. Taxable income includes
investment income and capital gains and
is assessed to tax at graduated rates rang-
ing from 10 to 40 per cent. The higher rate
applies to income in excess of W80m.

Value added tax is imposed on the pro-
vision of goods or services at the rate of
10 per cent. A zero rate applies for ex-
ported goods and services. A person
starting up a new business must register
for VAT purposes within 20 days of com-
mencing business.

Excise taxes are levied on luxury items
and certain products and admission to en-
tertainment facilities.

Korea has tax treaties with 51 countries
to date. The bilateral tax agreements are
based on the OECD Model Tax Conven-
tion. The domestic rate for withholding
tax is 27.5 per cent on dividends, royal-
ties and interest. Most of the double taxa-
tion treaties seek to reduce withholding
taxes to between 10 and 15 per cent.

Note :  Rajesh Sharma is a partner in Smith &
Williamson, the independent professional and
financial services group. He specialises in inter-
national taxation. www.smith.williamson.co.uk

AN

do not understand something, since it may
be embarrassing to admit their lack of knowl-
edge or know-how. So, be careful to avoid
potential misunderstandings, since Western
business people may believe that they agree
with something, when they have, in fact, not
understood what you were proposing.

Also, for the duration of your business re-
lationship, it is, unlike in other countries,
highly recommended to have face-to-face dis-
cussions with your Korean partner and
mainly refrain from other channels of com-
munication, at least at the beginning of a busi-

one side and the Korean version on the other.
Establishing a good relationship with your

Korean business partner is the most impor-
tant and time-consuming part of the negotia-
tions. Social gatherings may be more impor-
tant than effective communication during the
negotiations. The importance of “face” in Ko-
rea is well known. Although, an issue which
is also relevant in Western Europe, the avoid-
ance of embarrassment or “losing face” is con-
sidered to be far more prominent here. For
example, a local business partner may avoid
loss of “face” by not asking a question if they

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Note :  The ideas put forward in this article apply
for actual international consultation regardless
of where it is taking place. The article aims to
educate on different ways of doing business in
different countries. This is important since it
helps to understand international business. And
this conclusion is vital because nowhere in
business, especially in international consulting,
can so much be gained and lost so quickly as in
international transactions and projects. This
article was first published in Accounting &
Business, ACCA’s monthly publication.

AN

Note :  Sergey Frank is a partner of Kienbaum
Executive Consultants and Managing Director
of Kienbaum Ltd., the London office of the
Kienbaum Group. He is a worldwide acknowl-
edged author and speaker on international com-
munication issues. www.kienbaum.co.uk

ness relationship and concerning all major
topics throughout the negotiation.

Protocol is essential. Koreans have a very
elaborate set of rules concerning propriety
and ceremony, which ought to be respected.
To observe protocol rules protects face by
helping to avoid open conflicts, which are
completely unacceptable in Korea. There-
fore, a person who fails to maintain proper
protocol rules may suffer a considerable loss
of face. It is of vital importance, prior to start-
ing the negotiations, to find out with the help
of one’s own local liaison or the interpreter
what the actual protocol is like. Protocol ap-
plies to all stages, i.e. official negotiations and
functions as well as to non-official gatherings
after office hours or during weekends.

Another important factor to be taken into
account is the absolute necessity in any
communication to save face for every par-
ticipant. One should never blame a Korean
in public or openly accuse him within the
negotiations. Consequently, often when
discussing crucial subjects, the Korean
partner may either circumscribe the nego-
tiation with polite and possibly non-com-
mitting words, change the subject or del-
egate this part of the negotiation to lower-
level negotiators to say “no”. Frequently,
and for the reasons mentioned above, har-
mony may prevail over often brutal truth
within official negotiations. It is also rec-
ommended that you maintain a diplomatic
attitude towards your Korean counterpart
even when he is obviously camouflaging.
Another thing to remember: annoyance
and disagreement will also be hidden be-
hind a smile on the face of your Korean
business partner. Reserve the option to
disclose certain aspects not at the negotia-
tion table but rather, privately, at informal
gatherings after business hours, probably
also by using the local agent.
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B E T T E R  L I F E
T R A I N I N G  A N D  D E V E L O P M E N T
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Managerial training as well as
staff development has to be a
long-term, ongoing process.
The training and development

of personnel, post 1980s, have become criti-
cal issues here in Malaysia. This is espe-
cially so as the increased use of automation,
computer systems and many other ex-
amples of high technological advances have
rendered many conventional jobs obsolete.
For example, it is no longer possible to mar-
ket job skills learned a generation ago in
many sophisticated management positions
in the food service industry.
The need for training and de-
velopment programmes has
led to cross training and re-
training to upgrade employee
knowledge and skills.

 Chief Operations Officers
often lament they feel like their
management teams are made
up of ‘rookies’ and ‘free agents’
for whom there are no ‘minor
leagues’ in which to serve
apprenticeship. Patience and
game experience are therefore
a luxury that a company cannot
afford.

To develop managerial potential, a long-
range investment in human resources must
be made. Employers and employees both
have a common stake in this education search
path — the survival of jobs, and for that matter
the company itself, hinges upon this.

 Managerial training and development
should be viewed as a long-term, on going
process and commences during the induc-
tion and orientation of the newly recruited
manager and continues until the individual
leaves the company. Responsibility for the
training and development lies both with the
company and the individual employee.

The company often provides training and
development in a variety of forms  — on the
job training, in-house workshops, subsidised
further education programmes, attendances
at professional seminars and conferences. Still
the availability of different programmes is no
guarantee that managers will take advantage
of them. It becomes the company’s job to
facilitate participation in training programmes

to help employees overcome the fear of failure
that some adults experience when confronted
with programmes of formal education.

Training and development has to be made
available to all members of the management
team, not simply a select few for whom it is
presented as a kind of bonus! Financing
such programmes is usually part of the long-
term planning budget of a company, not as
a short-term perk to reward those held in
current favour by senior management.

 No one or single method of training and
development can meet the entire needs of
every organisation, or for that matter each
individual manager within it.

 There are two basic approaches in train-
ing and development.

In-House
In-house programmes are conducted by a

training officer or through a personnel de-
partment within the company. If the company
is small and/or there is no one involved in
training programmes within the company,
such programmes must be conducted by
external or professional instructors. While
external trainers can often accomplish more
in less time than the in-house trainer, in-
house training offers a number of distinct
advantages. Firstly it is far less expensive.
Secondly, it is also frequently constructed to
be more specific to the needs of the company
and its particular problems.

Pre-packaged programmes, such as these,
can however be adapted to meet company
needs. By mentoring, job enrichment,
secondments, special assignments and job
rotations, experimental training programmes

can be easily set up. In many companies
mentoring is used, whereby an individual is
assigned to someone who is experienced and
who will spend time coaching and explain-
ing. Likewise returnees from special assign-
ments and secondments can give motiva-
tional or educational talks, based on their own
experiences. These will supplement and
round up the formal in-house training given.

External
External trainers can often accomplish

more in less time than their-house trainer
modules and do add a new dimension to train-
ing. These professionals, have the ability to
module instructional programmes to indi-
vidual employee skill levels, use a variety of
instructional formats to achieve optimum
results in training and development, and pro-
vide well-developed instructional materials.

As outsiders, external training
consultants bring fresh per-
spectives to the company.
They usually have broad-
based knowledge and wide
working experience, and can
address a range of training
and development issues.

What Are Your
Choices?

What approach is the best
for you? There is not a clear
advantage to one or the other.
The most beneficial approach
to training and development

programmes is to use both internal and
external methods in tandem.

The day-to-day needs of the manager, in
operations, for example, can best be met
through in-house programmes. More com-
plex requirements such as developing
managerial skill in decision-making, and
performance appraisals of junior employ-
ees in your team, demand a more broad-
based training approach.

Training models and strategies developed
by a professional trainer or the external in-
structor and the in-house trainer can be
implemented jointly for the benefit of the
company’s employees. This team training
method unites external and in-house train-
ers, to make a concerted effort to improve
the performance of the personnel.

The objective of a firm’s formal training and
development programme needs to foster the
four practical, yet critical, characteristics of
preparedness, sensitivity, patience and flexibil-
ity in managers and other personnel.

By Davis Sharp

Firm’s Staff Training
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Don’t Hurt Thru’

Workplace Crisis
By Stella Read

How do you separate personal
expression and problem
behaviour? Vexatious as the
question is, the Manager must
eventually address the problem
— resolve it or be prepared for
the unwanted consequences of
workplace crisis.

 But as the manager, ask “what if all su-
pervisors were hard on subordinates, what
if ever yone was late with his or her
monthly reports?” If your honest answer
is “I will not permit everyone to act like
that.” Then you had better act fast, for if
you don’t your people will perceive low
standards and relax into bad habits.

 Below are seven steps to help foster
improved employee behaviour at the work-
place.

understand why the behaviour pattern is
happening.

  4 ASK THE EMPLOYEE’S IDEAS
ON SOLVING THE PROBLEM

Give the individual the right to create a
solution that he has to live with. Note that
normally when you impose the word “help”
the result tends to point towards “less com-
mitment”.

Employees who are very diligent
in their work exhibit such bor-
derline situations but have poor
interpersonal relations with co-
workers. Take the case of

Patrick Tan, a department supervisor in a
confectionery manufacturer. An efficient
person with an impressive background,
Patrick has the reputation of one who al-
ways meets deadlines. Dedicated to his job,
Patrick has certain fixations :  he never
goes out to praise
his staff, he expects
them to work much
harder and faster
and he firmly lays
down the law. Many
of his subordinates
threaten to quit; few have actually gone
ahead and done so. He is solely driven by
the need to have high standards and ex-
pects performance from all his team.

Given this scenario, few bosses knowing
his dedication to the job would imagine tak-
ing disciplinary action against Patrick. Most
managers would rather prefer to accommo-
date borderline behaviour, such as that of
Patrick, than create a bad relationship by
severely criticising borderline behaviour.

  1 SET UP A PROBLEM-RESOLVING
MEETING TO TALK OVER
CONCERNS

Ask the employees to ponder over dif-
ferent ways to improve — follow up with a
meeting.

  2 CLEARLY DETERMINE THE
PROBLEM

Identify the problem and explain why the
matter has raised
your concern and
change is to be ex-
pected. Managers
must focus on the
issues and not the
personalities in-
volved.

  3 INVESTIGATE THE REASON
FOR SUCH BEHAVIOUR

Sometimes getting someone to just talk
with will allow the employee to take a sec-
ond, closer look and analyse the problem.
During this session it is very important that
you remain friendly and uncritical of the
individual. Remember it is wise to show
that you are prepared to listen and try and

“Managers must focus on the
issues and not the personalities

involved”.

  5 OFFER A HELPING HAND

If the employee hasn’t thought out a so-
lution, bring forth your ideas. Show that
you are just as interested in the individual’s
success and not be confined to discipline.
Stress to the employee, that his ultimate
decision is final but you want to assist in
any way possible towards achieving the
goal.

  6 AGREE ON A SPECIFIC
COURSE OF ACTION

Make out a list, tabling what’s expected
from individuals. Gather as much informa-
tion as possible and break them up to
speak to various members, the injured
parties, as a step towards finding a solu-
tion. Personally observe what’s happen-
ing.

  7 SET A PROGRESS
REVIEW DATE

This confirms that you have a strong
desire for change. Agree on a convenient
time frame for review. This will show the
individual concerned you are interested
not only in the final mission but also in the
efforts along the way.
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 Not all decisions that the manager takes
will turn out to be popular. In addressing
the problem the manager has to deliber-
ate carefully if there are face saving mea-

sures for the employee facing ac-
cusation of borderline
behaviour. Investigate whether
there are other external forces-
for example an unhappy home
or other rumours doing the
rounds in the office- that are per-
colating the irrational behaviour.
Are there real opportunities to
resolve the issue, and if there
are none worth following up on
after a trial period, would the
Manager consider letting the er-
rant employee (despite all his or
her other diligent attitudes)
move on?

 If you — the Manager —
adopt an open mind, and act on
the seven steps outlined, you
need not be apprehensive when
dealing with an employee,
whose borderline behaviour is
raising concerns within your
organisation. You will be seen as
being fair, effective and sensitive
in your efforts to resolve the
problem, whilst continuing to
run a smooth and profitable
organisation. Just think, if it
were not for incidences of such
borderline behaviour, surfacing
at the workplace your people
would go through life thinking
they had no faults at all.

“Leadership is action, not po-
sition, and your major obligation
is not to mistake slogans for so-
lutions.”

“Give the individual the
right to create a

solution that he has to
live with … normally
when you impose the
word ‘help’ the result
tends to point towards

‘less commitment’.”

“Leadership is action, not position, and your major
obligation is not to mistake slogans for solutions.”
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Prudence Pays

B E T T E R  L I F E
B U D G E T I N G

By Sue Chuah

Iam proud to belong to a rare and dying
breed of saving-savvy women who
succeed in being self-reliant through
discipline and their own efforts. The
journey to my financial independence

began when I started a regimen of reserves-
building with my first pay. My humble up-
bringing coupled with a spouse who goes
by the mantra ‘money-come-money-go’ has
made me sensible about spending and tight
on thrift. Although I have to forgo most of
the so-called modern trappings that my
peers enjoy, I can look forward to having a
personal nest egg. Currently retired from
full-time employment, I am sustained by my
funds while pursuing a dream career in
freelance writing.

Sounds simple doesn’t it? Believe me, it
has not been plain sailing, as I have had to
put up with being labelled ‘stingy’ even by
family members, not to mention being
ostracised by ‘classy’ clans. It entails being
quite ‘thick-skinned’ and strong-willed
enough not to follow the crowd. For example,
I seemed to be the only one among my fel-
low senior staff (in a multinational company)
who brought home-packed breakfast and
lunch neither drove nor owned a credit card.
While my children grudgingly support my
budget-controlled lifestyle with occasional
rebellious tantrums, my hubby remains aloof
even embarrassed and occasionally upset by
my fetish for frugality.

Still interested? Here are the prudent
practices which I swear by and are seven
slow but sure steps to achieving self-suffi-
ciency.

Cash is Best
Always pay cash in any transaction (other

than buying a car or house, of course). Do
not fall for hire purchase schemes, however
attractive they may be. It’s quite simple —
if you can’t afford it, you don’t need it! Us-
ing credit cards merely postpones payment
until month-end.

rable) instead of using machine.
• limit ironings by emphasising on non-

creasable clothings.
• restrict internet surfing and telephone

calls to off-peak hours.
• sweep rather than vacuum (done per-

haps monthly) the floor.
• use gas instead of electricity to boil water.

� Maximise usability when cooking;
• chicken parts :  boil bones for soup;

shred breast meat for sandwiches; grill
wings; stew thigh meat; stir-fry entrails.

• vegetables :  blanch leafy portions (us-
ing its nutrient-rich water for soup); re-
tain stalks for add-on to stock-making.

• prawns :  keep shells and heads for mak-
ing (noodle) stock.

� Use, sparingly so that supply lasts longer,
every last bit and drop of;

• cooking ingredients such as oil, soy
sauce, sugar.

• pencils (including that for make-up) with
their caps on at the other end.

• soap powder, toiletries, toothpaste
(squeeze tube until flat).

Recycle
� Reduce food wastage, as;
• leftover rice can be fried or made into

porridge
• surplus soup is reusable as base for

gravy or stock
• unfinished meat/vegetable dishes make

great ‘chop suey’

� Retain;
• plastic bags (from shopping) to line waste

bins and store garbage for disposal;
• plastic containers for storing perishables

and unfinished foods in the refrigerator as
well as non-perishables (in the larder); also
for collecting odds and ends in the drawer;

• cardboard boxes of computers and electri-
cal items etc (in compressed forms) which
are handy for moving purposes as well as
serve as hardy storage compartments;

 Do-it-Yourself
� Exercise at home beats incurring travel

expenses plus fees to join the gym :  Mop-
ping/vacuuming (upstairs/downstairs)
works out great sweat while toning the
body/limbs, so does scrubbing the bath-
rooms.

� Instead of calling the contractor and get-
ting billed for transport as well;

• attend to simple repairs such as faulty fau-
cets, loose door hinges and knobs, etc.

• repaint the house/revarnish floor tiles
with the help of family members.

• when your air-conditioning unit gets
blocked, just wash the air-cleaning filter
panel (unless the supply of gas runs out
which happens only once a year).

� Make your own, better than buying;
• greeting cards and birthday cakes (most

folks appreciate the personal,  priceless
touch); encourage your children to cre-
ate presents such as trinkets like ‘friend-
ship’ bracelets and hairbands.

• health drinks alá Juice Fusion with fruits
and vegetables.

• skincare concoctions (e.g. facial mask
using egg white and cucumber).

Economise
� Cut down utility bills;
• ensure that power is switched off when

not in use including room and staircase
lights; on warm days, turn off shower
heater when bathing.

• handwash clothes (cleaner and more du-

“Always pay cash in any
transaction … Do not fall for

hire purchase schemes,
however attractive they may
be. It’s quite simple — if you

can’t afford it, you don’t need it!”
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• baskets (from hampers) for decorative
and packaging purposes

� Reuse water after washing;
• clothes for splashing dirty floors and

pavements.
• dishes for cleaning the sink area.
• vegetables for watering plants.

Resell
� books and novels to bargain stores.

� old newspapers and magazines to the
neighbourhood vendor.

� unwanted household items and used
paraphernalia at flea mar-
kets. (This also

helps springclean the house as well as
promote family bonding).

Save
� Abstain from buying new;
• clothes and accessories every payday

(my children and I mainly made do with
‘hand-me-downs’ from my well-heeled
sister while new clothes/accessories are
bought only on birthdays and New Year).

• school text books every new term :  make
use of the ones passed down from older
children; those in tertiary levels can re-
fer to photocopies and notes borrowed

from college mates.

• Eating out is limited to hawker fare on
weekends only while lavish dinners are
reserved for special occasions.

• Set aside a fixed monthly sum of at least
10-20 per cent of your salary to be kept
in the bank.

Stretch Your Ringgit
� Buy local (cheap) labels/types, which

are of similar quality to ‘imported’ brands
(Expensive does not equal excellence as
we are, in actual fact, paying for name
rather than quality).

� Patronise the pasar and hypermarts for
food and basic necessities while fre-
quenting thrift outlets (especially those
stocking Japanese and Korean items) for
gift-hunting.

The recent proliferation of Ringgit-sav-
ing retail chains (of China-made prod-

ucts and local footwear) is a boost to
tight-budgeted shoppers and
clearly indicates the popularity of
such buying trends.

�  Shop during off-season/sales for
good bargains (That was how I

managed to build up my daughters’
collection of Barbie dolls and
Cheongsams over the years!)

Now, in case you are put off by
my pathetic philosophy, just note
that many rich folks believe in and
practise penny-pinching despite

their financial status. Some well-
known examples are the late billion-

aire; J Paul Getty; former British Prime
Minister — Iron Lady, Margaret
Thatcher; Hollywood diva Barbara
Streisand; TV star of Baywatch/Knight
Rider fame, David Hasselholf and

Hong Kong action superstar, Jackie
Chan. Moreover, it is safer to look poor
than flaunt our wealth and risk being tar-
geted by burglars/pickpockets!

Anyway, with my miserly means, I have
managed to help settle our home and car
loans. My past years’ sacrifices have also
ensured that I can afford to treat myself to
annual vacations abroad as well as take the
family for holiday outings. Impressed and
inspired? Then welcome to Kelab Kedekut
and reap your rewards in the long run!
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Aluncheon was held for both The Star
publication and Astro in apprecia-
tion for their support to the Malaysian

Institute of Accountants (MIA) over the years.
The luncheon was held at the Eastin Hotel in
May. MIA was represented by its President
Dr. Abdul Samad Haji Alias, Vice-President
Albert Wong and Council Members YM Raja
Dato Seri Abdul Aziz Raja Salim, Dato’ Nordin
Baharuddin, Datuk Nur Jazlan Tan Sri
Mohamed, Nik Mohd Hasyudeen Yusoff and
Raymond Liew. Also present was MIA Execu-
tive Director Ho Foong Moi.

While enjoying the delectable spread,
there was a healthy exchange of views on
a wide variety of topics between all parties
present. MIA’s Council Members took the
opportunity to keep the media representa-
tives updated on the Institute’s initiatives
towards the export of Malaysian services,
in particular accountancy services.

MIA Holds ‘Thank You’ Luncheon for Members of the Media

Accountants, like other business and professional people,
need good reading techniques to handle the ever increas-
ing routine paperwork, e-mails, internet, etc. As such, it is

good to know the proper techniques to reading faster and more
importantly comprehending and retaining what one reads. The lim-
ited participants Advanced Reading Skills course organised by the
Malaysian Institute of Accountants for its members in Kuala Lumpur
on the 21 and 22 May 2003 saw trainer Terry Hilliard imparting his
knowledge on the 12 techniques of effective reading.

For those of you who missed the two-day session, there are more
such sessions in store from June right through December 2003.

Doubling Effective Reading
Rate in 12 Hours

Terry imparts his skills to the select group of participants

AN

AN

The ‘STAR’ team … (from left) Anita Gabriel, Editor, Bizweek; David
Yeoh, Editor, Sunday Star and B.K Sidhu, Assistant News Editor

Wong Sulong, The Star’s Deputy Group Chief Editor cum Business
Editor with Dr. Abdul Samad Haji Alias

One for the MIA photo archives … (seated from left) Yap Leng Kuen, Star Senior Editor, Banking
and Finance; Aminah Haji Mahadi, Senior Producer, Astro; Ho Foong Moi and B.K. Sidhu
(standing from left) Iszudin Md Amin, Editor Akauntan Nasional; Datuk Nur Jazlan Tan
Sri Mohamed, Wong Sulong, YM Raja Dato Seri Abdul Aziz Raja Salim, Raymond Liew,
Dato’ Nordin Baharuddin, David Yeoh and Nik Mohd Hasyudeen Yusoff
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Over 65 participants packed the J.W. Marriott in Kuala
Lumpur on 13 May 2003 for the highly acclaimed change
management course, Who Moved My Cheese? Presenter

Jimmy Tan was tasked to convince participants to embrace the
concept of change rather than fear it.

The course was based on the number one bestseller Who Moved
My Cheese? by Dr Spencer Johnson M.D., the co-author of The
One Minute Manager, the world’s most popular management
method. Using an activity-based approach, Jimmy used the ses-
sion to create opportunities for participants to discover, discuss
and alter their responses to change, as well as develop new skills
to successfully initiate and manage change.

Who Moved My Cheese?

Wearing the symbols of his topic (Notice the ‘cheesy’ tie and ‘mousy’ figures
on his shirt), Jimmy makes a visual statement of his presentation

AN

An Invitation to Join the MIA Toastmasters Club

AN

The MIA Toastmasters Club is ex-
tending an invitation to all MIA
members to participate in club

activities on 5th & 19th June as well as
3rd & 17th July.

The activities are fortnightly events
taking place on Thursdays at the Main
Boardroom of the MIA office at Jalan
Tun Sambanthan, KL, just a short walk
from the KL Sentral office. The activi-
ties begin at 6.30 p.m. with light re-
freshments and end at 9 p.m.

The entrance fee for lifetime mem-
bership is RM70 with semi-annual sub-
scription at only RM90.

For those wishing to participate in
the club’s activities just to get a feel of
things, they may do so as invited
guests without having to pay for the
first few meetings.

As a move to enlarge the club’s

membership base, the Pro-Tem Com-
mittee, of which Mr. Raymond Liew is
the President, agreed on the following
criteria for club membership admis-
sion:

i) all MIA members;

ii) all MIA staff;

iii) all permanent staff of MIA mem-
ber firms/organisations;

iv) all students of MIA who have regis-
tered for qualifying examinations;

v) all members of MIA’s sister
organisations; and

vi) any other person deemed eligible
by the presiding Exco

In regards to entrance fees, none are
levied on walk-in or registered guests
at present. MIA members and those
interested in a more structured per-
sonal development programme in the

area of public-speaking are encouraged to register as members
of the club. Herein, the entrance fee on a one-off basis is RM70
with another RM90 payable on a six-monthly basis. However, mem-
bership although optional is very much encouraged as the better
choice.

Those who placed earlier deposits of RM50 are encouraged to
settle the balance RM110 (being RM160 minus RM50) for the
next six months as soon as possible. For those who have enjoyed
the programme thus far, please do encourage all your other friends
as well to join us.

Like our sister clubs in Penang and Kota Kinabalu, the KL club
will also be submitting an application to MIA’s CPE Committee
for our club’s activities to be eligible for CPE hours under the By-
Law A-4.

Joining the Toastmasters Club is a wise move considering the
accounting profession has changed significantly in the last few
years. Accountants today are expected to play the role of busi-
ness advisors as well. Hence, articulating ideas and providing use-
ful input to the management of firms/companies is of paramount
importance now. The club members believe that, through partici-
pation in the club’s activities, accountants will be able to ‘pick up’
not only better communication skills as well as better listening
skills. It is no coincidence that the best communicators in the
world are also very good listeners.

For further queries, you are advised to contact Ms. Tarana at
Ext. 226 or Cik Shuhairah at Ext. 323 at the MIA office (during
office hours).

So, do come and join club members for an evening of fun that
would also do wonders for your self-development. See all of you
there!
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Almost everyday, we come across cases of fraud in the news-
papers — various modus operandi but all with the same
purpose, i.e., to deceive and cheat. This includes not just

mega frauds such as Enron and Worldcom but also small frauds
over time, which can pauperise businesses. The recent workshop
organised by the Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA) on 19
May 2003 looked at two common types of fraud — document and
cheque. Among the items discussed were signature forgery meth-
ods, detection of document fraudulence techniques and vigilance
measures for such fraud avoidance. On risks in the usage of
cheques, the workshop also looked at cheque fraud in respect of
clone, stolen, altered and forged cheques, in addition to other fraud
techniques such as the switching of cheques.

Cheque and
Document Fraud

Speaker William Leong addresses the participants

From (L-R) … Aishah bt. Aman, IRB Kedah
Deputy Director, Wan Noor Mazuin Wan Aris,
IRB Assessment Officer, Mohd Nor Lamzah,
IRB Kedah Director, Por Lee Tee, MIA Kedah
& Perlis Branch Chairman, Mohd Sahil Haji
Zabidi, MIA Kedah & Perlis Deputy Branch
Chairman, Jamilah Shuib, Branch
Honourable Secretary and Chan Boon Jiunn,
Branch Tax Sub-Committee Chairman.

MIA Kedah and
Perlis Branch Pay a
Courtesy Call to the
Kedah Inland
Revenue Board Office

Held on 19 May in Kuala Lumpur, this was among the better
represented workshops organised by the Malaysian Insti-
tute of Accountants re-quiring a repeat class for those who

were unable to register early. Fifty-eight participants registered
for the workshop in May while, to date, 56 others have reg-istered
for the repeat class in June.

Course leader Danny Tan pro-vided a practical guide on im-
pairment including a hands-on guide with extensive illustrative
examples. The workshop highlighted the pitfalls and controver-
sial issues in carrying out impairment tests. Similar workshops
were also held in Melaka, Johor Bahru, Ipoh and Penang.

Excellent Response to
Workshop on Impairment of

Assets (MASB 23)

Course leader Danny calls out for volunteers for a demo

AN AN
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Courtesy Call on the IRB, Bukit Mertajam Branch Head

Penang Branch Chairman, Steven Teh
and the Taxation Sub-Committee
Chairman, Fan Kah Seong and their

respective committee members, paid a
courtesy call on the recently appointed
Head of Inland Revenue Board Bukit
Mertajam Branch, Saibun bin Salam at
Wisma Hasil, Bandar Perda, Bukit
Mertajam. Saibun, a Sarawakian has vast
experience in investigation, audit and col-
lection. His welcoming remarks was that
the IRB and MIA would work together,
complement one another and forge a stra-
tegic partnership particularly in the area
of organising talks on topics of mutual in-
terest and educating the public on their re-
sponsibilities in the self-assessment re-
gime.

The committee conveyed and reiterated
the common concern of many taxpayers
regarding tax refunds. Steven articulated
the need to expedite refunds which would
go a long way in strengthening the part-
nership and trust between the IRB and the
tax paying community to promote compli-
ance. Taxpayers would like to have the as-
surance that tax refunds are forthcoming
and prompt. Saibun responded that he un-

Steven Teh presenting a souvenir to Saibun Salam in the presence of IRB officers and MIA
committee members

derstood the taxpayers’ predicament and
the IRB on its part would strive to expe-
dite refund to the taxpayers as soon as pos-
sible.

Saibun raised the issue on the
acknowledgement of documents submitted
at the IRB offices and requested an indica-
tion from the committee on the misplace-

ment of documents/returns that they have
encountered with the IRB. He questioned
whether the low percentage merits con-
tinuing the acknowledgement practice,
which is a costly and unproductive use of
resources. Among other matters discussed
were the recent increase in requests for
Form J and tax audit. AN

Lam Kee Soon, Chairman of Practice
Review visited the Sarawak and
Sabah branches to discuss the Prac-

tice Review Programme. His visit was
timely as the new By-Law B-1 1 which was
implemented on I January 2003 has caused

Practice Review in Kuching and Kota Kinabalu

(L-R) Wan ldris, Annie Tan, Teo Kin Mia, David Tiang, Lam Kee Soon,
Johnny Yong, Richard Kiew, Yeo Ah Tee and Tan Jui Juang in Kuching

some concerns among the smaller firms,
i.e. sole proprietors and small partnerships.
The Forum started with session one on The
Importance of a Practice Continuation Ar-
rangement followed by session two on
Quality Assurance & Practice Review both

Practitioners attending the Practice Review Programme Forum in
Kota Kinabalu

delivered by Johnny Yong, Manager of
Public Practice Matters. Members were
updated on By-Law B-9 and negotiation on
a continuity arrangement and firm/prac-
tice valuation and the details of the process
of review under By-Law B-1 1. AN

MIA SARAWAK BRANCH
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MIA SABAH BRANCH

Cik Asiah bte Abd Razak (centre) of SM Sung Sew with the committee
members and students

Students of SM Tiong Hua at the career talk

Promoting of Accountancy as a
Profession was one of the main
agendas for the Sabah Branch

visit to the Sandakan Chapter re-
cently. The annual visit by the Sabah
Branch Chairman to Sandakan was
aimed at meeting with local chapter
members and discussing issues rel-
evant to them. However, this year,
Sabah Branch’s other priority was to
promote our Institute and our profes-
sion. The Sandakan Chapter commit-
tee arranged career talks in SM Sung
Siew and SM Tiong Hua. Both

Accountancy Week Carried to Sandakan

(L-R) Lucy Read (staff), Chong Ket Vui, Yap Pak Shun
(Principal), Alexandra Thien and Tan Huang Dak in the
office of the principal of SM Tiong Hua

AN

schools gathered interested students
who packed the lecture hall.
Alexandra Thien was accompanied by
Tan Huang Dak (Sandakan Chair-
man) and Chong Ket Vui (Sandakan
Committee Member) to both schools.
After the career talk presentation by
Sabah Branch Manager, Lucy Read,
the Chairman and Committee Mem-
bers encouraged the students by re-
lating their own experience and the
paths they took to be an accountant
and their own perspectives on the ac-
counting profession.
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T
he International Federation of Ac-countants (IFAC) has
released the 2003 edition of its Handbook of International
Auditing, Assurance, and Ethics Pronouncements, con-

taining all pronouncements issued as of 31 December 2002.
These pronouncements are designed to be sufficiently specific,
understandable, comprehensive, and definitive to influence and
guide the judgments of auditors worldwide in carrying out their
work.

International Standards on Auditing (ISAs), developed by the
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board
(IAASB), and IFAC’s Code of Ethics for Professional Accoun-
tants, establish benchmarks for the performance of high qual-
ity audits. The release of the new handbook comes at a time
when international convergence of standards is critical, both
to accountants and to stakeholders who have interests across
national borders and are increasingly looking for comparative
information.

The new handbook includes IFAC's new rules on independence
for assurance engagements, a new standard on Auditing Fair Value
Measurements and Disclosures, and new International Auditing
Practice Statements (IAPSs) addressing audits of banks and e-

The 2003 Handbook of International
Auditing, Assurance and Ethics

Pronouncements is now Available

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

IFAC Updates Guidance on Competence-Based Education

E
nsuring that prospective profes-
sional accountants have the requi-
site skills and knowledge to meet

the challenges they will face in today’s en-
vironment is one of the most significant
issues facing the international accountancy
profession, accountancy organisations and
academic institutions. The International
Federation of Accountants’ (IFAC’s) Edu-
cation Committee addresses this issue in
a new paper entitled Towards Competent
Professional Accountants, which may be
downloaded free of charge from its website
at www.ifac.org/store/.

Towards Competent Professional Accoun-
tants provides advice to professional bod-
ies looking to adopt a competence-based
education and training programme. The pa-
per identifies the objectives of the compe-
tence-based approach, defines compe-
tence, and describes dif ferent types of
statements of competence.

“Many major employers and the larger
accounting bodies are sophisticated us-

ers of competence-based approaches to
accounting education. This paper will
provide an excellent benchmark for them
to compare against and it will also pro-
vide worthwhile guidance to those em-
barking on competence-based ap-
proaches for the first time,” states War-
ren Allen, chairman of IFAC’s Education
Committee.

Historically, there have been two differ-
ent types of competence-based ap-
proaches to accounting education. The
functional analysis approach, favoured in
Australia, New Zealand, and the UK,
emphasises performance outcomes of the
education and training process. The sec-
ond approach, and the one adopted by the
US, focuses on the capabilities, such as
knowledge, skills and professional values,
necessar y to achieve potential compe-
tence as a professional accountant. The
Education Committee paper explains how
the strengths of the two approaches are
converging can be blended in a unified ap-

proach.
The paper encourages professional bod-

ies and other organisations responsible
for the training of accountants to link ac-
counting curriculums more closely with
workplace requirements to help ensure
that the knowledge and capabilities re-
quired of professional accountants re-
mains relevant.

Towards Competent Professional Accoun-
tants builds on two previous documents
issued by the Education Committee. Com-
petence-based Approaches to the Profes-
sional Preparation of Accountants, a dis-
cussion paper issued in 1998, and the 2001
Exposure Draft Competence-based Ap-
proaches to the Preparation and Work of
Accountants. Towards Competent Profes-
sional Accountants reflects comments re-
ceived from employers of professional ac-
countants, academics, and accountancy
organisations during the exposure period
and updates the previous discussion pa-
pers. AN

T
he International Federation of Accountants’ (IFAC) Finan-
cial and Management Accounting Committee (FMAC) has
released a new publication designed to educate man-

agement, accountants and other business decision-makers
about a wide range of issues that impact the quality of earn-
ings. Quality of Earnings Case Study Collection was first pub-
lished by the American Institute of Certified Public Accoun-
tants (AICPA).

“Recognising the importance of earnings quality in the fi-
nancial reporting and regulatory communities and its impact
on the confidence of investors in global financial markets,
FMAC decided to reissue the publication and make it available
to a broader international audience,” states Bill Connell, FMAC
chairman.

commerce.

Note :  A print version of the handbook may be purchased for US$100
plus shipping (discounts apply to students, teachers, and developing na-
tions) by contacting Damarys Gil at 212-286-9344, ext 103 or e-mail :
damarysgil@ifac.org. A free CD-ROM containing the international audit-
ing, assurance, and ethics pronouncements is included with the hand-
book. The handbook, and all pronouncements contained in it, may be
accessed free of charge by going to www.ifac.org/store.

New IFAC Publication Focuses on
Quality of Earnings



O
ne of the most significant chal-
lenges facing the accountancy
profession today is to enhance

the supply of well-qualified entrants into
the accountancy profession. Two new
publications developed by the Interna-
tional Federation of Accountants’ (IFAC’s)
Education Committee can assist profes-
sional accountancy organisations and
other providers of pre-certification ac-
counting education with meeting this chal-
lenge. The papers, entitled Recognition of
Pre-Certification Education Providers by
IFAC Member Bodies and Recognition of
Pre-Certification Education Providers by
IFAC Member Bodies :  Illustrative Ex-
amples, of fer guidance on developing a
framework for establishing policies and
processes for the review of external edu-
cation providers.

“IFAC and its member bodies are dedi-
cated to promoting quality in the education
process. These publications focus on one
means through which this can be achieved:
working in partnership with education pro-
viders,” explains IFAC Education Commit-
tee Chairman Warren Allen.

Recognition of Pre-Certification Educa-
tion Providers by IFAC Member Bodies fo-
cuses on domestic education providers that
member bodies rely on for the delivery of
their pre-qualification education, such as
universities or colleges delivering account-
ing programs or courses, or private
organisations providing tutoring or coach-
ing services to prospective or registered

The collection includes more than a
dozen articles addressing a wide range of
issues such as capital market expectations
and valuations, estimates/methods, rev-
enue recognition, business combinations,
and working capital management. The case
studies are designed to put the reader in
the seat of executives making decisions that
could impact the future of their company,
as well as their own and their employees’

livelihoods. They raise a number of real-life
ethical, management, and accounting issues
and show how they were resolved.

Note : Quality of Earnings Case Study Collec-
tion is available in both a print and electronic
version. It may be accessed free of charge by
going to the IFAC online bookstore
(www.ifac.org/store) and downloading it from
the FMAC section of the store. Print copies may
be ordered through the online store or by call-
ing IFAC at +1-212-286-9344, ext. 103.

AN

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

IFAC Releases Guidance on
Reviewing Education Providers

students of member bodies. It encourages
member bodies to work in partnership with
these education providers to meet the
shared objective of continuous improve-
ment in accounting education.

Specific issues addressed in this publi-
cation include :

� Defining the entity, or entity within the
unit, to be reviewed;

� Determining criteria for evaluating the
provider, including for example, whether
the programme meets or exceeds IFAC’s
International Education Standards and
Guidelines, student performance on ex-
aminations, and the credentials of those
designing, developing or teaching the
programme;

� Establishing steps in the review process;
and

� Recognising a provider that meets the
review criteria.

Examples of four review processes fol-
lowed by IFAC member bodies are pub-
lished in a separate publication, Recogni-
tion of Pre-Certification Education Provid-
ers by IFAC Member Bodies :  Illustrative
Examples.

Note :  Both publications are available in elec-
tronic form and may be downloaded at no
charge from IFAC’s website at www.ifac.org/
store. A print copy of Recognition of Pre-Certi-
fication Education Providers by IFAC Member
Bodies may also be purchased for US$25 plus
shipping through IFAC’s online bookstore or by
calling +1-212-286-9344.

AN

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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Want to have a good job? Want
to have your business proposal
approved? Want to introduce

new areas of improvement? The key to get
all these things is effective presentation.
This is definitely an invaluable tool as stu-
dents start working and begin to enter
middle and higher management. The need
then for such skills become more impor-
tant and highly valued.

With this mind, ACCA recently
organised a workshop on “Dynamic Pub-
lic Speaking’’ to students in the Klang Val-
ley at Pan Pacific Hotel.

“Students now can no longer be compla-
cent and satisfied with the technical knowl-

ACCA PUBLIC SPEAKING WORKSHOP

IN KLANG VALLEY

C O L U M N S
N E W S  F R O M  P R O F E S S I O N A L  B O D I E S

edge and paper qualifications alone. They
have to be proactive and complement
themselves with other skills such as pub-
lic speaking and presentation skills. The
days when you could rise to the top simply
by being good in your technical knowledge
is over. The employers and customers now
simply want more and you have to get your
message across convincingly and effec-
tively.” says Lily Wong, ACCA’s Manager
for Students and Employers.

A total of 75 participants from 18 insti-
tutes in the Klang Valley attended the work-
shop. Amongst the participating institutes
were Universiti Malaya, Universiti
Kebangsaan Malaysia, Monash University,

Nottingham University, Sunway College,
Institut KTC, Tunku Abdul Rahman Col-
lege and Kolej Kasturi.

The whole workshop was basically di-
vided into four main segments; a theory
explanation, a demonstration by facilita-
tors, workshops for students and presen-
tations by selected top speakers from vari-
ous groups.

During the workshop, students were in-
troduced to the art of presentation and
public speaking skills such as doing im-
promptu speeches using humour, vocal
variety and body language effectively, and
preparing business presentations.

“Unlike other workshops, we were not
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K’ng Bee Kim (right), 4th place winner of the Financial Accounting International
Standards paper, receiving her cash award from Lee Yee Chong FCMA. Looking on is
Sopiah Suid, Divisional Director of CIMA

AN

Happy faces of the participants after the workshop

CIMA STUDENTS WIN INTERNATIONAL AWARDS

CIMA students proved once again
that they are capable of compet-
ing at international level by win-

ning nine international awards for the top
10 positions in various subjects taken at
the CIMA examination last year. All the
winners walked away with cash awards at
the CIMA Certificate Presentation Cer-
emony cum Dinner & Dance held on 19
April 2003 at a leading hotel in Petaling
Jaya.

Among the international award win-
ners was Tang Yong Wei who obtained
the second highest marks worldwide in
the Financial Accounting International
Standards paper in the November 2002
examination. When asked on the secret
of her success, she said, “be disciplined
always and manage your time well in your
studies.” For the same paper, the sixth
place was won by Ong Xu Cheng, the
seventh place by H’ng Li Seng and
Handoko S., and the eighth place by Wan
Norafidah.

The third place in the Business Law pa-
per was won by Chong Shei Wei and the
fourth place by Jeyaraj Vagambaram. The

N E W S  F R O M  P R O F E S S I O N A L  B O D I E S

C O L U M N S

learning theories alone, but there were
demonstrations on how to do things ef-
fectively, and immediate training and re-
wards for the best presenters. It was a
ver y challenging exercise especially
when we broke up into groups for the
workshop but it was fun!” said Mohamed
Sobah from the Maldives, one of the par-
ticipants who is currently studying in
Help Institute.

According to Syarifah Zair yn Syed
Moheebn of Universiti Malaya, “before
this I thought it was of not much use to
learn public speaking skills but being here
has made me further realise the impor-
tance of public speaking and presentation
because once you open your mouth you
are being evaluated by everybody.” Cur-
rently Syarifah is doing her practical train-
ing at Pricewaterhouse-Coopers. She was
also the winner for the Table Topics ses-
sion.

The best speaker for the Ice Breaking
session was Foo Mun Yee from Tunku
Abdul Rahman College. Low Yow Khun

from FTMS Leboh Ampang emerged as
the best speaker for the Humour and Body
Language session.

other winners were K’ng Bee Kim who
clinched fouth place in Financial Ac-
counting International Standards (May
2002) and Tham Kok Loong who took
tenth place in Organisational Manage-
ment.

The Certificate Presentation Ceremony

also saw 47 CIMA students receiving their
Passed Finalist Certificates and Advanced
Diploma in Management Accounting.
These certificates are awarded to students
who have completed their Final and Inter-
mediate levels respectively of the CIMA
examination.
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CPA PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE MENTOR PROGRAMME

From 2003 all new enrolees to the
CPA Programme living outside of
Australia will be required to suc-

cessfully complete the CPA Program, dem-
onstrate three years of mentored practical
experience in finance and/or accounting
and/or business advice and gain relevant
experience in selected competency (field
of work) standards in order to advance to
CPA status.

The CPA Practical Experience Mentor
Program is designed to assist members in
achieving a particular level of skill, within
the accounting profession that a competent
graduate with three years work experience
is expected to develop within the work-
place. These industry recognised skills
(competencies) will be gained by complet-
ing the Mentor Program, irrespective of
where you work geographically or the
organisation type.

The benefits of the CPA Practical Expe-
rience Mentor Program to Associate mem-

CPA Australia Malaysia Division
held its first Divisional Annual
General Meeting on 12 March

2003. On 1 April 2002 Malaysia was up-
graded from ‘Branch’ to Division. This
meant all members in Malaysia now fea-
ture in the election process and are empow-
ered under the Constitution to elect the
Malaysian Divisional Council.

The new line-up of Councillors for the
year 2003-04 is :

President  : Wong Mun Sum, Albert

Deputy President : Seen Chee Seng, William

Vice-Presidents : Lam Kee Soon, Lam Fu-
Wing and Manjeet Singh

Councillors :
Lim Lai Seng Leong Kai Keong
Lee Chong Hoe, Billy Lim Huck Hai
Law Pick Ang, Thomas Quek Jin Fong

CPA AUSTRALIA MALAYSIA
DIVISION :  NEW LINE-UP OF

COUNCILLORS 2003-2004

Albert Wong,
elected President

for the year
2003-2004

As the ‘running
mate’ to the

President,
Councillors

recognised the
contribution of
William Seen

N E W S  F R O M  P R O F E S S I O N A L  B O D I E S

C O L U M N S

AN

Margaret Webb briefing members on the new mentor programme

On hand to present the certificates was
CIMA’s first Vice-President, Lee Yee
Chong FCMA, who is also the Managing
Director of the Upha Group of Compa-
nies. In his welcome remarks, Lee com-
mented, “We believe that marrying man-
agement accounting with commercial
awareness is at the heart of the CIMA
qualification and as such, CIMA qualifies
and trains Accountants in Business. CIMA
is quite unlike other accounting or finan-
cial qualifications. Its scope extends far
beyond pure accountancy and even most
management training courses. It is a
complete education for business in the
21st century and is recognised and val-
ued the world over.”

Lee also urged CIMA students to always
operate within the Ethical Guidelines
drawn up by the Institute, demonstrate
professionalism and dedication in their
work, be pro-active in their approach to
issues and problems in their workplace
and to go beyond the mere job descrip-
tion.
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During a one-day seminar on “Glo-
bal Competitive Strategy 2003”
by Michael Por ter on 6 May

2003, and following a brief outline of the
Malaysian business environment, Porter
introduced a new premise :  Low wages are
no longer a competitive advantage that Ma-
laysia had enjoyed in the 80’s and 90’s.
Businesses in Malaysia will have to change
their strategies if they are going to enhance
their competitive position. Copying some-
one else’s strategy is not going to work —
they have to create their own strategies.

A company’s strategy agenda starts with
the need for a new model of competition.
Great care is needed in differentiating be-
tween distinctive competition and strategic
competition.

Porter went on to explain the economic
foundations of competition — setting the
right goals and determinants of profitabil-
ity. Understanding the industry structure
in which the company operates in, and its
relative position within the industry, would
enable a business to determine its competi-
tive advantage. It is important to note that
a company is a collection of discrete activi-
ties, within which competitive advantage
resides. Porter emphasised that in its op-
erational business activities and its value
chain, will be found the sources of a
company’s competitive advantage. This in
turn can be exploited to identify areas of
its operational effectiveness. Strategy is not
vague. It should be expressed in quantifi-
able terms. Therefore operational effective-
ness is a pre-condition to strategy settings.

However, operational effectiveness is not
strategy. Hence, a strategic business has
both operational ef fectiveness and strategic

PORTER WAVES HIS MAGIC WAND ON

COMPETITIVE STRATEGY
positioning, i.e. a unique and sustainable
competitive position.

How do we create a strategic position?
There are five conditions to create a strat-
egy.

Different value proposition from that of
your competitors.

Distinct activities i.e. a different value
chain from that of your competitors.

Scope for strategic trade-of fs.

Activities fitting together in the value
chain.

Continuity of strategy and continuous
improvement.

Porter regretted that more than 90 per
cent of businesses do not have strategies.
He concluded the seminar by emphasising
the importance to discover or rediscover
strategy and grow strategically. Finally,
strategy involves ever yone in an
organisation and should be widely commu-
nicated.

Note :  CPA Australia was one of the main spon-
sors for the event held in May 2003.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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One for the album … (L-R) Lilian Chan, KK Leong, Michael Porter and Viji Nair

bers include experience in the core com-
petencies (fields of work) required of ac-
countants, an acceleration to CPA status
upon successful completion of the CPA
Program, access to a mentor’s expertise,
skills and insight, and a transferable pro-
gram for those wishing to change jobs or
relocate.

CPA and FCPA members who choose to
volunteer their time to mentor participants
in this program can expect rewards for their
time. Mentoring an Associate is an opportu-
nity to share knowledge and experience and
help someone develop their own professional
credentials. Mentors can also claim CPD
hours for the time they spend mentoring.

Enrol as a volunteer mentor via our
website at: www.cpaaustralia.com.au/
links/volunteermentor or for more infor-
mation about the CPA Practical Experience
Mentor Program and the benefits it can
provide or details about volunteering as a
mentor, please contact CPA Australia at 03-
2698 8412 (Kuala Lumpur).
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List of New Books
Available in the MIA

Resource Centre

Auditing and Assurance Services, by David N.
Ricchiute, 7th ed., Mason :  South-Western, 2003.

Call No. :  657.45 RIC

Accounting Theory, Harry I. Wolk, Michael G.
Tearney and James L. Dodd, 5th ed., Cincinnati :
South-Western College Publishing, 2001.

Call No. :  657 WOL

International Financial Reporting Standards,
London :  International Accounting Standards
Board, 2003.

Call No. :  657.0218 INT

Financial Accounting Series :  Statement of Fi-
nancial Accounting Standards No. 149;  Amend-
ment of Statement 133 on Derivative Instruments
and Hedging Activities, Norwalk :  Financial Ac-
counting Standards Board, April 2003.

Call No. :  657.0218 FIN

2002 Survey on Internal Audit Function of Public
Listed Companies in Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur :
KLSE, IIAM, 2003.

Call No. :   657.45 SUR

The Role of Accounting Disclosure in the East
Asian Financial Crisis :  An Evaluation of the
Lessons Learned,by Chris Lambert and Cecilia
Lambert, Kuala Lumpur :  CAPA, 2003.

Call No. :  657 LAM

Malaysian Corporate Governance Survey 2002,
Kuala Lumpur :  Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange
& PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2002.

Call No. :  658.4 COR

Towards Competent Professional Accountants :
International Education Paper, New York :  In-
ternational Federation of Accountants Educa-
tion Committee, April 2003.

Call No. :  657 INT

Example Berhad :  Illustrative Financial State-
ments and Directors’ Report, Illustrative Interim
Financial Statements, Kuala Lumpur :  Ernst &
Young, 2003.

Call No. :  657.3 EXA

Malaysian Taxation :  Principles and Practice, by
Choong Kwai Fatt, Kuala Lumpur :   Infoworld, 2003.

Call No. :  336.2009595 CHO

Malaysian Taxation :  Administrative and Techni-
cal Aspects, Veerinderjeet Singh, Petaling Jaya :
Pearson Malaysia Sdn Bhd, 2003.

Call No. :  336.2009595 VEE

Malaysian Taxation System 2003 :  Self Assess-
ment, by Dr Arjunan Subramaniam, Petaling
Jaya :  Sweet & Maxwell, 2003.

Call No. :  343.595052 SUB

Advanced Taxation :  Revision and Practice Set,
by Choong Kwai Fatt, Kuala Lumpur :
Infoworld, 2003.

Call No. :  336.2009595 CHO
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AUDIT FIRMS
REGISTERED
WITH MIA
FROM 1 APRIL 2003 UNTIL
30 APRIL 2003

AUDIT FIRM NAME AF NO

JOHOR DARUL TAKZIM

Noriza & Co. 1485
35-01-A, Jalan Sri Perkasa 2/1
Taman Tampoi Utama
81200 Johor Bahru
Tel :  07-241 5195   Fax :  07-241 5462

KEDAH DARUL AMAN

Baqir Hussain & Co 1486
126B, First Floor, Kompleks Alor Setar
Lebuhraya Darulaman
05100 Alor Setar
Tel :  04-732 8900   Fax :  04-732 8900
e-mail :  baqir@pc.jaring.my

SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN

K.S. Yap & Associates 1488
95 C, Jalan Kenari 23
Bandar Puchong Jaya
47100 Puchong
Tel :  03-8076 8392   Fax :  03-8076 8319
e-mail :  kim_swee@tm.net.my

Hong Associates 1489
Room 1.01 50A & 52A
Jalan Pasar, 41400 Klang
Tel :  03-3344 8181   Fax :  03-3344 9191

PY Management Services 0367
43A, Jalan SS 24/8, Taman Megah
47301 Petaling Jaya
Tel :  03-7804 6500   Fax :  03-7804 6525
e-mail :  npyuen@tm.net.my

LM Koo & Co. 0369
B605, Level 6, Block B
17, Jalan SS 7/26, Kelana Square
Kelana Jaya, 47301 Petaling Jaya
Tel :  03-7803 2115   Fax :  03-7803 5116
e-mail :  kk11@tm.net.my

Kuan & Co. 0370
12-3, Jalan USJ 9/5Q
Subang Business Center
UEP Subang Jaya, 47620 Subang Jaya
Tel :  03-8024 1180   Fax :  03-8024 1182
e-mail :  ktv@tm.net.my

Hasni Siti & Partners 0374
28, Jalan Kota Raja E 27/E
Hicom Town Centre, Section 27
40400 Shah Alam
Tel :  03-5191 7334   Fax :  03-5191 4200

M.L. Yap & Associates 0379
A-08-04, Plaza Serdang Raya
Jalan Serdang Raya, Section 7
43300 Seri Kembangan
Tel :  012-2819228   Fax :  018-2319512
e-mail :  meeling@hotmail.com

WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN

Fong & Partners 0368
No 18-2, Block B
Jln 1/89b(Seksyen 92a), Batu 3 1/2
Off Jln Sungei Besi, 57100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  013-3670338
 e-mail :  myfong@time.net.my

S.K.Tan & Co. 0371
B-24-6, Kenanga Point
11, Jalan Gelugor
55200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  03-9223 8166   Fax :  03-9223 8166

CMY Management Services 0375
47-1-1, Jalan 3/101C
Cheras Business Centre
Batu 5, Jalan Cheras
56100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  03-9132 5062   Fax :  03-91325067
e-mail :  yvonne 138_71@hotmail.com

KS Chia & Associates 0376
Room 406-A, Bangunan Loke Yew
4, Jalan Mahkamah Persekutuan
50050 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  03-2692 5607   Fax :  03-2691 2681
e-mail :  kentchia@tm.net.my

C.O.M. & Co. 0377
L03-4-11, Pangsapuri Pahlawan 3
Taman Tun Perak
56000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  03-9102 2043   Fax :  03-9102 2043
e-mail :  conicious@yahoo.co.uk

R E G I S T R AT I O N  O F  F I R M S

Malaysia Revenue Law Cases :  A Practical In-
dex (1932-2002), by Choong Kwai Fatt, Kuala
Lumpur :  Infoworld, 2003.

Call No. :  343.595036 CHO

Index to Federal Acts, Amendment Acts and Sub-
sidiary Legislation (PU(A) and Selected PU(B)
Series) 2000-2001 (with Notes), Kuala Lumpur :
Malaysian Bar Library, 2003.

Call No. :  348.028 MAL

Index to Federal Acts, Amendment Acts and Sub-
sidiary Legislation (PU(A) and Selected PU(B)
Series) 2002 (with Notes), Kuala Lumpur :
Malaysian Bar Library, 2003.

Call No. :  348.028 MAL

Infoalert 2002, Petaling Jaya :  Sweet & Max-
well, 2003.

Call No. :  348.59504 INF

Malaysia :  Investment in the Manufacturing
Sector :  Policies, Incentives and Facilities, Kuala
Lumpur :  Malaysian Industrial Development
Authority, 2003.

Call No. :  332.609595 MAL

Pocket World in Figures, London :  Profile Books
Ltd, The Economist, 2002.

Call No. :  339 POC

NON-AUDIT FIRMS
REGISTERED
WITH MIA
FROM 1 APRIL 2003 UNTIL
30 APRIL 2003

NON-AUDIT FIRM NAME NF NO

JOHOR DARUL TAKZIM

YK Lim & Associates 0366
32, Jalan Kinabalu 6/1
Taman Koperasi
86000 Kluang
Tel :  07-774 1085
e-mail :  kelvinlim73@hotmail.com

FS Liew & Co. 0372
48, Jalan Silat Harimau 15
Taman Selesa Jaya
81300 Skudai
Tel :  012-7231772

Yeo Ser Kia 0378
2, Jalan Jaffar
82200 Benut
Tel :  019-7476352

NEGERI SEMBILAN DARUL KHUSUS

H.Y. Chan & Co. 0373
Suite A, 1st Floor
No. 411, Jalan Haruan 4
Oakland Commercial Centre
70300 Seremban
Tel :  06-601 4617   Fax :  06-601 4617
e-mail :  hychan_co@hotmail.com

SABAH

Liaw & Co. 0364
2nd Floor, Shop Lot
No. 3, Taman Iramanis
Lorong Iramanis, Jalan Iramanis
88300 Kota Kinabalu
Tel :  088-387526   Fax :  088-387527
e-mail :  chongyah@tm.net.my

SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN

M.S. Tan & Co. 0365
24, Jalan SS 2/17
47300 Petaling Jaya
Tel :  03-7876 3716   Fax :  03-7876 3716
e-mail :  muisiang@tm.net.my

WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN

(change of firm name)
Halim Wong & Associates* 1297
Unit 7D & 7E, 7th Floor, Wisma YPR
No. 1, Lorong Kapar, Off Jalan Syed Putra
58000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  03-2274 9257   Fax :  03-2274 9253
e-mail :  hac70@tm.net.my

* previously known as “Halim Wong Foo & Associates”
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TOWN      DATE         PLEASE TICK                                             

TITLE                                                  VENUE   CPE
  HOURS

Kuala

Lumpur

and

Selangor

Calendar of Professional Education Programmes
✔

Yes! I would like to know more about the programmes ticked above.
Please send the information to :

Contact Person :

Organisation :

Address :

Tel :    Fax :

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE MAIL, FAX OR E-MAIL TO :

Malaysian Institute of Accountants
Dewan Akauntan, 2 Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  03- 2279 9200  Fax :  03- 2273 5167
e-mail :  cpd@mia.org.my
Homepage :  http://www.mia.org.my

1967

AKAUNTAN MALAYSIAINSTITUT

Malaysian Institute of Accountants
(Established under the Accountants Act, 1967)

2-3 June

2-5 June

4 June

4-5 June

6 June

5-6 June

9 June

9-10 June

10-11 June

11 June

12 June

12-13 June

14 June

16-17 June

18-19 June

18-19 June

20 June

20 June

20 June

21 June

23-25 June

23-26 June

24-25 June

26-27 June

26 June

27 June

28 June

7-8 July

7-10 July

9-10 July

10-11 July

11 July

14-15 July

14-15 July

16-17 July

18 July

21-22 July

23-24 July

23-24 July

24-25 July

25 July

28-30 July

28-31 July

29 July

26-27 Aug

Microsoft Word 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 Programming

Impairment of Assets (MASB 23)

Microsoft Excel 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Microsoft PowerPoint 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Project Financing

Financial Analysis with MS Excel

Microsoft Access 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Automating Tasks with MS Excel

Breakfast Talk on The Impact of WTO

Auditing using Malaysian Approved Standards on Auditing

Introduction to Corporate Taxation

1/2-Day Modular Course — International Tax Planning — Part 1

Microsoft Word 2000 (Advanced)

Practical Debt Collection Skills & Techniques

Microsoft Excel 2000 (Advanced)

Enjoying Tax Free Facilities in Duty Free Areas & Duty Free Shops

Microsoft PowerPoint 2000 (Advanced)

Introduction to Networking

1/2-Day Modular Course — International Tax Planning — Part 2

Microsoft Access 2000 (Advanced)

Microsoft Access 2000 Programming

Advanced Reading Skills

Designing Web Pages with MS FrontPage

Tax Planning for Property Developers

Auditing using Malaysian Approved Standards on Auditing

1/2-Day Modular Course — International Tax Planning — Part 3

Microsoft Word 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 Programming

Microsoft Excel 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Trade Finance

Microsoft PowerPoint 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Inventory Management for Financial & Non-Warehouse Managers

Microsoft Access 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Financial Management for Non-Finance Managers

Introduction to Networking

Microsoft Word 2000 (Advanced)

Advanced Reading Skills

Microsoft Excel 2000 (Advanced)

Designing Web Pages with MS FrontPage

Microsoft PowerPoint 2000 (Advanced)

Microsoft Access 2000 (Advanced)

Microsoft Access 2000 Programming

Communication Skills for CFOs

Advanced Reading Skills

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

Hotel Armada

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

PJ Hilton

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

Mandarin Oriental

Melia Hotel

PJ Hilton

Novotel Century

MCSB KL

PJ. Hilton

MCSB KL

PJ Hilton

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

Novotel Century

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

Coronade Hotel

MCSB KL

Novotel Century

Hotel Armada

Novotel Century

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

PJ Hilton

MCSB KL

Pan Pacific Hotel

MCSB KL

Pan Pacific Hotel

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

Coronade Hotel

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

Pan Pacific Hotel

Coronade Hotel

16

32

8

16

8

16

8

16

16

3

8

16

4

16

16

16

8

8

8

4

24

32

16

16

8

8

4

16

32

16

16

8

16

16

16

8

16

16

16

16

8

24

32

8

16
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AUDIT FIRMS
REGISTERED
WITH MIA
FROM 1 APRIL 2003 UNTIL
30 APRIL 2003

AUDIT FIRM NAME AF NO

JOHOR DARUL TAKZIM

Noriza & Co. 1485
35-01-A, Jalan Sri Perkasa 2/1
Taman Tampoi Utama
81200 Johor Bahru
Tel :  07-241 5195   Fax :  07-241 5462

KEDAH DARUL AMAN

Baqir Hussain & Co 1486
126B, First Floor, Kompleks Alor Setar
Lebuhraya Darulaman
05100 Alor Setar
Tel :  04-732 8900   Fax :  04-732 8900
e-mail :  baqir@pc.jaring.my

SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN

K.S. Yap & Associates 1488
95 C, Jalan Kenari 23
Bandar Puchong Jaya
47100 Puchong
Tel :  03-8076 8392   Fax :  03-8076 8319
e-mail :  kim_swee@tm.net.my

Hong Associates 1489
Room 1.01 50A & 52A
Jalan Pasar, 41400 Klang
Tel :  03-3344 8181   Fax :  03-3344 9191

PY Management Services 0367
43A, Jalan SS 24/8, Taman Megah
47301 Petaling Jaya
Tel :  03-7804 6500   Fax :  03-7804 6525
e-mail :  npyuen@tm.net.my

LM Koo & Co. 0369
B605, Level 6, Block B
17, Jalan SS 7/26, Kelana Square
Kelana Jaya, 47301 Petaling Jaya
Tel :  03-7803 2115   Fax :  03-7803 5116
e-mail :  kk11@tm.net.my

Kuan & Co. 0370
12-3, Jalan USJ 9/5Q
Subang Business Center
UEP Subang Jaya, 47620 Subang Jaya
Tel :  03-8024 1180   Fax :  03-8024 1182
e-mail :  ktv@tm.net.my

Hasni Siti & Partners 0374
28, Jalan Kota Raja E 27/E
Hicom Town Centre, Section 27
40400 Shah Alam
Tel :  03-5191 7334   Fax :  03-5191 4200

M.L. Yap & Associates 0379
A-08-04, Plaza Serdang Raya
Jalan Serdang Raya, Section 7
43300 Seri Kembangan
Tel :  012-2819228   Fax :  018-2319512
e-mail :  meeling@hotmail.com

WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN

Fong & Partners 0368
No 18-2, Block B
Jln 1/89b(Seksyen 92a), Batu 3 1/2
Off Jln Sungei Besi, 57100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  013-3670338
 e-mail :  myfong@time.net.my

S.K.Tan & Co. 0371
B-24-6, Kenanga Point
11, Jalan Gelugor
55200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  03-9223 8166   Fax :  03-9223 8166

CMY Management Services 0375
47-1-1, Jalan 3/101C
Cheras Business Centre
Batu 5, Jalan Cheras
56100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  03-9132 5062   Fax :  03-91325067
e-mail :  yvonne 138_71@hotmail.com

KS Chia & Associates 0376
Room 406-A, Bangunan Loke Yew
4, Jalan Mahkamah Persekutuan
50050 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  03-2692 5607   Fax :  03-2691 2681
e-mail :  kentchia@tm.net.my

C.O.M. & Co. 0377
L03-4-11, Pangsapuri Pahlawan 3
Taman Tun Perak
56000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  03-9102 2043   Fax :  03-9102 2043
e-mail :  conicious@yahoo.co.uk

R E G I S T R AT I O N  O F  F I R M S

Malaysia Revenue Law Cases :  A Practical In-
dex (1932-2002), by Choong Kwai Fatt, Kuala
Lumpur :  Infoworld, 2003.

Call No. :  343.595036 CHO

Index to Federal Acts, Amendment Acts and Sub-
sidiary Legislation (PU(A) and Selected PU(B)
Series) 2000-2001 (with Notes), Kuala Lumpur :
Malaysian Bar Library, 2003.

Call No. :  348.028 MAL

Index to Federal Acts, Amendment Acts and Sub-
sidiary Legislation (PU(A) and Selected PU(B)
Series) 2002 (with Notes), Kuala Lumpur :
Malaysian Bar Library, 2003.

Call No. :  348.028 MAL

Infoalert 2002, Petaling Jaya :  Sweet & Max-
well, 2003.

Call No. :  348.59504 INF

Malaysia :  Investment in the Manufacturing
Sector :  Policies, Incentives and Facilities, Kuala
Lumpur :  Malaysian Industrial Development
Authority, 2003.

Call No. :  332.609595 MAL

Pocket World in Figures, London :  Profile Books
Ltd, The Economist, 2002.

Call No. :  339 POC

NON-AUDIT FIRMS
REGISTERED
WITH MIA
FROM 1 APRIL 2003 UNTIL
30 APRIL 2003

NON-AUDIT FIRM NAME NF NO

JOHOR DARUL TAKZIM

YK Lim & Associates 0366
32, Jalan Kinabalu 6/1
Taman Koperasi
86000 Kluang
Tel :  07-774 1085
e-mail :  kelvinlim73@hotmail.com

FS Liew & Co. 0372
48, Jalan Silat Harimau 15
Taman Selesa Jaya
81300 Skudai
Tel :  012-7231772

Yeo Ser Kia 0378
2, Jalan Jaffar
82200 Benut
Tel :  019-7476352

NEGERI SEMBILAN DARUL KHUSUS

H.Y. Chan & Co. 0373
Suite A, 1st Floor
No. 411, Jalan Haruan 4
Oakland Commercial Centre
70300 Seremban
Tel :  06-601 4617   Fax :  06-601 4617
e-mail :  hychan_co@hotmail.com

SABAH

Liaw & Co. 0364
2nd Floor, Shop Lot
No. 3, Taman Iramanis
Lorong Iramanis, Jalan Iramanis
88300 Kota Kinabalu
Tel :  088-387526   Fax :  088-387527
e-mail :  chongyah@tm.net.my

SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN

M.S. Tan & Co. 0365
24, Jalan SS 2/17
47300 Petaling Jaya
Tel :  03-7876 3716   Fax :  03-7876 3716
e-mail :  muisiang@tm.net.my

WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN

(change of firm name)
Halim Wong & Associates* 1297
Unit 7D & 7E, 7th Floor, Wisma YPR
No. 1, Lorong Kapar, Off Jalan Syed Putra
58000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  03-2274 9257   Fax :  03-2274 9253
e-mail :  hac70@tm.net.my

* previously known as “Halim Wong Foo & Associates”
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TOWN      DATE         PLEASE TICK                                             

TITLE                                                  VENUE   CPE
  HOURS

Kuala

Lumpur

and

Selangor

Calendar of Professional Education Programmes
✔

Yes! I would like to know more about the programmes ticked above.
Please send the information to :

Contact Person :

Organisation :

Address :

Tel :    Fax :

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE MAIL, FAX OR E-MAIL TO :

Malaysian Institute of Accountants
Dewan Akauntan, 2 Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur
Tel :  03- 2279 9200  Fax :  03- 2273 5167
e-mail :  cpd@mia.org.my
Homepage :  http://www.mia.org.my

1967

AKAUNTAN MALAYSIAINSTITUT

Malaysian Institute of Accountants
(Established under the Accountants Act, 1967)

2-3 June

2-5 June

4 June

4-5 June

6 June

5-6 June

9 June

9-10 June

10-11 June

11 June

12 June

12-13 June

14 June

16-17 June

18-19 June

18-19 June

20 June

20 June

20 June

21 June

23-25 June

23-26 June

24-25 June

26-27 June

26 June

27 June

28 June

7-8 July

7-10 July

9-10 July

10-11 July

11 July

14-15 July

14-15 July

16-17 July

18 July

21-22 July

23-24 July

23-24 July

24-25 July

25 July

28-30 July

28-31 July

29 July

26-27 Aug

Microsoft Word 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 Programming

Impairment of Assets (MASB 23)

Microsoft Excel 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Microsoft PowerPoint 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Project Financing

Financial Analysis with MS Excel

Microsoft Access 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Automating Tasks with MS Excel

Breakfast Talk on The Impact of WTO

Auditing using Malaysian Approved Standards on Auditing

Introduction to Corporate Taxation

1/2-Day Modular Course — International Tax Planning — Part 1

Microsoft Word 2000 (Advanced)

Practical Debt Collection Skills & Techniques

Microsoft Excel 2000 (Advanced)

Enjoying Tax Free Facilities in Duty Free Areas & Duty Free Shops

Microsoft PowerPoint 2000 (Advanced)

Introduction to Networking

1/2-Day Modular Course — International Tax Planning — Part 2

Microsoft Access 2000 (Advanced)

Microsoft Access 2000 Programming

Advanced Reading Skills

Designing Web Pages with MS FrontPage

Tax Planning for Property Developers

Auditing using Malaysian Approved Standards on Auditing

1/2-Day Modular Course — International Tax Planning — Part 3

Microsoft Word 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 Programming

Microsoft Excel 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Trade Finance

Microsoft PowerPoint 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Inventory Management for Financial & Non-Warehouse Managers

Microsoft Access 2000 (Basic/Intermediate)

Financial Management for Non-Finance Managers

Introduction to Networking

Microsoft Word 2000 (Advanced)

Advanced Reading Skills

Microsoft Excel 2000 (Advanced)

Designing Web Pages with MS FrontPage

Microsoft PowerPoint 2000 (Advanced)

Microsoft Access 2000 (Advanced)

Microsoft Access 2000 Programming

Communication Skills for CFOs

Advanced Reading Skills

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

Hotel Armada

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

PJ Hilton

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

Mandarin Oriental

Melia Hotel

PJ Hilton

Novotel Century

MCSB KL

PJ. Hilton

MCSB KL

PJ Hilton

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

Novotel Century

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

Coronade Hotel

MCSB KL

Novotel Century

Hotel Armada

Novotel Century

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

PJ Hilton

MCSB KL

Pan Pacific Hotel

MCSB KL

Pan Pacific Hotel

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

Coronade Hotel

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

MCSB KL

Pan Pacific Hotel

Coronade Hotel

16

32

8

16

8

16

8

16

16

3

8

16

4

16

16

16

8

8

8

4

24

32

16

16

8

8

4

16

32

16

16

8

16

16

16

8

16

16

16

16

8

24

32

8

16




